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FOREWORD 

The Atthakavagga is one of the five sections 
comprising the Suttanipata which belongs to the 
Khuddakanikaya of the Pali Canon. It is one of the most 
significant texts representative of the teachings of early 
Buddhism. Its antiquity is evident from the fact that 
of the five sections of the Suttanipata, the Atthaka- 
vagga and the Parayanavagga are mentioned by their 
titles or quoted, both in other texts of the Pali canon 
and in Sanskrit Buddhist texts. Also, an old commen¬ 
tary on these two sections has been included in the 
canon under the title of Niddesa. 

The Anhakavagga deals briefly with a number 
of specific themes in Buddhist philosophy. We have 
attempted in the present work to elucidate those themes, 
by the use of modern terminology so that they would be 
intelligible to those who are researching into the 
wisdom of a bygone age. 



THE PHILOSOPHY OP THE ATTHAKAVAGGA 
• • 

From a philosophical point of view, the Auhaka- 
vagga of the Suttanipata is one of the most significant 
collections in the Buddhist literary tradition. There 
is little doubt about its antiquity, and references to 
its early existence are found in the Pali, Buddhist 
Sanskrit and the Chinese Buddhist traditions*1 The 
Anhakavagga is rich in philosophical content although 
its sayings are brief and require clarification and inter¬ 
pretation to grasp their full significance. 

The verses of the Anhakavagga present ideas 
pregnant with philosophical meanings and the very 
manner in wich these ideas have been presented could 
easily lead to a wide veriety of interpretations. The 
Theravadins have preserved their traditional interpre¬ 
tation of the Anhakavagga in the Mahaniddesa. The 
doctrinal importance of the Anhakavagga in the Thera- 
vada Buddhist tradition is seen from the fact that 
the Niddesa itself has been included among their 
canonical works. The extent to which the meaning 
of the key terms used in the Anhakavagga have been 
analysed in the Niddesa preserving their original 
meaning and significance, could be subjected to critical 
investigation. Many deviations from the original meani¬ 
ngs seem to have occurred in the later excgetical 
analyses. The exclusive dependence, therefore, on the 
Niddesa alone is not adequate in reading the meanings 

1. University of Ceylon Review, 1948, The criteria for the 
analysis of the Suttanipata by Prof. N. A. Jayawickreme. 
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of the Atfhakavagga SutOs. The key terms must be 
examined in the context of their usage in the Atthaka- 
vagga and compared with other usages in the canonical 
literature to grasp their actual philosophical significance. 
The Niddesa, however, is of utmost importance in 
reading the philosophical meanings of the Affhaka- 
vagga verses with due regard to the Theravada tradition. 

The fundamental doctrines of early Buddhism are 
found in the Atfhakavagga in their non-scholastic, 
unsystematised form. Early Buddhism preaches a path 
to liberation, and that liberation (Vimutti) is conceived 
to be the ultimate goal of beings who pursue the way 
of life prescribed in Buddhism. Buddhism regards the 
life of ordinary mortals as one of unending conflict. 
Dukkha is the key word used in the Buddhist literature, to 
denote the perpetual conflict which pervades all aspects 
of worldly life. Buddhism traces the causes of this 
conflict to a psychological <5rigin and concludes that 
attachment, greed and unending thirst resulting from 
the lack of clear vision and penetration into the 
truths regarding realities of existence are the primary 
causes of all social and individual conflicts. Thes 
Atfhakavagga clearly states the Buddhist theory of 
psychological and social conflict, and traces the causes 
of this conflict to attachment and ignorance. The 
wav of life recommended in the Atfhakavagga for the 
attainment of the highest perfection which is conceived 
to be the supreme goal of Beings, is a life of detachment. 
It criticises the attempts of the rational metaphysi¬ 
cians in the quest of philosophical truth and traces 
the psychological origins of their divergent philosophical 
conclusions. The Atfhakavagga emphasises the futility 
of indulgence in highly controversial metaphysical 

2 
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speculations for the spiritual edification of human 
beings. It questions the efficacy of human reason in 
the pursuit of objectivity and truth. Many questions 
of philosophical interest are raised in discussing the 
competence of reason in the comprehension of truth 
and reality. Many Buddhist views oil epistemological 
questions are presented in these discussions. The nature 
of human judgments, their objectivity and subjectivity, 
their validity and criteria, are topics on which the 
Buddha has expressed his opinions in the AKhakavagga. 

a. 
is 

a clear instance of stating in brief the way in which 
the early ^uddhists viewed the pleasures of the senses. 
The Karnasutta shows that the Buddha did not deny 
the objects of pleasure. What the Buddha denied was 
that they are totally pleasurable in the sense that they 
are permanent bases of kuman pleasure. The Atthaka- 
vagga clarifies the Buddhist standpoint that assada ‘plea 
sure’ cannot be permanent due not only to the very 
nature of its object but also to the nature of the subject. 
Pleasure and pain are a result of causally conditioned yv 0 

perceptual processes. Only veddn.a ‘sensations’ can be 
pleasurable, painful or neutral. The aggregate ofJ 
sensations is one of the five constituent aggregates 
of the individaul. The Buddhist analysis of the indivi¬ 
dual repeatedly reveals that not one of these aggregates 
has a permanent unchanging existence. Sensations are 
conceived to be passing mental phenomena with no 
permanent or lasting nature. The Karnasutta says that 
the person who delights in sense pleasures undoubtedly 
becomes happy when his yearning for pleasures is 

The early Buddhist attitude towards objects < 
sense pleasure is clearly stated in the Atihakavagg 
The first Sutta of the Afthakavagga (Karnasutta) 

3 



gratified.1 Here the Buddha does not deny the reality of 

the existence of pleasures or pleasurable objects. Assdda 

‘pleasure’is part of the real world. The Buddha has 

often pointed out in his psychological analyses of the 

sensory processes that there are objects pleasing and 

delightful to the senses.2 3 

The Buddha points out that the external world has 

objects that are capable of producing attraction or re¬ 

pulsion in those who come into contact with them. This 

is illustrated in the Mahatanhasankhayasutta of the 

Majjbimanikaya thus: ‘When he (whose sense organs 

have reached a fair degree of maturity) has seen a 

material object (rupa) with the eye, he feels attracted to 

agreeable material objects (pi yardpe rupe sdrajjati) 
and feels repugnant with regard to disagreeable material 

objects {appiyarupe rupe bydpajjati).z Anurodha ‘com¬ 

pliance’ and virodha ‘antipathy’ are natural psychological 

effects of the way in which the psychophysical organism 

and the objects of the external world interact. The 

specifically Buddhist attitude towards sense pleasures 

comes to light in the Kamasutta when it points out 

that the objects of pleasure which were capable of 

producing the gratification which the ordinary mortal 

yearns for are perishable, and .therefore, could them¬ 

selves turn out to be the bases of human suffering 

and discontent. An object which at one moment was 

the basis of a person’s utmost delight becomes at the 

next moment the basis of his utmost grief. The doctrine 

of tilakkhana ‘the three fundamental characteristics of 

phenomena’, which forms one of the supreme insights 

1. Sn. 766 
2. M. /, 85 
3. M.1, 266 

4 
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of Buddhism, points out that all phenomena, mental 
and physical, have a fleeting and evanescent existence. 
Therefore passionate clinging to objects of pleasure 
results only in the production of incessant psycholo¬ 
gical conflicts. The Kamasutta says that one who is 
steeped in the pleasures of the senses, who generates 
intense desire becomes afflicted, like a person who is 
pierced by an arrow when those pleasures of the senses 
are lost1. When a person mindfully cultivates detach¬ 
ment towards pleasures of the senses he overcomes 
his bondage to afflictions which are rooted in the activity 
of his own mind.2 Thus the Atthakavagga introduces 
some of the vital aspects of Buddhist philosophy by 
expressing the Buddhist attitude towards pleasures of 
the senses and their evaluation in the Buddhist scheme of 
practical injunctions. The Kamasutta shows that the 
ultimate aim of the Buddhist way of life is not some¬ 
thing pertaining to the pleasures of the senses but 
something attainable only by their renunciation. 

* 
The Atthakavagga exalts the ideal of the muni 

‘sage’ who renounces sense pleasures. The viveka 

‘solitude’that is praised in the Atthakavagga is more than 
a mere physical renunciation. Viveka, according to the 
Niddesa is threefold, viz. Kdyaviveka ‘physical solitude,’ 
meaning the physical renunciation of the comforts of 
a layman’s living, cittaviveka, ‘mental solitude’, meaning 
the psychological renunciation attained at different levels 
of mental development and upadhiviveka, ‘psychoethical 
solitude’ attained by the destruction of all defilements 
and the substratum of rebirth.3 The life of th% muni 

1. Sn. 767 
2. Sn. 771 
3. Nd. I, 26f. 
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is compared to the lotus which has sprung up in the 
muddy water but remains unsullied by it, rising above 
its surface. The life of renunciation which the Atthaka- 
vagga speaks of is not the renunciation of a hermit 
who runs away from the social life of the world but of 

f the vigilant person who lives in the world without 
1 submitting himself to its numerous temptations. The 

mere act of donning the yellow robes of a hermit 
and subscribing to a certain pattern of religious ritual is 
not sufficient to become a muni. What is more important 
is his mental attitude. 

The Atthakavagga philosophy of detachment implies 
that lasting happiness does not consist in the pursuit 
of material things. The muni ideal does not favour 
an attitude to life which is basically of a materia¬ 
listic inclination. Buddhism conceives sukha ‘happiness’ 

^ as the goal of all human activity. The teachings of 
I Buddhism too do not diverge from this happiness seeking 

principle. For the summum bonum of the Buddhists, 
Nirvana, is also termed the paramasukha 1 ‘the 
highest bliss’. Buddhism agrees with materialistic and 
common sense views in holding that the attainment 
of the highest happiness is the goal of human beings 

V although it differs in regard to what a person’s highest 
happiness consists in. According to early Buddhism, 
as the Atthakavagga clearly expresses, the highest 
happiness consists in the realisation of Nirvana by 
the renunciation of all pleasures of the senses. The 
materialists, especially, and the ordinary worldlings, 
generally, act on the assumption that happiness consists 
in the gratification of the desire to enjoy sense plea¬ 
sures. The Buddha differs very radically from them 

1. Dhp. 204 



in pointing out that what others call happiness is 
viewed by the ariya ‘noble ones* as misery. 1 The 
Buddha rejected the view that sukha ‘happiness’ is 
confined to the sense pleasures, and while relegating 
the pleasures of the five senses (pahcakdmagund) to 
the lowest plane of happiness, pointed out that more 
superior planes of happiness could be discovered in 
the higher stages of Jhdna ‘trance’.2 

One noteworthy feature of the Buddhist philosophy 
of detachment which often comes to light in the 
Auhakavaaaa is that it consists not merely in the 
detachment from material things but also detachment 
from all conceptual constructions. Rdga ‘passion’ re¬ 
sults from ideas as well as from material things. 
Attachment to a certain ideology or view may at times 
even surpass in its intensity the attachment to any 
material thing. The Atthakavagga is very severe in 
its condemnation of sanditthiraga ‘attachment to one’s 
own view*. According to the Atthakavagga passionate 
clinging to material objects is only one aspect of 
clinging which results in individual and social conflicts. 
People cling equally, or even more tenaciously, to 
their views and ideologies (dittki) and also their holy 
vows (sila) and practices (vcita). 

The Buddhist explanation of the origins of conflict 
in the individual and social realms is not materialisic 
in emphasis. According to early Buddhism an analysis 
of the material conditions of human life would give only 
a partial explanation of the origins of divers patterns 
of conflict. The emphasis of the Atthakavagga is more 

5. IV. 121 
S. IV. 225f. 

* 
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on the psychological causes of conflict than on its 
material causes. Any attempt to explain the numerous 
types of conflict in terms of the material conditions 
of human existence alone is contrary to the teachings 
of early Buddhism. Without falling to the ideological 
extremes of materialism and idealism, Buddhism has 
attempted to explain all objects and events of the 
universe in terms of its empirical principle of depen¬ 
dent origination (paticcasamuppada). For the Buddhist, 
therefore, the question whether mind is ultimately real or 
matter is ultimately real does not arise. Buddhism does 
not raise the issue in its metaphysical form as, is idealism 
true or is materialism true. Taking the terms mind and 
matter as words in our common parlance Buddhism 
only shifted its emphasis from matter to mind when 
providing explanations to events connected with human 
behaviour. Thus conforming to the emphasis laid in 

Buddhism on the psychological facts of human life 

the Atthakavagga traces the caues of conflict in human 

society to basic facts about the human mind. The 

analysis of individual and social conflict made in the 
Kalahavivadasutta of the Suttanipata is very significant 

in this connection. 

The question that is discussed in the Kalahaviva¬ 

dasutta concerns the origin of disputes, conflicts, 
argumentations and disagreements in human society. 

It also concerns the ills in an individual’s life such 

as grief, lamentation and despair. Disputes inevitably 
bring about other social evils such as murder, harshness 

of speech, slander and so forth. The Buddha is asked 

about the causes of contentions and disputes, grief 

with lamentation in their train, pride, conceit and 

8 
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slander.1 A similar question is raised in the Sakkapahha- 
sutta of the Dighanikaya. Despite the desire of beings 
to live in peace and harmony they are seen to be 
living in perpetual enmity and hostility. Sakka requests 
the Buddha to explain the causes for such hostility and 
enmity.2 Human conflicts manifest themselves in the 
form of quarrels between individuals even of the same 
caste and class, and the same family and in the form of 
warsbetween states and so on and so forth.3 The specifi¬ 
cally Buddhist contribution to the analysis of the origins 

>of such conflicts is that Buddhism traces them to the 
psychological nature of human beings, and thus goes 
beyond a purely materialistic interpretation of such 
phenomena. The interest in Buddhism in giving such 
psychological analysis is determined by the Buddhist 
concept of mind and mental culture. According to 
Buddhism the paths which nature has determined for 
the psychological activity of human beings are not 
undivertible. The human mind is a dynamic realm 
in which the possibility for radical reforms is most 
evident. The Nirvana of the Buddhists which is attained 
by the cessation of all conflicts is a result of radical 
reformulation of a person’s mental activities. Thus 
Buddhism does not favour any analysis which implies 

I that the solution to social and psychological problems 
j lies only in the reformulations and reorganizations 

J brought about in the material sphere alone 

The Kalahavivadasutta says that the cause of 
contentions and disputes and the concommitant social 
evils is piya ‘dear things’. Piya are said to be rooted 
in chanda ‘impelling desire’. Chanda is rooted in 

1, Sn. 862. 
I 2. D. II, 276 
j 5. Af. /. 86 
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/ and asata ‘the pleasant and the unpleasant’. Sato. 

^•and ascita are caused by phassa ‘sensory contact’. In 
the Kalahavivadasutta the Buddha is seen delving deeper 

and deeper into the psychological springs of human 

action in the explanation of matters connected with 

individual and social behaviour, realising the uniqueness 

of the sphere of activity with which he is dealing, 

j Here the origins of human conflict are traced to sense 

j perceptions and the complexity of mental acts that 

1 follow from it. According to Buddhism the material 

components of the process of sensory activity may 

remain as they are, yet without the resultant psycholo-^ 

gical processes such as chanda. Material things may 

not be a hindrance to a person’s happiness when the 

proper mental attitude is cultivated. Buddhism considers 

the cultivation of this mental attitude which consists-* 

mainly in the development of the mind by satipatthana 

‘techniques of meditation’ as the ekayanamagga ‘the 

singular means’ of attaining the incomparable happiness 

which overcomes all manner of conflicts. 

According to the Atthakavagga conflict is also, 

an inevitable result of divergence in human beliefs. 

The Atthakavagga testifies to the fact that there 

existed a multiplicity of philosophical beliefs during 

the time of the Buddha. Debates were openly held 

in the midst of large gatherings with the sole intention 

of proving one’s own standpoint correct and defeating 

the standpoint of the opponent. The Buddha, as 

represented in the Pali canonical literature was a firm 

critic of metaphysical speculation. He was an empiricist 

in his approach to philosophical problems, and firmlp 
disapproved of any attempts to use purely rational 

methods in constructing complex systems of philosophy 
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which go beyond the limits of verification and experience. 

In the Nikayas, the Buddha has condemned the attempts 

of other contemporary thinkers to give categorical 

J2 answers to certain philosophical questions. The Nikayas 

o mention ten philosophical questions regarding the nature 

^ of the individual and the world which the Buddha is 

^ said to have left unanswered. 1 The answers given 

^ by different teachers during the Buddha’s time to such 

questions are described in the Pali Nikayas as pacceka- 

sacca ‘individual truths’.2 

It is interesting to inquire into the way in which 

early Buddhism analysed the origins of ditthi ‘philo¬ 

sophical views’. According to the Brahmajalasutta of 

the Dighanikaya the diversity of ditthi is a natural result 

of perception and therefore has a psychological origin. 

The Brahmajalasutta enumerates as many as sixty-two 

divergent philosophical views and traces their origin 

to phassa ‘sensory Gontact’. 3 The Atthakavagga throws 

more light on the analysis made in the Brahmajafa- 

sutta. In the Culaviyuhasutta of the Atthakavagga the 

question is raised as to why different thinkers put forward 

divergent views about truth, widely disagreeing among 
I themselves without expressing agreement on a single 

truth. The question is raised as to whether it is due 

to the existence of a diversity of truth or due to the 

rationalisations of different thinkers. * The answer to 

this question which follows in the same sutta is very 

significant regarding the Buddhist analysis of the origins 

1. M. I, 426f.; D. 7, 757/. 
2. Sn. 824; A. II, 41; A. V, 29. The significance of the term is 

adequately discussed by Prof. K, N. Jayatilake in his Early 
Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, p. 354f. 

3. D. I, 42. 
\ 4. Sn. 885 
£ 
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of disagreement in philosophical circles. It is said that 

there do not exist many and divers truths in the world 

apart from sarina. People employ reason in construc¬ 

ting various views and make judgments of truth and 

error.1 The significance of this reply depends largely 

on the meaning of the word saTvna. The analysis given 

in the Niddesa seems to be of little help in this 

connection as the emphasis in the Niddesa exegesis 

is on the ethical import of terms used in the original 

text. The following is an instance where the word 

sannd is explained in the Niddesa: ‘Sannan ca ditthin ca 

ye aggahesum te ghatfayantd vicar anti loke ti ye sannarn 

ganhanti, kamasannam bydpddascnnam vihimsasannam 

te sannavasena ghattentV - (Nd. I, 207). Here sannd takes 

an ethical meaning as idea of sense desire, idea of 

malevolence and idea of injury. Even in the context 

of the passage quoted from the Niddesa the explanation 

of the word sannd does not seem to be adequate. The 

word sannd occurs in the Atthakavagga mostly in the 
(jehse~oT~ideas of sensory 
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Taking sannd in that^wider sense; it is reasonable 
to assert that the Atthakavagga makes very significant 
observations about the nature of our judgments of 
truth and error. The first point that it makes is that, 
our judgments are primarily based on sannd ‘the ideas 
of sensory origin’. Safina stands for the purely 
subjective, and subjective experiences can easily be 
erroneously described, when they are verbally formula-, 
ted, as views and elevated to the position of objective 
truths. Sannd, according to the Buddhist teaching, 
is changeable. It is a subjective state in which changes; 
could be brought about by the application of parti- 
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, cular modes of training. Sikkha eka saiind uppajjonti 

sikkha eka saTiud nirujjhanti ‘with training some ideas 

\arise and with training some ideas cease* (D. I* 181). 

The Pofthapadasutta discusses how this change is 

| effected by a process of training consisting of Jbanic 

^meditation, which gradually reduces sauna to subtler and 

subtler forms until it completely ceases. This is described 

in the Pofthapadasutta as abhisannanirodha. TheBrahma- 

jalasutta in discussing the various views held by 

samanas and brahmanas shows clearly that some of 

these views were based purely on their subjective 

experiences. These experiences may be due to certain 

Jhanic exercises that they have undergone, and variations 

in the nature of experiences are admitted in the Buddhist 

analysis as pointed out in the Pofthapadasutta. The 

Brahmajalasutta says that an ascetic or a Brahmana 

by means of ardour, of exertion, of application, of earn¬ 

estness, of right reflection, attains to such concentration 

of mind that when his mind is so concentrated he dwells 

experiencing a finite world. He says thus: ‘finite is 

this world with a boundary right round, because I by 

means of ardour of exertion. . . dwell experiencing a 

finite world. By this I know that this world is finite 

and with a boundary right round’.1 Here is a clear 
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Idha bhikkhave ekacco samanovd brahmano va atappam 

anvdya padhdnam anvdya anuyogam anvdya ap pamddam 

anvdya sammamanasikdram anvdya tatharupam cetosa- 

madhiny phusati yatha samdhite citte antasanni lokasmirn 

viharati. So evam aha: Antava ay any loko parivatumo. 
Tamkissa hetul Aham hi atappam anvdya... tathdru- 

pirn cetosamadkim phusami yatha samdhite citte 

antasanni lokasmirn vihardmi. Imind*p’ahany etam 

jandmi yatha antava ayamloko parivatumo ti. (D.I, 22) 
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example of how philosophical conclusions were reached 
by the thinkers of the time. Some of them had an 
experiential basis for their conclusions and projected 
their subjective experiences to the objective world 
and misinterpreted their experience in elevating it to 
the status of an objective truth. There is evidence 
in the Brahmajalasutta that even some theistic con¬ 
clusions were based on such subjective experiences. 
The Buddha did not contest the fact that they actually 
possessed some experience but only criticised their 
attempt to grasp that experience as the objective 
reality. Conviction of thinkers on truth and error 
was based primarily on such experiential content of 
the mind as the Mahakammavibhahgasutta of the 
Majjhimanikaya clearly illustrates. This sutta enumerates 
four kinds of dogmatic judgments regarding the law 
of kamma and rebirth made by thinkers who depended^ 
on their individual Jhanic insight. 1 The Buddha says 
that by Jhanic insight one may see a person of bad 
moral conduct reborn in a woeful state of existence 
and thereby conclude that there are effects of bad 
conduct and that everyone who indulges in bad conduct 
will be reborn in a woeful state of existence. Another 
person with similar Jhanic insight may have an experie¬ 
nce contrary to the former as for instance seeing a 
person of good conduct being born in a woeful state 
of existence in the next birth, and thereby conclude 
that there are no effects of good conduct, and that 
all those who indulge in good conduct are reborn in 
woeful states of existence. People cling very firmly 
to their subjective experiences and make judgments 
about truth and error. The Buddha points out in th$s 

1 M. Ill, 211. 
Pe. v \rci y /— 
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sutta how erroneous conclusions could be reached by 
persons who depend exclusively on their limited and 
subjective experiential content of the mind and attempt 
to interpret that as the complete truth. Thus while 
recognising the validity of the data of extrasensory 
perception the Buddha pointed out that mistaken conclu¬ 
sions could be drawn depending on such data just 
as mistaken conclusions could be drawn about any 
matter of fact depending on the data of the five 
senses. 

The dogmatic adherence to views results from the 
conviction that one’s knowledge is complete, and that 
the whole truth about the world could be described 
on the basis of one’s ideas and experience alone. 
The Dutthatthakasutta says that the dogmatist himself 
claims the highest perfection for his own view and 
asserts his opinion on the basis of his conviction. 
What precedes his assertions is the knowledge he has 
gleaned from his experience. What he asserts conforms 
to his convictions.1 

In the Buddha’s explanation of philosophical dispu¬ 
tes he shows that they result basically from psychological 
facts. Their origin is to be found in a person’s sensory 
and extra-sensory experiences. The Buddha considers 
the dogmatism of the thinkers a hindrance to mental 
peace. He therefore recommends the full and complete 
understanding of such psychological phenomena as 
scinna, phassa and nano, and without dependence on 
those phenomena, the attainment of complete deta¬ 
chment and liberation of the mind. The Anhakavagga 

1 Sayam samattani pakubbamano yatha hi janeyya tatha vadeyya 
\»sn. 781). 
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says: ‘Let one cross over the flood by the complete 
understanding of sanna* (sanham pariWia vitareyya 
ogham - Sn. 779); ‘having completely understood sensory 
contact and unattached* (phassam parinnaya ananu- 
giddho - Sn. 778); ‘He does not have excessive 
dependence even on ndnad {nape pi so mssayam no 

karoti - Sn . 800). * 

The nature of the expression of disagreement in 
belief by the thinkers at the time of the Buddha 
is clearly shown in the Atthakavagga. The Buddha’s 
emphasis is mainly on beliefs of truthseekers who 
were preoccupied with the inquiry into what parama 

‘ultimate reality * or sacca ‘truth* was and what an 
individual’s visuddhi ‘absolute purity* and mokkha 

‘liberation* consisted in. Such enquiries had a relevance 
mainly to the moral and spiritual aspects of a person’s^ 
life. The Pasurasutta describes the disagreement among 
thinkers on such matters thus: ‘They say that absolute 
purity is theirs alone.. They do no>t say that there 
is absolute purity in the teachings of others. Whatever 
(path or teaching or belief) they depend on, they 
claim that it ’ is the most excellent and thus separately 
hold divers individual truths.* The Culaviyuhasutta 
says: ‘Experts make divers assertions* each clinging 
dogmatically to his own view. They say: ‘Whoever 
knows thus has known the truth. Whoever despises 
this, is imperfect.’® They make judgments about truth 
and error, but widely disagree in their judgments. 

> 

1 MITeva suddMm Iti. vadiyaati 
maimesu dhammesu vlsuddtura aim 

yam mssita tattha subkaijL vadana paecekasaccesu puthS 
asvittha (Sa. 824) 

2 Sakam sakam dilthi paribbasama viggayha raaoa kusala vadanti 
yo cvam jaaati sa vedi. dharamam idam pafikkosara akevalt 

so (Sa. 878) 
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The Culaviyuhasutta says: ‘What one asserted to be 
true and real, others say is meaningless and false. 
Thus they enter into dispute and debate’.1 The Maha 
viyuhasutta says: ‘Each one asserts that one’s own 
view is perfect, and that the belief of the other person 
is inferior. Thus they enter into dispute. They judge 
their own conclusions to be true’.2 

The Buddha was highly critical of this intolerance 
which was displayed by the thinkers of his time. Such 
intolerance, according to the Buddha, was utterly 
unwarranted, apart from the fact that from an ethical 
point of view it was very unbecoming of a morally 
good person. In the CulaviyOhasutta the Buddha speaks 
with sarcasm of such intolerant dogmatists. ‘If by 
reason of not approving of another person’s teaching 
one becomes a fool or a beast, then all (these dogmatists) 
are fools and persons of much inferior wisdom. For 
they equally strongly cling to dogmatic beliefs’.3 4 On 
the other hand, ‘if by reason of holding to one’s 
own dogmatic belief one becomes a person of absolutely 
pure wisdom, skill and knowledge, then none among 
them is of inferior wisdom. For they have equally 
clung to dogmatic beliefs. 

1 Yam ahu saccam tathiyan ti eke, 
tam ahu aiine pi tuccham musa ti 

evam pi viggayha vivadiyanti . . . (Sn.883) 

2 Sakam hi dhammam paripunnam ahu, 

aiihassa dhammaip pana hinam ahu 
evam pi viggayha vivadiyanti 

sakam sakam sammutim ahu saccam (Sn. 904) 

3 Parassa ce dhammam ananujanam balo mago hoti nihinapaiiiio 
sabbe va bala sunihinapanna sabb’e vi’me ditthi paribbasana 
(Sn. 880) 

4 Sanditthiya ce pana vjvadata samsuddhapahha kusala mutlma 
na tesam koci parihlnapafino ditthi’ hi tesam tatha samatta 

(Sn. 881) 
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In the Atthakavagga the Buddha puts forward 
the view that the lack of tolerance in the realm of 
views leads to many harmful consequences. First it 
is a hindrance to the furtherance of one’s own kno¬ 
wledge, as one becomes emotionally involved in the 
belief that one already holds. One becomes a prey 
to one’s preconceived notions and this leads to intel¬ 
lectual stagnation. Secondly the emotions bring about( 
many consequences which are morally harmful. Emo¬ 
tional attachment to dogmatic views results in absolute 
disregard for objectivity. It also disrupts ihe harmony 
of social relations and brings about results which are 
socially harmful. 

X 

\ \ 

(D! 

From the Buddhist explanation of the origin of 
dogmatic beliefs the ethical and practical conclusion 
follows that such dogmas should not be clung to. The 
dogmas are based primarily on the subjective experiences 
of individuals. In the majority of cases the experiences 
differ very widely from each other and the experience of 
any one individual is not at all sufficient to come to a 
conclusion about objective truth. 

The atthakavagga also discusses the role that reason 
plays in the assertions made by dogmatists. The Buddha 
on many occasions denied the competence of pure reason 
to comprehend ultimate reality. The Atthakavagga 
says that the diversity of views regarding the nature of 
uitimate truth is also due to the abuse of reason. 
Judgments about truth and error were pronounced by the 
thinkers of the time by employing reason.1 The Buddha 
had very definite views on the role of reason in the 

1 Takkan ca ditthisu pakappayitva saccam musa ti dvayadham- 
raam ahu (Sn. 886) 
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| search for truth. The Brahmajalasutta includes among 
| the dogmas which the Buddha rejected those based 
| on pure reason as well. The Brahmajalasutta says that 
I out of the four schools of samanas and brahmanas who 
| were eternalists and held that the soul and the world are 
i eternal the fourth consisted of rationalists who depended 
\ on pure reason alone.1 

The observation of the early Buddhists on the 
role of pure reason in philosophical inquiry is clearly 
stated in the Sandakasutta. Pointing out the shortcom¬ 
ings of pure reason Ananda says to Sandaka: ‘Here 
again Sandaka, a certain teacher is a rationalist an 
investigator, he teaches the doctrine on a system of his 
own devising, beaten out by reasoning and based on 

f-investigation. The teaching of one who is a rationalist, 
/ _ *_____ 

an investigator is sometimes well reasoned and some 
times ill-reasoned. It sometimes is true and some¬ 
times is false*.2 The philosophical conclusions arrived 
at by a process of £fj^at by a process of reasoning are according to the^^ 
Buddhist view unsatisfactory on two grounds.©First, 

* the process of reasoning may consist of flaws in the ^ 
reasoning and thus lead to ill-reasoned (logically false or ^ 

invalid) conclusions.QSecondly, the fact that someone 

1 Catutthe ca bhonto samanabrahmana kim agamma kim arabbha 
• • * • 

sassatavada sassatam attanan ca lokaii ca paiifiapenti. Idha 

bhikkhave ekacco samano va brahmano va takkl hoti vimamsi. 
* ^ * • 

So takkapariyahatam vimamsanucaritam sayam-patibhanam 

evam aha: sassato atta ca loko ca,.. (D. 1,-16). 

2 Puna ca param Sandaka idh ekacco sattha takki hoti vimamsi., 

so, takkapariyahatam vimamsanucaritam sayam-patibhanam 

dhammam deseti. Takkissa kho pana Sandaka vimamsissa 
sutakkitam pi hoti duttakkitam pi hoti. Tatha pi hoti anha- 
tha pi hoti (M.I, 520). 



has come to a well reasoned (logically valid) conclu¬ 
sion, avoiding all flaws of reasoning does not guarantee 
the truth of the conclusion. Although the reasoning 
process is perfectly flawless the conclusion may be 
contrary to fact. For according to the Buddhist theory 
of knowledge what is known to be true must be i 
verifiable in experience. Reasoning has a role to play j 

only within the limits of experience. 

The Afthakavagga expresses the early Buddhist 
view that reason involves itself in deep and interminable 
conflict when it goes beyond phenomena to seek their 
ultimate ground. Philosophical conflict results from 
the search for truths beyond all empirical observation 
employing human reason outside its legitimate limits. 

In coming to conclusions about reality the views 
of thinkers are in most cases affected by their emo¬ 
tions. Logic only aids them to rationalise their emotions 
their inclinations and propensities, likes and dislikes. 
The Afthakavagga says that when a conclusion reached 
by someone is a rationalisation it becomes exceedingly 
difficult for him to give up that conclusion. The 
Buddha says that a person finds it difficult to give 
up his own view when he is led by impelling desire 
and convinced according tp his inclination. He would 
declare in accordance with his conviction.1 A factor 
which adds to the failure in the objectivity of rational 
conclusions is the influence of human emotions on 
such conclusions. Thinkers as the Buddha saw, expre¬ 
ssed mere rationalisations, based largely on their 
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Sakam hi ditthim katham accayeyya 
chandanunlto ruciya nivittho 

Saya'm samattani pakubbamano yatha hi janeyya tatha vadeyya 

(Sd. 781) 
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personal likes and dislikes, interests and inclinations in 

the guise of well reasoned objective conclusions. The 

Atthakavagga says that the passionate clinging to views 

results from the fact that the views themselves are a 

product of rationalisation. Emotional factors often 

influence the judgments of value pronounced by human 

beings. The Buddha says that when someone sees personal 

advantage from things seen, heard or cognised, or 

from holy vow or practice, one clings passionately to 

that alone and sees everything else as inferior.1 The 

Dutthatthakasutta says that those who enter into verbal 

conflict regarding philosophical conclusions do so, not 

merely because they believe them to be true; there are 

persons who are led by their passions and emotionso 

The Dutthatthakasutta says that when some thinkers 

make philosophical assertions they do so believing them 

to be true while others speak merely with malicious 

intentions.2 

What incites a person to cling passionately to his 

own view is more often his consciousness and esteem of 

the self, rather than the consciousness of truth. The 

dogmatist wishes to safeguard his view at whatever cost 

because the refutation of his views means to him defeat 

and self degradation. The Atthakavagga says that when 

people cling passionately to their views, emotions which 

compel them to do so are their pride, conceit and esteem 

of the self, their notions of equality, inferiority and 

1 Yad attani passati anisamsam ditthe sute silavate mute va 
tad eva so tattha samuggahaya nihinato passati sabbam arinam 
(Sn. 797) 

2 Vadanti ve dutthamana pi eke atho pi ve saccamana vadanti 
(Sn. 780) 
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superiority. Measures such as equality, inferiority and 

superiority are used with reference to beliefs held by 

oneself and others. One person judges another who holds 

the same view as himself as equal in wisdom, while 

judging others who reject his view as men of inferior 
wisdom. He enthrones himself in the realm of 

philosophical beliefs and speaks contemptuously of 

others.1 The debaters who entered into conflict basing 

themselves on different assumptions on the nature of 

reality were prompted by inner passions such as tbeir 

desire for praise and fame.2 Those who debate have 

in their minds the purely subjective measurements of v 
equality, inferiority and superiority.3 J 

The Atthakavagga discusses the consequences of ^ 

holding dogmatically to beliefs. According to the ^ 

Atthakavagga, truth is not something about which ^ 

debates can arise. It is only the emotional and dogmatic 

adherence to views that produce argumentation and 

debate. The Buddhist view is that involvement in 

such disputations is a serious impediment to right 

understanding and hence spiritual development. 

Complete freedom, in the Buddhist view, results only 

from detachment. This detachment has to be effected 

not only from the obj ects of the five senses but also from 

those of the mind, the percepts and concepts of the 

mind. The perceptual and coneptual involvement of 

the individual is considered in the Buddhist psychology j 

as the process of being overwhelmed by papanca. ! 
i 

-—*--—— _ t 

1 Atisaraditthiya so samatto manena matto paripunnamani j 

sayam eva samara manasajbhisitlo dittbi hi sa tassa tatha samatta 
(Sn. 889) ' ” j 

2 Vadanti te aiifiasita kathojjam pasamsakama kusala vadana 
(Sn. 825). • j 

3 Samo vises! uda va nihino yo mahhati so vivadetha tena (Sn.842) I 



Detachment in this wider sense is necessary because 
attachment to even one’s own view prevents one from 
understanding things as they are. 

! Early Buddhism sometimes traces the perpetual conflict 

| in society to pa paticas annas ankhd ‘ideas of perceptual 

! and conceptual obsession’. Papancasahnasankha denotes 

\ j the psychological reaction of the individual to all his 

! perceptual affections and conceptual accumulations. 
^^■The anusaya ‘dormant passions of the mind’ such as tanhd 

‘craving’, ditthi ‘dogmatism’ and mdna ‘conceit’ are 

o £ concommitant with papanca. The Sakkapnhasutta of 

the Dighanikaya in its analysis of individual and social 

conflicts and ills traces them to pap anc as annas ankhd. 

The term ‘papancasankha* is used also in the Kalahavi- 

vadasutta of the Auhakavagga in a similar context. There 

is no doubt that the detachment advocated by the early 

Buddhists has an evidently psychological emphasis, and 

that it is itself a practical and ethical conclusion derived 

from a deep analysis of psychological facts about human 

beings. For mental peace and calm one needs to be 

detached from all ideas and concepts and therefore from 
all dogmatic views. 

The doctrine of the Buddha points out that disputes 

of two kinds can arise in society. Both kinds of disputes 

have a psychological origin. They are rooted in the 

dormant passions of the human mind. One originates 

from passion for pleasurable sensations derived from 

objects of the material world. The other from the 

passion for ideas and concepts, philosophical views and 

ideologies. The Mahadukkhakkhandasutta of the ’ 

Majjhimanikaya (M. I, 86) emphasises the nature of the 
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conflicts arising from the former and the Auhakavagga j 

emphasises the nature of the conflicts arising from the j 

latter (sandiBhiraga). , - , < I 
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The Buddha’s codemnation of dogmatic views as | 

repeatedly found in the Atthakavagga is due not only to 5 

his insight into the nature of their origin but also due to 1 

an understanding of their consequences. The Buddha { 

considered passions, of whatever kind they are, as 

impediments to the progress towards Nirvana. The 

dogmatist urged by his esteem for the self passionately 

clings to his dogma, and enters into debate with other 

persons. In this process the weapon he uses is logic 

and reasoning. In case his opponent, with logic and 

reasoning surpassing his own, vanquishes him in argument 

he becomes utterly frustrated. He even becomes enraged. 

The Pasurasutta shows how dogmatists condemn each 

other as fools and enter into verbal disputations each 

desiring his own fame.1 Engaged in verbal disputations 

in the midst of gatherings one becomes vexed in one’s 

quest for praise. In defeat he becomes downcast, and 

looking for the flaws of others he becomes enraged by 

the blames (of others).2 When he is judged to have 

been defeated in debate he laments and grieves and 

worries that he has been overcome.3 

1 Te vadakama parisam vigayha balam dahanti mithu aiifiamaiiiiarn 
Vadanti te anfiasita kathojjam pasamsakama kusala vadana 

(Sn. 825). 

2 Yutto kathayam parisaya majjhe pasanisamiccham vinighati hoti 
apahatasmim pana manku hoti nindaya so kuppati randhamesi 
(Sn. 826). 

3 Yam assa vadarn parihinam ahu apahatam pahhavimamsakase 
paridevati socati hinavado upaccaga man ti anutthunati (Sn. 828). 
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All these consequences follow because people enter 

into such disputations with preconceived notions, with 

no regard for objectivity and truth, urged merely by 

their inner emotions and passions. Any attack on their 

view is for them an attack on their ego, and when their 

opinions are really questioned their ego is invariably 

hurt. It is this psychological truth about the nature of 

dogmatic adherence to views that is very well analysed 

in the Atfhakavagga. 

Pride and conceit, emotions which prompt people 

to cling to the views which they judge to be perfect, 

were considered by the Buddha as serious impediments 

to right understanding and hence to spiritual progress. 

He who is praised in the midst of a gathering for having 

successfully defended his view may be thrilled with joy 

and be much elated in mind, for having achieved his 

purpose. The Buddha says that elation itself is the 

ground of his vexation, for pride and conceit are serious 

impediments to spiritual progress.1 

The Buddha repeatedly condemns argumentation 

and debate purely for the sake of promoting the ego. 

The ideal of a muni' sage’ put forward in the Althakavagga 

suggests that the muni is free from all obstacles as he does 

not enter into controversies which have arisen.2 For 

the person with spiritual excellence there is no view 

about the various existences. He has no emotions by 

1 Pasamsito va pana tattha hoti akkhaya vadam parisaya majjhe 
so hassati unnamaticca tena pappuyya tam attham yatha mano 
ahu ya unnati sa’ssa vighatabhumi manatimanam vadate paneso 

etam pi disva na vivadayetha na hi tena suddhim kusala vadanti 

(Sn. 829-30). 

2 Vadafi ca jatam muni no upeti tasma muni natthikhilo kuhinci 

(Sn. 780). 
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which he is urged to grasp various dogmas.1 According 
to the Buddha, when the mind is freed from passions, 
all disputations cease.2 Those who have loosened the 

bond of dogmatism and do not have attachment to anyth¬ 

ing in the world have no speculative views.3 4 The noble j 

one who has transcended the limits of mundane existence j . 

has no grasping after knowing or seeing. He delights qj .a 

neither in passion nor in dispassion. For him there is 

nothing here, grasped as the highest.* The early Buddhist. £ 

attitude towards philosophical views was just one aspect ^ j ^ 

of the general philosophy of detachment preached by Is" 

the Buddha. The Buddha’s admonition to those intent 

on purity is to discard all dogmatic views and also to free j 
oneself of all notions of measurement such as equality, 

superiority and inferiority.5 The muni, according to the 

Attbakavagga, has no clinging to notions of self or ego. 

He does not depend even on knowledge. He does not 

take sides in the midst of controversy. He has no 
dogmatic views.6 

1 Dhonassa hi natthi kuhih ci loke pakappita ditthi bhavabhavesu 
may an ca manaii ca pahaya dhono sa kena gaccheyya anupayo 
so (Sn. 786). 

2 Upayo hi dhammesu upeti vadam anupayam kena katham vadeyya j 
attam nirattam na hi tassa atthi adhosi so ditthim idheva sabba i 

(Sn. 787). 
3 Na kappayanti na purekkharonti accantasuddhi ti na te vadanti 

adanagantham gathitam visajja asam na kubbanti kuhin ci loke 

(Sn. 794). 
4 Simatigo brahmano tassa natthi fiatva va disva va samuggahitam 

) • • 1 

na ragaragi na viragaratto tass idha natthi param uggahitam 
(Sn. 795). 

5 Ditthim pi lokasmim na kappayeyya lianena va silavatena va pi 
• • 
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samo ti attanam anupaneyya hlno na mannetha vises! va pi 
(Sn. 799). 

6 Attam pahaya anupadiyano iiane pi so nissayam no karoti 
rnm • ♦ 

sa ve viyattesu na vaggasari ditthim pi so na pacceti kin ci 
(Sn. 800). 
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The muni is not attached to things of the world in 

their gross from as physical things. Nor is he attached 
to them in their subtler from as sense-data, or ideas of 
sense (<dittha, sutta. muia). He is like the lotus untainted 

by the water in which it has sprung up.* 

According to the Buddhist analysis the world is 

perceived by us with the aid of the senses. The different 

senses convey to us the various data of the physical 

world and the Atthakavagga classifies them all under 

the wide categories dittha "seen’, snta ‘heard’ and muta 

‘cognised’ Detachment from them results in the 

discarding of all dogmatic views. It is the dittha, suta 

and muta (the perceptual content of our minds) which 

provide the raw material for our dogmatic views. One 

who adopts the Buddhist life of viveka ‘solitude’ is 

completely detached from them and therefore does not 

make use of this raw material to construct the more 

complex dogmas.1 2 The Brahmana who has transcended 

all limits has no grasping after storing his mind with 

such raw material. That is why he does not cling to 

dogmas.3 

The same attitude that the Buddha recommends 

towards dogmatic views is also recommended towards 

sila ‘holy vows’ and vata ‘holy practices’ adopted by 

seekers after truth and purity, sila and vata are also im¬ 

pediments to spiritual progress if they are clung to. In the 

1 Udabindu yatha pi pokkhare padume vari yatha na limpati 

evam muni nopalimpati yadidam ditthasutammutesu va (Sn.812). 

2 Tassidha ditthe va sute mute va pakappita natthi anu pi sauna 

(Sn. 802). 

3 Sa sabbadhammesu visenibhuto yam kiii ci dittham va sutam 
mutam va (Sn. 793). 
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which he is urged to grasp various dogmas.1 According 
to the Buddha, when the mind is freed from passions, 

all disputations cease.2 Those who have loosened the 

bond of dogmatism and do not have attachment to anyth¬ 
ing in the world have no speculative views.3 4 The noble 

one who has transcended the limits of mundane existence 

has no grasping after knowing or seeing. He delights 0j 

neither in passion nor in dispassion. For him there is 

nothing here, grasped as the highest.* The early Buddhist 

attitude towards philosophical views was just one aspect 

of the general philosophy of detachment preached by 

the Buddha. The Buddha’s admonition to those intent 

on purity is to discard all dogmatic views and also to free 

oneself of all notions of measurement such as equality, 

superiority and inferiority.5 The muni* according to the 

Attbakavagga, has no clinging to notions of self or ego. 

He does not depend even on knowledge. He does not 

take sides in the midst of controversy. He has no 
dogmatic views.6 

1 Dhonassa hi natthi kuhin ci loke pakappita difthi bhavabhavesu 
may ah ca manaii ca pahaya dhono sa kena gaccheyya anupayo 
so (Sn. 786). 

2 Upayo hi dhammesu upeti vadam anupayam kena katham vadeyya 
attam nirattam na hi tassa atthi adhosi so ditthim idheva sabba 

(Sn. 787). 
3 Na kappayanti na purekkharonti accantasuddh! ti na te vadanti 

adanagantham gathitam visajja asam na kubbanti kuhin ci loke 
(Sn. 794). 

4 Simatigo brahmano tassa natthi fiatva va disva va samuggahitam 

na ragaragi na viragaratto tass Idha natthi param uggahitam 
(Sn. 795). 

5 Ditthim pi lokasmim na kappayeyya iianena va silavalena va pi 
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samo ti attanam anupaneyya hino na mahhetha vises! va pi 
(Sn. 799). 

6 Attam pahaya anupadiyano iiane pi so nissayam no karoti 
sa ve viyattesu na vaggasar! ditthim pi so na pacceti kiii ci 
(Sn. 800). 
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The muni is not attached to things of the world in 

their gross from as physical things. Nor is he attached 
to them in their subtler from as sense-data, or ideas of 
sense (diftha, sutta. muta). He is like the lotus untainted 

by the water in which it has sprung up.A 

According to the Buddhist analysis the world is 

perceived by us with the aid of the senses. The different 

senses convey to us the various data of the physical 

world and the Atthakavagga classifies them all under 

the wide categories diitha ‘seen’, sutci ‘heard’ and muta 

‘cognised’ Detachment from them results in the 

discarding of all dogmatic views. It is the dittha, suta 

and muta (the perceptual content of our minds) which 

provide the raw material for our dogmatic views. One 

who adopts the Buddhist life of viveka ‘solitude’ is 

completely detached from them and therefore does not 

make use of this raw material to construct the more 

complex dogmas.1 2 The Brahmana who has transcended 

all limits has no grasping after storing his mind with 

such raw material. That is why he does not cling to 

dogmas.3 

The same attitude that the Buddha recommends 

towards dogmatic views is also recommended towards 

sila ‘holy vows’ and vata ‘holy practices’ adopted by 

seekers after truth and purity, sila and vata are also im¬ 

pediments to spiritual progress if they are clung to. In the 

1 Udabindu yatha pi pokkhare padume vari yatha na limpati 

evam muni nopalimpati yadidam ditthasutammutesu va (Sn.812). 

2 Tassidha ditthe va sute mute va pakappita natthi anu pi sanfia 

(Sn. 802). 

3 Sa sabbadhammesu visenibhuto yam kiii ei. dittham va sutam 
mutam va (Sn. 793). 
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Atthakavagga the Buddha includes silabbata also along 

with dittba, suta and muta as things to be discarded 
to facilitate spiritual progress. 

The Magandhiyasutta of the Atthakavagga brings to 

light a very significant point of Buddhism regarding its 

teaching on ditfhi ‘views’, suti ‘revelation’, si la ‘holy 

vows’ and vata ‘holy practices’. This sutta shows that 

only dogmatic clinging to such things impedes spiritual 

% progress, but not that they have no role to play in the 

process of spiritual progress. The Buddha says that it is 

not by ditfhi, suti, ndna, si/a, and vata that one attains 

visuddhi ‘purification’. Also it is not by the absence of 

them. It is by taking them only as a means and not 

grasping them as ends in .themselves that one attains 

absolute purity.1 The Alagaddupamasutta of the 

Majjhimanikaya presents the same doctrine by the 

simile of the raft (kullupama).2 

In the Noble Eightfold Path of the Buddhists 

Sammaditthi ‘right view’ appears as the first item. 
A distinction is made in the canonical literature itself 

between sammddiffhi ‘right view’ and micchaditthi 
‘wrong view’. - So the value of ditthi as a means 

to spiritual progress is not unrecognised. In the same 

way the Buddha’s word has a role to play as suti. The 

Buddhist sila ‘moral precepts’ and vata ‘vows’ serve 

as means to the attainment of the Buddhist goal. 

The Buddha condemns only the attitude of some thinkers 
who took them as ends in themselves. 

1 Na ditthiya Da sutiya na fianena silabbaten’api na suddhim aha 

aditthiya assutiya aiiana asflata abbata no’pi tena 

ete ca nissajja anuggahaya santo anissaya bhavam na jappe 
(Sn. 839). 

2 M. I, 134f. 
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A question that arises from the statements made in 

the Atthakavagga regarding our judgments about truth 

and error is whether or not early Buddhism had a body 

of truths to assert. Some of the statements made by the 

Buddha may give one the impression that he was an 

agnostic or a sceptic. The Atthakavagga says that a 

sage is not prone to enter into controversies about truth 

and error. The multiplicity of conclusions on the nature 

of truth and reality in the contemporary philosophical 

background was undoubtedly very perplexing to any 

inquirer into them. There is sufficient evidence to 

conclude that contemporary scepticism v/as a result 

of the intellectual confusion caused by a multiplicity of 

views.1 The Buddha on inquiry into the divers views 

declares that they are mere assertions of individual 

opinions (paccekasacca). He denied that mutually 

contradictory assertions about any matter of fact could 

be true together.2 He says that the truth is one (about any 

matter of fact) and that disagreement is resolved when 

that truth is known.3 Thus unlike the sceptics, he did 

not deny the validity of knowledge or the knowability of 

true propositions. He was only critical of the means by 

which conclusions about truth and error were drawn. 

The Buddha admitted that there are some questions about 

reality which could be categorically answered (Ekansa- 

vyakaraniyapanha) while there were others which have to 

be dismissed altogether due to the very nature of the 

questions (Thapanryapanha^avyakata). 

1 Prof. K. N. Jayatillake, ‘Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge 
p. 110 f. 

2 Na h’eva saccani bahuni nana (Sn. 886). 

3 Ekam hi saccaqi na dutiyam atthi yasmiip paja no vivade 
pajanam (Sn. 884). 
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■; 
According to early Buddhism the lack of unanimity r 

on truth and error may result from .an incomplete and 

partial knowledge of facts. The moment one rushes 

to a conclusion on the basis of a fragment of experience 

one ceases to be intelligent. True and scientific knowledge v > 

can be attained only by a systematisation of the data of 

observation and experiment. According to early 

Buddhism this is true not only of the data of sensory 

experience but also of the data of extra-sensory 

experience (abhinna). Conflict may also result from 

lack of objectivity due to personal prejudices and 

preconceived notions. Finally conflict may result from 

the employment of reason for the solution of questions 

which are beyond all human expefience^ffQThe last 

of them, the Buddha considers to be a very prominent 

field in which interminable conflict is bound to 

perpetuate. 

The.teachings of the Atthakavagga probably belong 

to the earliest stratum of Buddhist thought. There 

is very little evidence of the doctrines of Buddhism ') 

having undergone systematisation and formulation by 

the time the Atthakavagga verses were composed. The 

fundamental teachings of Buddhism are introduced 

in the Atthakavagga without the aid of stereotyped 

formulae which are characteristic of the later stratum of 

Buddhist literature. It gives ample testimony to the 

fact that the earliest teachings of Buddhism did not °i; 
& * . / Cl ‘ 

deviate from the path of empiricism and that hardly 

anything is to be found amongst them which may be 

termed esoteric. 

^ ° \ c v 1 l u li ' Cslv 1>j cjjlp H . j /'> 

/ f ^ 1 ^ ( !' * ^ $h n / ^ i "-Q c 5 cX 
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CHAPTER V 

THE BUDDHIST CONCEPT OF KNOWLEDGE . " '< V' 

* “: ■** > r ;■/ r« %cu 
>;i;: 

It has alreadv been pointed but-in the previous f| 

chapters that the teachinp of the Buddha-15''intended to produce ;.a ]p;. 

certain kind of knowledge. The knowledqe SQi’praduced is supposed:?* 

to bring about man's liberation from suffering (vSmuti:£l.l.\ The^; 

self + trans-format ion produced '*by the It each i no is 

L.*; J >, t. i ... * v'i V' <; -• VrC’”*** " • .*r ;-F\f ! 

sequence of the awakening of 'T^kndwledge-';.rather '^ - ban thc.-^; LUflb 

awakenina of faith 

individual interacts, 

when refer 

act ivit v.. 

rSs&'-J' 
each cognitive term used in Buddh ism ‘itself ^throws- mucha'l itjht ori^ 

its epistemological teaching as well u!as4 * '' : its psychology of 

coanx tion. The different wav? of ' khowina' - distinauished in 

Buddhism and the analysis of the ijisychologicaV. procesfees^rlirriyolvedi^ 

in the different forms of knowi na are^extremelyit i-mpor tantit: from^f 

the point of view of educational psychology.- ' - 

— Buddhism states its position very clearly regarding the^ 

degree of reliance that could be p taced -and i.f f erentvnneans ,...^0,01^; 

sources of knowingi ’ Khowing is* 

believing . Doamatic clinoina to' a'ryiew; w^th^no-creaaTXJ^foriiivaldd^v5 
--- » », 

grounds for- .its truth is «.d iso our ag edv.-w*y.Bud d h»ismvr<etj ect- s^^agsg l u te^ 
• ■- . •' ■ ‘ .'-TVfv '*i1■ -'-• frt* * f■*£■*?• 

.<c--pjiK^r^VS:- * v. v - *•/ * - *V ' 
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9b iib ■ | 

and ultimate deor-ndence on qraunds such as external authority ... *’j 
■ ..;f& ‘ I . 
'* i: ■■ ■ ..'I- *.a 

including revelation (anussava). -faith in human or superhuman 

sources (saddha) and speculative reasoning- or pure deductive 'or‘.V I 
\ '>r •; • 

a priori reasoning -from self-evident premises '( takka) . Buddhism . tv- 

does not deny the usefulness of such means- in the attainment of • 

truth. But.it argues that absolute, and ul t imate *-* dependence • on'V*' ^ 

them is unwarranted. For one cannot be said, to be enlightened or 

liberated by means of wisdom unless one has direct-inexperienced’’-'; 

the truths connected with liberation. I L. is argued: tHaty the \Y^; . 

- content of revelation could turn out to be emoty and Mf.alse-v when ‘ 

tested in the light of human experience while what iis -not^-vfound ’/ f 

in revelation cgcild turn out to be true.1 On like --grounds; T 

• i.'"r 

conclusions reached-Aon. the basis of speculative: or.1$ deductive 

reasoning from so-called self evident premises^ are -saidf/toi lack - 

dependab i l i tv in an ultimate sense. The . Kalama. < Butta . i\ of/jthe 

Buddha can be viewed as an ancient charter for free ..inquiry Tor 

it rejects the dependence on external authority-*i .as’nyan •.Ultimate ,:v 

ground for determinino what is true and riaht •‘.£? ■ In .the Kalama “* . fc I 
Sutta the Buddha points out that in a context 'where .one is 

l ’• 

confronted with mutual Iv contradictory teachings about-|t;heTgood - ; 

life. the best policv to adopt is to relv on1 one'si own*>! personal i 

* - '' 

and experiential understanding of what is good and right. It 
» .. ... 

classes dependence on revelation ianussava). the authority of 1 

tradition (parapoara).} .the authority- of -. sacred scriptures.'^ 

(pitakasampada) . and the: authority of rever ed teachers d(\samano*npi&^- 

garu) in the same category. for all these sources of • knowledge “’f’; 

invol ve dependence• on, v.some,sort >, of author ity - -iT.h ei om^^^ 

asserted in this context does -not- imp Iv either • that-^-<-'there-»n:coU'la?f»ts| 
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not be persona who are in a special position to communicate 

sioniticant knowledae to others who are ignorant,, or that .moral " a if •»»«**'**: 
decisions. or conclusions about what is true and -false, could be ... 

. • •r3;\ ;■ ,• ^ . « v.. . ; -, 

made accordina to each one's whim and tancv. Human beinas share ; 

a world of common experience. This is what makes it. possible to 

make a distinction between truth and falsit.v, .knowledae .. and 
' ^ }’• f : 

t • ■ ' \ 
delusion. Interoersonally communicable knowledge must ultimately * - . 

be based on sharable and common experience of mankind .and .not, on..: T; 

individual convictions, preconceived notions, prejudices,-^! 
" •••' : ’ • '-i?.nc-.t&vp 

authoritative commandments or personal inclinations.:.! 
. ' 'b • . ‘Wo»v-: 

rueidi t third.i.ihsnakkhant i)... Like anussava and .1 takka\;&4saddha&.&'£. 

(faith or mere personal conviction), ruci (personal preference orVf{ 
. + ■ • •• ' Yc7!‘ ^^ 

inclination and dit.thini j jhanakkhanti (the .personal < vprefference' • M . ... ... 
of a dogma which one has contemplated upon) cannotpbe-.sur^/quides;; |h • 

to the truth of a proposition, for however strong sulchiba^es^may^i-i 

be they mav lead to truths as well as ;to falsehoods,, L);lhJ!/dtherjl.;/??T 
' -• * -»• •»t .»•; r;.ips 

words they cannot be used as crieria of truth. Ch'Civ\;k V:'’ 

The doamatic attitude, which promote a person to rush to 
'* • ** 5 5 ' * • * - “• f • ii * 

conclusions is clearly discouraged.. in * Buddhism. Dependable;:;./, 

knowledae involves a rigourous process of formulating a plausible^-- 

hvoothesis and testing it in the light of further evidence^untik.^. 

) ' ' . ’ 

the evidence could, t^ith aood reason, „ bp judaed. to be.,,conclusive . ... 

This scientific approach is clearly illustrated in the Buddha's 

v 'C: *r* x>:';•. 
/ r~ + nr i nf T- discourse on the 'Simile of . the . Elephant's ta6t|rlnt^«? 

(Culahatthipadopama Sutta) . According to this -i 11 us.tJiaMo.n^i.^^a^j^ 

man who enters a forest inhabited by.elephants comes accross^a.^ ...... r . ^ 

large footprint of an elephant he should .ndtr on. 

: * r*irr.V^V;-V^ 

. s* 
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rush to the conclusion that it is the footprint of a large 

eleohant. For there could be elephants whose fooipVint fs-^Varge 

although the elephants^themselves are small in siseFurther . 

observations should be made before the hypothesis '" istful lyA'4 

confirmed. In this instance it is pointed out that" ultimately4y i 

W < 

the direct observat ion of the eleohant itself wi!l l fiiil ly :conf irm "4f 

the original hypothesis leaving no further room for doubt .s *:* InV ^ 

this Sutta the Buddha lavs down very clearly a significant normtfy'fc 
* 4 V 

* ■■ 

for dependable knowledge, that is testing in the. IiQhtf.ofifejiorie^s?^^ 

own direct experience. It is significant that ::wh:en;tAraha^4'; 

' Mahinda visited'Sri Lanka, this was the discourse • iseleetedjowVfoi^^;f 

h " •.'ti-'VJt' 
his first - preach i no of the dhamma to kina DevanampivaLissaC'^/r^he;^^ 

T . .. ... ■ ■ 
traditional account of the encounter between* ArahatH:Mahlnaa&:&anct#is| 

kina 'Devanamoiv#tissa clearly illustrates 'that* a"ratiqrtaX'|arid^|| 

' ■ WM, 
scientific approach in the pursuit of knowledge* including?:'man 

ethical knowledge is an intrinsic feature of’'Buddhism. 

.. ... a . . . *.. 

Buddhism clearly distinguishes between indoctrinat;iorf:;’$^/ 

and genuine transmission of knowledge. Indoctrination involves a 

process of irrational persuasion. It could be achieved ’ by:'means,, .'4 

such as systematic propaganda, an appeal to. emotionsV^ar^anv^^is^ 

... ....... t ... ■ •••• 
other means such as luring a person through material1 ' advantages ,* . 

/ 

social privileges, threats etc. to accent a ‘certain ’ ideology; a?*?*® 

point of view or a wav of life. Buddhism is clearlv opposed to, 
• • 

such irrational conversion to a wav of life. ihe Buddha hasyi^a 

consistently insisted that it is one's own f;undefsVanciVna^' 'ariBJT^ 

indeoendent comprehension of the nature of realitv that assur.B.sft#^ 

one>r'thefdeSiVed;: moral transformat ion and "l i ber a t’i’bnV JT^po^i-ng '‘•••^*5218 

■ ■■■ f • 
• -.-if -mm 

- v . 
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dc9w* ' ' 
Joombv irrat ional means creates an attitude of mind which'leads 

to 1 ntolerance nr other 'Views , -fariat icism; and ^'extreM'sm-whi'ch are 

common sources, of much dissension and ♦dispute’"in! society. 

L- ddhisfi- r~-cocr-i xes the tendency to cl ing to va dogma>v< dit thivada 

■ . .ia ;:■■■/■ . Qfi innate tendency in all human beings'.; ! This 'is a 

Htn-Jlrar,c0 to' education in the proper sense5 of'Ihe'^word. 

d-f t k*fi person who is l iberated through the'Buddin istv pat h 

of moral education, is said to be characterized by^freedom and 

de tachmepii yom dogmat iciv:iewsV v-He or '• she d iscardshaT th'1 '-'dogmas T 

What he or she. values is not the view or opinion that'‘ is held to 

' t.S 

be uf , : -peacev*and >! freedom;T'of 'rimind': that" has been" 

<attaaned« l^e drlshe' does inot -under- anv circumstance-part-ic/ipate' 

in {Kecio.sice*), disputesi^sThe Buddha does ;nbt"5adVdcafe f7hqsti-Tity', 
J ' v\; *•' . •: ;'.V 

. • tv> p)fttlC^ism. He advises his disciples'not to-respcind^with/' to respond--wit 

• u>he-n ari^ers criticize:'' the Buddha, ;"hiis- teachihg^or-''tHef 

co/fiiiiuiiity of monks .r He^pointsfoul that-SUcH?’ah5>efmd^idna u::reSct'iohf 

* , .... ... '..I.. «•' * - '“-h r>'.-z :> -i* 

•is harmful to, onesel fffor it prevents lone if rom 'examinihg tthose 

c r i f icisms objectively and determining whether ?,they ‘are-valid or- 

not .® '. 

.• * • • / * ■ • f-r •. • :- * M •.{i v- -. 

The Buddha ; xaSwi.a- steachepv dids-tnot ' expect--Uhose who . 

listened to his teaching to believe-'it '-merely'on faith. Faith in 

the sense of conf idende*"*”ir»;• "the teacher ' may?V: bef i'usefUl J'T!as a. ' "1-' 

Are t ternary reauirement . but is bv no means sufficient in itself-. 

Even the initial faith ^in a teacherjmust be-preceded.ibyisome^v^ 

rat i reflect ion onvfh?e^'ret i'ab i f ity *o! f fie^t1 eac t’l’nd ’' or^f^. 

baseless faith ..* < amu l i ka *saddha) is- rejected ^a's* -be^Hgs, a-? fiilhdr anc.e#^ 

to the seeker afterTr 

... ' v 
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must be based on 'some degree of rational inquiry and ireflective 

& ,fcuoder,st andi no ~ <akajzayat./.»saddha) . . A,*per sop who., has ,.ipi jt.ialh.faith:t:S 

in a teacher is advised not to commit himself to the : claim-? ^that 

he possesses knowledge prior to his-perspiral verification of vi 

.those claims. ; In,.the. Canki 3utta it is pointed out that;-,*i.f. a ; 

person has. faith, ~ if he . is intent on preserving the ;tyruth.,^he. is : 

entitled only to make the claim 'Such ; .is my ? f a i t h ' i,,,( a.yam ma 

saddha hoti) .but . ? not . to assert 'This .; alone* is.*the •. .£nuth 

», every th i ng else ,*is. falser ( id am ava saccam .mopham ,annam\-.*^k:^&&}:&S0^A 
. * '■*'.;»** */ .- ’"■■■ ,r“ ’** •* ••• 9 «■* — 

•* ■{- y>\ • ■cfSi*; 

> 'iter* • j£-A:' teachenvt.cwhg.C;r;;is, r •. believed to;-*t be.-; >vcapab;le(|c||of 

.• co mmu n i cat i no ? mdr-a lif k now ledge, . may .-...accordi ng t o Bud d h i sm^^b el' > 

fk 7 
rel ied, on •p.rqyided'jth.eisat.isf ies.; certain-:. criteria ••«. ? /T.he.|r-moral ;*• 

■ ■ ...rf-Y^W 
ouali.ties of .. the <..• teacher should, be careful ly--.obse/tyed 4?,byv ;.t 

' ’ T" 7 ? :?J:f 
observing ;his or .her conduct in numerous .situations.,‘ii'in .gr.derr' tp';'j;’ 

test whether he or- she is, a person? whose.'Character*' -is }defiledbyr:;^ 
!. £y - 

... * \-r\h^. 
greed, hatred, and -delusion «The Buddha as a moral -teacher i:t'hrew^; 

open the challenge,to,his^disciples- to make, use of. thein ;own^eye,SK #• 

and ears to observe his verbal and bodily actions in numerous'; 

contexts and situations in order to’ test whether ..^4he£i%v 
; , - . : •• • f •'ffXiCyjp 

enliahtenment claimed by him was aenuine.-or not,®. The important? 
" .. < .*•••:■ • 

point made in these instances is that ;mor.al -knowledge can, be 

. x - r 
communicated e only.-,by •people who are :mor,al y. - Therefore-..those .who •?; 

wish to acauire a moral ed'.'.cation need to seek the guidance of 

those who are caoable of imoar t i no- such an education* . Fur.ther{,.v , 

• -ro-suctifeducabion -is^not ^av^mat ter'-df -.-merely.- Tistenina-=-;to-iVethica-W^' 

dogmas, or accepting them on blind .faith H in t he... t eacher 

? h 4 ,im a t‘ t e^vo f ^<c:** ^ver i^^i hg^mcnta T^-f truths:;!/ i,n ? ;,t He ;a<ct daT?' 



own personal life. Moral knowledge when' 

6 ffectivolv imparted must bring about a noticeable change iri the ^ 

1 ivas of those to whom it has been imparted as welt as in the 

pcvirternS o-f social interaction exhibited by such persons. In the '" 

C&-ni:e-m'J>&rAry context however, it might not be practical to expect li-vf 

k‘‘*^ of moral perfection in a teacher, that the Buddha was: ^14 
, '■ • ' . . V.hfv 

: in his discourses. But the fact remains that those who ’ 

'Undertake the task of imoartino a kind of learning that "is 
•: • • re •: ; oc - 'Vr-y- 

^Kpected to bring about a moral transformation in‘^tli6Pe“,i 

must themselves be persons who have at least to somev-4^ 

benefited from what they teach. In'other words, they, are:-Xt- 

pepuirecl themselves,- to some extent at least ,: to have-"'hadr 

direct exoer ient ial:.:knowledae of the moral' truths •.tHaij-fc^Che 
■ ~ • *;» ' * . feirt V '■> . ■ 

<a t h e-wiipt -^o impart to others. 

Buddhist scriptures express -distinctions^ 

knotting bv varying the prefix attached to the root-v ‘.jf/7a*V'wh'i'ch1'!‘ 

expresses in general a form of knowing. • Accordingly the 

following variant forms are to be met with frequently in Buddhist 

scriptural sources: ;> v •- 
* ’ • • ' * ■ 4 ' i ■ f. ;.v*n. 

. , '• .■ ■ in ■ <-:•* i ■ ,r’f'*- 
• , * -v. v .;4 :k* wjv- 

Prefix: Root. Noun 

i 
t 

Ve "b 

S ft ri\ + . ,/n a — sanna sanjanati 

Mi + .//7c? “ vznnana vijanati 

abfui + ,//?c? - ah hi tyna abhijapati 

pari + ,/na - parinna parijanati 

pra + jna — p a nna 'pa janati J 

: • • Y< 

r * ♦ -- - •*.r* 

•. \ -a 
. Vi,- ttmk 

- . % %nt ‘ 



involves 

f 

'-.■STrO' tain . specific psychological; 

takes olace at different levels and from different perspectives*- :/'-3 

The same objective existence may', according to this view,1 be • 

cognised in a variety of ways. Each* different cognitive 

perspective involves cev 

consequences . 

cognition are associated in Buddh 

uncultivated modes of perceiving the world..*!. ....... , ... 

- s j• f* * .v.i ■ > .;i -Tr 

The Pal i ;Nikavas explain sanna and Wnnana*as^stage^yq^:?^^ 

• ... * > 

nitive activity associated - with ordinary sense ''experiericer:’^% cog 

The standard, description ! of this process of 'coan 
* 

t I ••'-TV: 

foil OW5 2 ‘ ' / ; " . 

•• • - -;v-v^ 
; .. . . . ...V . -t. •• V ■ .• Av-i ^$7? 

Depending on the eye ana material forms there.1 arises \ r-v 

■•>■»■< “ • . >/. 1 V.'lrt '< 
visual vinrtana. By the comina toaether of - these v 

three there arises sense imoingement. Depending on . . ... 

, . ..... .}.f,^/r4u^'§^' 
sense—impingement arises sensation • ( V'e^a/7a) . That - ' r 

which one senses, one knows in the way of ''sanria".1":-rvT 

That which one knows in the way of sanna is that' 

which one thinks about.10 " ' . *••• 
) 

* i »--:r 

Sanna can briefly be described as the conceptualising dL't iviiy pt 

the mind. It is the activity of the mind that d r o v i d e 5t h e. £ n aw||^ 

v- ■ vs \'y 
Those who are incapable of m a t e r i a 1 f a r t h a u g h t ( v 2 t a kka) . 

developina the more enliahtened coanitive responses- to;'perceptual# 

data get trapped in the conflict aenerat i na p foe ess- tr-faaer^^m 
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bv sanna. As the .Sutta froii'. which the preceding quotation wai 

taken continues to describe this process:’ “ 

- * • • » t": r .« i ; j : ■ 

Une gets obsessed with that which, one th.inks about. Due 

to this (obsession) a person gets assailed by the ideas 

o-f conceptual proliferation with regard to the past, 
t . v : • . v a*'v * * 

present and future material forms which are Cognizable 

bv means of visual vinnana.11 

This is the nature of'all mundane processes of knowing.' The 

activity o-f sense 'knowledge which is carried out "in . terms o-f ££ 

concepts which .^fteh''rare' charged with emotive mdaninasyof an 

. ' . ; . ■ . ’ , • **j. jj j" }: nv*!}' ' ’■* 

unwholesome natcu“e£a ^acquire a - force-'- which’ is‘r -'capable''! of ’ 

overwhelmina the thinker 1 It does'" 

3 • *which • is‘? ’ capab Ve'V of’ 

v'"nbt‘ ina 'kbbut"a -fadicaV 

M:4:&£tl • • ‘rt;: 
transformation of character or conduct ’but orr’’the contrary 'Has -a? 0' 

deleterious effect oh' 'the person'The ’higher vjays^of'knowing '|- 

referred to in Buddhism involves a trained and educatedr response 

to one's sensory environment. In all ordinary cognitive activity, 

the knowing subject becomes a victim to the very processes of 

*-%4- f... . . ' r « •• r v .>• /. .. 

sense cognition because he or she is incapable of responding to ■*> 

the sense st imuli ^ in ' an enlightened manner. The thought. 

• - ' •*. ' ; ..v.-’-'V c? .n/Tv^vvt’ vj, \ V^*rv *V* 

processes dominated bv unwholesome emotions'! perverted ideas and H 
/ 

delusions prdduce'ai^T'‘the conflicts: creating " intmense suffering; 4 

for the perceivina subject The unwholesome patterns of 

behaviour exhibited by, the perceiving subject who becomes a 

victim to this process are therefore, traced in Buddhism to the 

i *rc>; v. --- ^ 
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abhinna. oarinna and panna are different in that they.have the, >"•§»' 

effect of transformino human character and conduct.....Thus4,in.-.ther£*jfc 

Mulaoarivava Sutta, the Buddha indicates the difference between j 

.. 1 
the cognitive mode of the uninstructed ordinary, person... .• (assutava. 

puthu.ijanoy whose coonitive resoonse . is conf ined; to. the sanna$ 
*' •*.• * * • ■ & • »' . ,"r> 

wav. and that of the instructed, . noble disciple- i sutava.§$*$$r 

• ■ . • ■■ • ’■: ■■' ‘:'V;itMl)' 
arivasa vako) who cultivates the cognitive modes. ..referred to as 

■ v ; ‘ 'J 'r ■ 

abhinna and oarinna.xe ... ....... . . V V*- 
v-.-'i-f .:?ii-iif-W 

■.. -it 1 
. ^7’*:*,tc 

. • >>*£•' 
The teachina of • the Buddha is not based.;: on;,/revelat ion 

'. ' r-' -^-v- - rn$m 
or traditional • authority ianussaval, . or .,oa. :pure. ioqicaj rand^lfi. 

speculative, reasoning.,( takkaf vimamsa) . :. ,It is . said^to^be^tjased 

" ’ /*’ ' " ' ’ '" ’ w ’';rv•tl€S 

on the .direct personal .supei-coanit ive. experience (abhinna).XAqf. _ the"$&&& 

t / . 
Buddha. The noble, truths which the Buddha knew in t.h.i.s <panner. are 

believed to be knowable and experiential ly shar.able, by, other's as^-fj^ 

we,11 by the same means adopted by. the Buddha, pvrqyide^^.they 
•^KTyaff 

fulfill the requirements of the oath. The teachina ; is verifiable 
- - •" •••-■- • iv)i■ 4i- 

(.ebioassika) : it is to be personal ly known by the .wise^pnes ••••• in 

the light of each one's own experience ; (pacca ttam .$ vedij tabbo??,.^' 

1'innuhi) . The ultimate liberation of mind, is also,,to,..; be,-^known -i' 

bv means of one's own supercognitive.experience {.saya/v. abfiinna^ '^Q 
V * • * -vr1 *.?• ' ' **’ ; ' • - " 

sacebikatva upasampajja viharati) . There’ is a .genuine .prpcess' of'^f 

education involed here; for it is not a mere. mattenl,..afJllgb1e,yingi^^f 

the supreme commands of a superior being, but a matter u+ search 

and discovery involving . the intel 1 igence and e^fqvrt .of. the 

individual s It .is not mere brain washing or .. 4indoc,tni,nation^S^: 

leading^ to^..the ..unquestioning acceptance of a sqt ,of dogmas^, but.''^^ 

^j?.#^^p^’h¥ns’Ibn_of certain, truttis, about the. nature ^ ;of^o^rtqseVfJ^^^. 

ris^s 



W/fe 
a n d e* >.*: i s t e n c e a a a w h o 1 e r t-su. 1 i i na in a tot a 1 t r a n ^ f a r m a t i a n of 

attitudes and behaviour. .. V •• f".f- ' i<• ; J - •= ' •- 

Fbhinna is considered to be a. superior mode o-f knowing 

because it involves the exercise o-f certain extraordinaryi 'sensory 

caoacities such as clairvoyance (bibbacakkhu') telepathy 
"J 

< , 

{parsei t tavi.fanana') . clairaudience - • Xdibbasota) ';.*<•■ .r«'':.and 

retrocognit ive memory which retrieves the... memories 'J.o-f *"s. pas t 
* * • ;* i,• 

•' < ■ • . v’;'-- *i 
existences (pubb&ni'yasanassa 1i) , Thermost * impon tant-?.. *>ahhj'rina ^.is 

the practical knowledge that has -•> a.-' specif ical ly-♦vmoral 

sianificance. that is the wisdom "leading to.’ ttie:des.tructian:vf o-f; :K%. 

the cankers or defilements . i asavakkbayanana)^ ■Parinna^i.Andsy-for 
: .■ 

the perfected knowledge of the enliahtened ^‘per-son-aiinvol-vina ::vv . i'-ij 
seeing all phenomena objectively without;-graspinglon'ljyl 1/the . 

delightful aspect of things. Farinna is different;fromha|^V\(|™i^e^ 

perspective upon things determined byi the untrainedhosychoibgicaV’^i; 

reactions of attraction and repulsion that delude the mind and 

lead the perceiving 'sub ject astray . Parinna involvesa *’/; 

comprehensive understanding of the real nature >-of-=<-_>-* thinas1 V 

( ya ihabhi.it ana na) , specially, of those • that ' arouse sensuos. 

passions. Fanna also stands for the knowledge of thingscoryal 

the data of human expereince as they really are. It is not: just 
/ 

ordinary sense knowledfae. : * - ; 

It miaht be araued that the so-called r extna-Qrdinary. 

... • . , . - ■■ -- ••>... » •ispa* 
supercognitxve experiences referred to in Buddhism a&.iabhmna are 

• i>.. '<* ■*-. f* *2.- ,,.|4 

so remote from evervdav experience and our contemporary ;not ionsj«#- 
* ‘ ' ' v. ■ -:<-*■.. 

of what is scientifically valid that no real siam-ficance can - ibe^ 
■p; * **' f v :«■*.. . • r . . .w >-•*♦ 

s' i-mm 
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attached to them. However. it is important to realize the 

limitations o-f modern science and ba ocen minded regarding the 

Dsvchic potential of a human being, and leave open the 

possibility o-f developing through mental culture certain extra¬ 

ordinary osvchic capacities o-f the human being. the possibility 

of which was commonly admitted and shared in their- personal 
/ 

t 

experience by ancient sages of the East- 'Modern * science'1may not 

be in Dossession of the single paradigm o-f knowledgevr --r v To 

believe so would be to be undueIv doamatic about the achievements. 

o f mod ern science It is important to realize that it-vis one 

paradigm among many possible paradigms, this appears' to beVa more 

reasonable approach to take in the liaht- of some of; thek-'-findinas. 

J ■ / ■' 

o-f parapsvcholoaical experiments. Despite theity ’currents semi — 

scientific status, such -findings are sufficiently compellinorupon' 

the more non-dogmatic minds that they -are unwilling *to; tConcede: 

that such findings are entirely classifiable as pseudo science^:- 

It- is also .relevant at -this point to mention ’that’ the 

paradigm of knowledge adopted in,modern science is closely-clinked 

to a materialistic world view and a non—cognitivist ■ approach to 

values. The result is that scientific kndwledgei'Tha^cj beeny 

completely divorced from a concern with values and a ’ desire-for 

i 

the acquisition of wisdom. This can be seen asthe’ mad orrtt^r aged y~ 

in the sphere of education in the contemporary world. Buddhism 

tear tv i< system of thouaht 'which distinauisnes between 

knowledge and wisdom and lavs due emphasis on the siani f'i'cancW^o^ 

C:V"--V 

•v t-;l »r# --.‘iv .» 

the 



It is not mere 

f f h(> 

. nna stands -for a kind of wisdom. 

•facts. It involves knowing how to live. . It is a 

, ng that integrates knowledge of nature with the most 

de to live. It may be said that it is this kind o-f 

i theory that is sadly lacking in the theories of 

luenced bv the modern scientific thinking of the 

■ 35'. is not mere know ledge, but a kind of goal directed ' 

know ttt It is concerned primarily with the nature of the good 
* 

Life 't is relevant not only in the life of the . recluse who 

e: feme enlightenment and liberation but.also in the life 

1st layman who has not totally renounced the life of 

; involving the enjoyment of sense pleasures. The,lay 

/ / 
ev -..mired 'to have what the Buddha described as niss^rana 

his 

ving 

ii . a oerson to live •• in the household ! .free from 

cor ;• 1 . tension and anxiety. The layperson is expected.to live 

In ut; . .msehold with a mind free from the stain of miserliness 

' .. -ainacchsrena cetasa) . The principles of Buddhist 

• are extremely important in producing this kind of 

meral outlook which is an indispensable requirement /of a 

• c: free society.' Buddhist methods of mental training are 

lo produce iri the individual a kind of awakening., into 

. I' knowledge of things as they really come to be 

anaria) which is to serve as an antidote to intensely 

se: : j and egoistic modes of behaviour. The objects of the 

ell as one's own personalitv are ,to-be,seen with 

yt' ■:;• - nd meditative insight as merely dependently ' arising 

.1 
sdom that conduces to liberation) even ini 

in the life of sense pleasures, jIt is wise.Vi 
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processes in which nothing o*f substance inheres. When such 

insiah t is deve1oced r egar dino our own nature as we11 as all the 

data of human experience. a radical change in the manner of our 

responses to the environment is expected . to occur. . The 

motivational roots of human behviour are expected.to undergo 

transformation as a ccnseouence of such wise reflection on. the 

\ 
\ 

\ 

nature of life. Onoe such a shift in one's cognitive perspective . e 
'*“*’■* .v> VV . 

on the nature of reality occurs. as described in Buddhism in T 

•* . 

such aene^al terms as ‘whatever has the nature of arisina, has ' * u 
• ** . • • - c r “)4 ■. . •• . 

V ' v 
the nature of passing away (yam kind samudayadhammam. sabbam tam *■■ ■_ 

nirodhadhammam) , . there is a radical trans-formation ,. o-f the . 

motivational roots o-f human behaviour. The doama of a substantial v- 

eao isakkayadi t fpi) is supposed to be given ;up at this s4age of-. 
f< r ' ° 

understanding. This eliminates the tendency to consider the ; 

entire world apart from oneself, as one to be /grasped, 

manipulated and utilised to satisfy one's .own, egocentric . .wants, 

desires, lusts and greeds. The initial insight into the three ' j 

characteristics of all existence, namely, impermancence.ianiccaX J&y-- 

unsat isf actor i ness ( dukkha) . and absence of self-nature. (ana t ta) ■«'j.< 
• '• • • *..j ‘ ' ; ■.. Vl .. - 

‘‘V’' 

convinces a person that egoism should be. replaced by. compassion 

towards ‘all suffering beings. It is only-then that man cani fully :>*« ‘r 

relate himself to others. One would then be in a position to^fcv- 

see that one is in the same oliaht as another- The sense of 
» - .. .• 

eoualitv and the feel inn of oneness with others (s^/van^t id fa) c 

wh ich oroduces i ns i gh t f u 1 

total1y disc arding or 

tendency to c1ing to the 

ision is a consequence of either^. 

adically weakening the. deeply ingrained^ 

se 1 f - 



Buddn .i sn\ does- nnt on f i ne i t oe l f to the filere dogmatic 

ssertion of a hadv of doctrines. What is asserted in, the 

actrines consisted of the verbal *f ormu.lat ions .of j the 

xoeriential content of the Buddha's knowledge. Such knowledge 

ould be communicated to others who were intent on listening and 

aving attention to it. The verbal communication of such 
t . ■ 

now.ledge was considered as the teaching of the dha/voa. Persons 

10 listen attentively to the verbally transmitted dhamma are 

loqosed to gain. initially, the kind of wisdom which is 

ascribed as suiatnayipanna. The Pali commentaries describersuch 

lowledoe as sot a va dh ana panna sutamaye nanam.*/* The second.-.tyje 

understanding is ^said to dawn as a consequence ;of t^he 

tellectual effort of.tthe listener. As explained ; byj[ the-' 

nmentaries: “When the Buddha or a venerated disciple of nis- 

to is capable of instructing) expounds the dhamma, . one;,listens- 

that dhamma and develops confidence- in- ;it. The--wisdom 

duced by mental reflection consists of inquiry, application, 

ghina, close 'examination. and considering it objectively in 

's mind.1® Here the initial confidence or -faith . (saddha) 

ned by listening to the teaching is considered merely}as a 

'ting point for the learner's own independent search ..for-, the 

.h . The teacher's words should not be blindly accepted. The 
• / 

t 

ner should activate his own capacities of understanding and 

; 11ect to grasp the teaching. He or she should-be of an 

tiring and investigating mind. The acquisition of .knowledge 

ugh learning is to be viewed not merely as a process of 

nwashing or indoctrination but as a rational and reflective, 

✓ity involving the full intellectual participation of the 



learner - 

“7 7 In 

The initial wisdom that comes from listening to the 

utterance of another is suiamavi oanna. The reflective .kno.wledqe 

is a conseauence of the individual's own independent and -wise 

reflection on the verbal learning that he or she has acquired,. 

-f; 

It should constantly be kept in mind that, the 

Knowledge that Buddhi'sm is primarily interested in . is, y.self— . ■ 

transforming or liberating knowledge. Understanding of one,'s, own 
4 K * 

i nner nature . soec ial l v the work i nas of one ' s mind through 

A *y 
i nt roe oec t i ve observation and analysis is essential ,: fov^v^th 

purpose . A Drereauisite for such observation -is a,, high/;degr.ee of «v5^s^ 
• ■■■ *i- 

self-disc inline and mental composure. This would not be .required) rT./S 

y : fJr$ 
to the same dsaree in the knowledae that man is. seekinq tor-'? $ 

/ ■ • 

acouire in scientific and technological fields. However--?u,dd.h ism 
’ v.& 

:er,, a^udd.h 

in pripci adopts a methodology and an attitude which is not int pr^pciple..- 

opposed to those who seek scientific and technological.. knowledge y .•= 

The same concern with objectivity is an indispensablei;^?^ 
'■ 0: 

requirement. Scientific knowledae is pi” imar i ly. r,i nn,terms ofj§^'!P 
' ' - * rw 

i ntersub\iect ivelv observable mater ial phenomena whereas^ Bi^ddhis 

knowledae is or imar i lv in terms of * intersub ject ively, .v.sha^abiie-r^^J 

•••:. **£■«*»•■ 
elements of human experience. Scient if ic- technology ;,in.tends»toiV^% 

-■ ■* *' .* •. •'*; 

control, the material environment to sat isfy . 1 human needs+t^and^^jj 

wants. Buddhism attempts a technology of mir'd. cul tureyH.|.o,tchang5>ipXs m 

human nature with a view to oramotina human happiness in the mast 

u 11 i at a t e s e n s e 1 e a d i n q t o a r e a d .i u s t m e n t o f t h e n a t u re ..of. h u m a n:; ^-7 
—-- y: 

wants. 

... i - ^ 
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NOTES 

a 
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9. 

i O. 

M 1.5E0. , 

A 1.130. 

M 1.175-f. ' 

The discourses in the Atthakavagga of the Suttanipata 

repeatedly emphasize the point that a liberated person 
’ 4 « 

does not grasp any dogmatic view or engage in ideological 

disputes. ..r.-- . - 

D 1.3. •: , 

f i 
ti 2.171. ; • 

Ibid.173. 

Yimamsakena bhikkhave bhikkhuna .... tathagate pi 

samannesana katatiba .sammasambuddho va no va vinnanava,.± 

(By an inquiring monk investigation should .be made ’V 

even into the Tathaaata in order to ascertain 

whether he is a -fully enlightened one or not). M 1.317. 

For a -full discussion o-f the terms referring to cognition 

in Buddhism see P.D. Premasiri, "Early Buddhist 

Analysis o-f Varieties o-f Cognition" Sri Larika Journal 

oi: Buddhist Studiles (Buddhist and Pali University o-f 

Sri Lanka . 1937) pp.51—69. 

Cakkhun era patiooa rupe ca uppajjati oakkhuvinnanam. 

Tinnam sangati phasso~ ■ Phassa paccaya vedana . • Yam . 

vedeti tarn sanjanati. Yam sanjanat i tarn vi takket i. (li 1.293) 

Yam’ vitakketi tarn papanceti. Yam papa nee ti tato nidanam 

* ;i 

11 
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oarisam o an a n a a s anna a a a a h a sax?udaoaran i i a i i tangos fa 

o a col too a n n c s t ■ oakhhuva nnovvosu rup&su. (Ibid „> 

IE. M 1-if. 

13. In the Pali canon three- tvoes o+ wisdom are referred to. 

Thev are?. (i> SL'tamaya a anna. (E) c.z niamaya panna 

a nd v 3 > >.-a? nama va a anna» See D 3 . E19 . 

14. Wetcippakarana. (P.T.3.> 3. 

15 - Vaasa saiina va dhammam dasavati anna taro va garutthaniyo 

saorahmacari so tarn dhammam suiva saddham patilahhati~ { 

J V 
ip.itha va vimamsa ussahana tulana upaparikkha manasanu- 

pekkhana avam cintamayi panna. (Ibid.) jj 

16. Parato ghosa sutamayi panna. Paccattasamutthita yoniso 

manasikara cintamavi panna. (Ibid) 

; 
i 
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is a universal truth few are deeply and continuously 
aware of this. Buddhism points out that if and when one 
sees things (vhamma) as they are (yathdbhuta) one would 
not fail to realise that one is in bondage to samsara. 
Since one’s view is normally blurred by ignorance one 

fails to see the true nature of things and consequently 
fails to realise that one is in bondage to samsara. As long 
a: one’s view is veiled by ignorance one regards the live 
aggregates (pahcakkhandha\ which constitute all physical 

and mental phenomenon of existence, as one’s own ego. 
and arising out of this ego-consciousness are other 

derivatives in the form of craving (tanha\ conceit (mono) 

and views (ditthi) which further obliterate the true 

nature of things. Under the influence of these conditions 

one indulges in an ever-prolific process of conceptualisa¬ 

tion with regard to all objects of senses and get entranced 

with them. Thus, he becomes still more fettered and 

burdened. 

The Buddha emphatically states that just as there is 

suffering there is also cessation of suffering (AT I. p. 140). 

and this conception of emancipation from sulfering 

(dukkha pamocanam)^Ton\ the bondage (mokklumti mam 

bandhana, Dhp. v. 37) and burdens of existence [rimuuo 

upadhisamkhaye, A. II. p. 24) is the raison d'etre of 

Buddhism. 

From the nature of bondages it is clear that emanci¬ 

pation from them depends on the cessation of the process 

of conceptualisation by the mind. This is possible by 

eradicating ignorance (uvijjci\ the root-cause of all mis¬ 

conceptions, and by developing intuitive knowledge 

(pahha) which enables one to see things in their true pers¬ 

pective. This has to be achieved by following the Middle 

Path (majjhima-patipada), also called the Noble Eight¬ 

fold Path (ariya-atthahgika-magga). To win emancipa¬ 

tion from the bondages and burdens of samsara one has 

to be equipped with three virtues viz., si la. samddhi and 

pahha. As one progresses along the Middle Path one 

becomes able to perfect one’s ethical conduct (situ). 

practise mental culture (bhdvand) and develop menial 

concentration (samadhi) and sharpen intuitive know¬ 

ledge (pahha). The more one progresses along this path- 

the more one becomes progressively detached from 

samsara for, one begins to see the true nature of things. 

Perfection of ethical conduct helps to develop mental 

concentration and intuitive knowledge. With the 

development of mental concentration one could syste¬ 

matically eliminate initial application of thought 

(ritakka) and investigation (riniru) that give rise 

to a complex process of conceptualisation. With 
these ethical and mental developments the intuitive 

knowledge gets sharpened and perfected, enabling one to 
sec that all phenomena of existence arc impermanent 

(aniceal are subject to suffering (dukkha) and without a 

permanent entity (anattd; M. I, pp. 4 If. 235 U When 

convinced of this fact the cgo-consciousncss gets com¬ 
pletely eradicated, and thenceforth one becomes able tc 

regard what is seen just as the seen, what is heard just as 
the heard, what is sensed just as the sensed and what is 

cognised just as the cognised, without indulging in an> 
process of conceptualisation with regard to them (Ud. p 

3). With this non-conceptualising position the mind 

becomes emancipated of all the inflowing impulses of sen¬ 

suous gratification (kdmdsava). of becoming (blutvdsava) 

of ignorance (avijjdsaval Such a one is emancipated of al 

cankers (klundsaru). In such a one arises the knowlcdgt 

that he is emancipated, and such a one comprehends tha; 

destroyed is the birth, brought to a close is the holy-lik 

and that there is no more being such and so (M. I. p. 438) 

One so emancipated is described as one who has utterh 

destroyed all fetters of existence (parikklunabhava 

samyojaniL M. I. pp. 4. 235). 

S. K. Nanayakkari 

EMBRYO. See BIRTH. CONCEPTION and GAN 
DHABBA. 

EMERALD BUDDHA. According to the Pali tex 

Kaianahimharamsd the Emerald Buddha was made by . 

deixi who afterwards presented the image to one of th 

arahants named venerable Nagasena in Pataliputrz. 

Venerable Nagasena is supposed to have miraculousl 

got seven relics of the Buddha to reside in the statute 

The image was in Patliputra and subsequently remove, 

to Ceylon, Cambodia and from this last-named countr 

to Ayudhva. Lopburi. Kampaengpct and Chiengra 

respectively in Thailand. In order to conceal the preciou 

statue, the governor of Chicngrai had the statue plas 

tered. lacquered and gilded and then enshrined in a page 
da in that town. 

The above story appears to be more or less a Iegcn< 

Historically speaking, it is known that in 1434 A.G 

gilt image of the Buddha was found enshrined in 

pagoda in Chiengrai which had been struck by lightning 

Consequently the image was removed to a vihara, bu 

two or three months later the plaster on the nose of th 

image had flaked off revealing the emerald structure 

The plaster covering was taken oft' and the fame of th 

image spread widely attracting many worshippers. A 

that lime Chicngrai was under Chiengamai and the kin 

of Chiengmai sent a procession to bring the image t 

his capital. The elephants carrying the sacred image, o 
their own accord, headed for Lampang. Here the statu 

remained for 32 years. King Tiloka who ruled ovt 
Chiengmai (1443 1487) succeeded in bringing the Emt 
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raid Buddha from Lampang to Chicngmai in MAX. and 

there the image reposed for 84 years. In 1552 Juijcithu. 

king of Chicngmai, the son of the king of Lanchari and 

grandosn of the former king of ChiengmaL went back 

to rule at Luang Prabang (now in Laos), the capital 

of Lanchari, and brought the Emerald Buddha along 

with him. lhe statue on this occasion was kept in this 
city for 12 years. In 1564 the king of Burma who had 

become very powerful was having designs of foreign 

conquest, and king Jaijettha. in order to defend himself 

against the Burmese king, removed his capital to Vien¬ 

tiane (Laos). The Emerald Buddha was also transferred 
to the new capital where it was housed for 214 years. 

In 1778 a war broke out between Thailand and I.ari- 

chari. At that time the capital of Thailand was at Ohon- 

biiri. Cao^Pya Cakri. (afterwards king Rama I of Ikimi- 

,kok). the general of the King of Dhonburi. went to attack 

Larichaa He captured Vientiane and brought back the 

Emerald Buddha and another image. Pra Bang down to 

Dhonburi. After ascending the throne he founded Bang¬ 

kok as his capital in 1782. and constructed the temple 
of the Emerald Buddha in the pretent precinct* namely 
the Royal Palace, where he placed the prccinu* image. 
It has remained there since 17X4 in the royal shrine «>t 
Pra Kco or Sriratanasasadaram (more common!) called 
Chapd Royal), attached to. the Grand Palace. He 
designed two seasonal costumes for the image, one for 
the summer and another for the rainy season. During 

the reign of King Rama III (1824-1851) a costume for 

the winter season was added. (See PL. VII). 

" According to R. Lingat the French scholar who had 
made a careful study of the image, the materia! is not 

emerald but a kind of green stone found in the Nan 

region in northern Thailand (as well as in southern 
China). Probably it is chrysoprase. an apple-green variety 
of chalcccdony. It was Monkut (Rama III), who. so to 
say. fixed the identity of the stone, for in declaration he 
held it to be jade and. therefore concluded that it came 

from China. 

The image is held in the greatest veneration as it is 

regarded as the nations palladium, much in the way 
that the Tooth Relic was held by the kings of Sri Lanka. 

As with the case of the Tooth Relic the Emerald Buddha 
too is in the personal custody of the king, particularly 
because it is also the tutalary spirit (so to say) oT his 
own Cakri Dynasty. It is he who takes the leading part 

in the seasonal changing of the robes of the image. 

The image has been fashioned out of a single block 

measuring 48.3 cm. by 60 cm. and in this about - 

On the head is a painted golden crown: into the na- 

hcad a diamond has Teen set serving as the urn,,, the hod> 

I. Vie Concept of Mintl(Penguin Hooks. W'Jl P S1 

is in a mcditational posture. A pyramidal throne 10.4 m. 
high forms the base. Stylistically it is northern Thai, 

and chronologically it is one of the earliest (if not the 
very earliest) of Thai images. (PLS. VIII and IX) 

On days of religious significance vast crowds of wor¬ 

shippers congregate to pay veneration to their palladium. 

This veneration is most marked on uposatha days when 
the precincts arc opened to genera] public. 
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Subhadradis Dlskul 

KMOlfO.x lhe U:!fU emotion' )* \n 
language id signil \ a wide variety of psychological 
characteristics ulmh arc attributed to human beings. 
Ir in one of the principal psychological terms of a generic 
nature. In Buddhist usage there is no generic concept 
which exactly corresponds to the concept of emotion. 
Buddhism has adopted its own mode of conceptuali/.ing 
psychological phenomena giving rise to the difficulty of 
finding exact equivalents in European languages for the 
psychological terminology it uses. This is understandable 
because concept formation is closely associated with 
forms of life, world views and the cultural setting within 

which language is used. 

Most psychologists believe that motives and emotions 
arc very closely intertwined. The nature of the relation 
between motivation and emotion as well a* the precise 
definition of emotion itself may be considered as an 
unresolved issue in psychology. In the opinion of most 
psychologists emotion is the term used to describe 

basic affective processes. Emotions arc usually aroused 
by external stimuli, and emotions so aroused arc expres¬ 
sed towards the stimuli in the environment that arouse 
them. According to Gilbert Ryle.who made a remarkable 
contribution to the Philosophy of Mind in the Western 
world.the term ‘emotion* is used to designate a number 
of different kinds of mental activity such as inclinations 
or motives, moods, agitations and feelings.1 Although 
Buddhism lacks a generic term corresponding to l w 
term emotion . it deals extensively with the kinds ol 

mental activity designated by that term. 
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The fundamental problem that Buddhism as a religious 

and philosophical system deals with is the problem of 
unsatisfactoriness (dukkha) as formulated in the hour 
Noble Truths presented in the first sermon of the Buddha. 
According to the Buddha, the problem of dukklw is 

closely connected with a person’s level of understanding 

or cognition and the nature of the motivational and 
emotional structure of his personality. Dukkha is to be 
eliminated by the replacement of ignorance (unjja| 

with wisdom (pahha) and transforming one’s unwhole¬ 

some motivational and emotional nature by the 
replacement of unwholesome motives and emotions 

(a kusala dhanwia) with wholesome ones (kusala dhamnut). 

Nibbana, the ultimate goal of Buddhism which is concei¬ 
ved as the destruction of unsatisfactoriness (dukkhak- 

k hay a) is often defined as the eradication of greed, 
hatred and delusion (lobhakkhayo, dosakkhayo. moltak- 

khayo). According to the Buddhist analysis of human 
behaviour, greed (lohha) and hatred (dosa) resting on 
delusion {moha) are the two main motivational roots of 
unwholesome human behaviour {akusala samarara). 

The Buddha teaches that liberation from the predica¬ 

ment of human misery is possible by a transformation at 

the level of understanding. A transformation at the 

level of understanding leads to a transformation at the 

level of motivation and emotion as well, changing the 

entire pattern of man’s behavioural responses and 

feelings. In the techincal terminology adopted in Buddhi¬ 

sm speh transformation is described as pahhannuati 

(liberation through wisdom) and cetovimuui (liberation 

Of mind). The latter can be understood as the'liberation 

consisting of a transformation in the emotional stucture 

of personality. Buddhism attempts to identify and 

classify numerous mental phenomena which are sup¬ 

posed to be by products of greed and hatred in its deep, 

penetrative and somewhat exhaustive analysis of the 

unwholesome emotions that create human misery. 

The Buddhist analysis is characterised by an intense 

practical and ethical interest and concern. For its attempt 

is to distinguish experientially, between the kinds of 

emotion that are desirable and those that are undesirable 
for man, and between kinds of emotion that are condu¬ 

cive to his well-being and happiness and those that arc 

not. Such a distinction is made with a view to promoting 
the cultivation of the wholesome emotions (kusolanuni 

Dhammanam bhavanaya) and the elimination of the un¬ 

wholesome emotions (akusalanam dhammanam pahitna- 

ya). With a practical and ethical end in view. Buddhism 

presents extremely interesting and significant analyses of 

man’s emotional constitution and despite the fact that 

they appear within the context of a doctrine of liberation 

which is generally associated with religious world 
views, they are of 'great psychological, significance. 

Instead of the generic term emotion. Buddhism uses 
the term dhamnut to refer to mental phenomena in 
general, classifying them ethically as kusala or akusala. 

There arc a number of Buddhist concepts that have an 
affinity to and connection with the concept of emotion 

although those concepts cannot be said to be exactly 

equivalent to what is signified by the term ‘emotion’. 

There is in Buddhism an analysis of the origin of emo¬ 

tions, a detailed enumeration of wholesome as well as 
unwholesome emotions, a method ^f training and 

educating human emotions and an account of the 

nature and consequences of certain emotions. A signifi¬ 

cant question (hat has drawn the attention of contem¬ 
porary philosophy of mind in the West has been whether 
emotions should be conceived according to the tradi¬ 

tional theory of mind which affirms a dualism of mind 
and matter or whether such a dualism entirely miscons¬ 

trues the logical character of our concept of emotion. 
Although Buddhism has shown no direct concern 

with such logical issues, there is much that is of philoso¬ 

phical interest implied by the references to emotoui in 

the Buddhist teachings. 

In Buddhism the discussion of emotions usually 

occurs in moral contexts. Specific emotions arc dis¬ 

cussed under terms having a general psycho-ethical 

import. Among Buddhist terms that may be said to be 

related to the concept of emotion the term asava is of 

special importance. As mentioned above. Buddhism 

shows an ethical bias in its classification and enumera¬ 

tion of emotions and this is clearly seen in its charac¬ 

terization of asava. The term is translated into English 

as ‘influxes’ or ‘intoxicants’. It does not, in the Buddhist 

usage, have a purely descriptive psychological meaning; 

an evaluative meaning is also built into the term. There¬ 

fore, when Buddhism refers to certain emotional traits 

as asava the term not merely describes a certain psy¬ 

chological or emotional trait but also at the same time, 

implies a certain evaluation. To attain sainthood or the 

perfection of character which Buddhism calls arahatta 

one has to eradicate the asava Accordingly the person 

who has attained perl'cction is called khinasavo. The• 
knowledge that leads to the attainment of liberation in 

Buddhism is called asavakkhayahana. 

The Pali Nikayas enumerate four asava. namely. 

kamasava (those associated with sensuality), bhavasava 

(those associated with rebecoming) ditthdsava (those 

associated with speculative views or dogmatism) and 
avijjasiwa (those associated with ignorance). It is appro¬ 

priate to consider asava under the Buddhist psychology 

of emotions as it is clearly indicated that they are mental 

phenomena which create feelings of anxiety, agitation 

and vexation (viyhata pari (aha) to anyone affected by 
them. In the above enumeration asava are classified 



in terms of their psychological roots of a cognitive and 

motivational character which give rise to the excitation 

of certain unwholesome human emotions. 

The second concept connected with the Buddhist 

psychology of emotions is the concept of anusaya. The 

Pali Text Society Dictionary gives the meanings ‘bent*, 
'bias', ‘proclivity’, ‘the persistence of a dormant or 

latent disposition and ‘tendency’ as the principal 

meanings of this term.? Describing people in terms of 

their psychological tendencies we often refer to them as 

being ‘hateful’, ‘kindhearted* *vain\ ‘lustful*, ‘concei¬ 
ted’ and so on. According to Ryle, these arc emotions 
in the sense that they arc “motives by which people’s 

higher level behaviour is explained’.' However, as 

in the case of the term asava the Buddhist term anusaya 

also designates certain general dispositional traits of 
the mind which arc exclusively of an unwholesome 

nature. The anifsaya arc enumerated as those involving 

(1) attachment or lust (rdgdtwsayal (2) repulsion or 

hatred (patighanusayal (3) dogmatic views (ditthanu- 

saya). (4) doubt or perplexity (vicikicchanusaval (5) con¬ 

ceit in terms of measuring oneself with such psychologi¬ 

cal complexes as equality, inferiority and superiority 
(mananusayal (6) attachment to the round of becoming 

(bhavaraganusaya) and delusion cr ignorance Utnijutiu- 
saya).A 

The psychological phenomena designated by the 

terms asava and anusaya seem to overlap. The main 

difference between the two appears to be that the former 

emphasizes the arising of these emotional phenomena 

on the occasion of the excitation of the senses and the 
latter emphasizes their dispositional nature. Asava 

are inevitably produced in the activity of sense- percep¬ 
tion in an individual who has not become enlightened, 
while anusaya are deep-rooted tendencies or disposi¬ 

tional traits in terms of which peoples character and 
emotional tendencies could be described. Thus ku/m/w/ru 
may be produced in a man at the sight of an1* attractive 
woman whereas someone may have rag anusaya as a 

deep-rooted tendency or relatively permanent trau of 
^his character. Thus the term asava denotes the immediacy - 

of the psychological responses to the sensory environ¬ 
ment, whereas anusaya denotes the dispositional charac¬ 

ter of those responses. The Buddhist view is that all 
unenlightened individuals are not free from the atUic- 

tions of such asava and anusaya They are the unwhole¬ 
some aspects of a human beings emotional constitution 

or nature which need to be transformed or overcome in 

order to become a worthy or noble person (ariyapuggafa). 

As long as a person is subject to their afflictions it is 

not only the ease that he cannot help being miserable, 

but also he cannot help making others around him 

miserable by his own unwholesome behaviour. In the 

Madhuphufika Sana anusaya is associated with all 

manner of conflict that arises at the societal level, such 

as quarrels, strife, debates, violence, and other moral 
evils.5 

A third Buddhist concept which can be said to have 

some relation to the concept of emotion is the concept 

of papahea. Papa nett is described in the psychology of 

Buddhism as a psychological response to the perceptual 
environment, ft can bo understood as a combined comp¬ 

lex of a cognitive and emotional response to perceptual 

stimuli consequent upon the nature of the feelings 

experienced by the pcrceivcr and his evaluation of those 
feelings with reference to the ego. According to the 

Bali commentarial tradition papahea is threefold as 

ianhapapahea (that which is characterised by craving). 

dntfupapanea {that which is characterised by dogmatism) 

and manapapanea (that whvSn is characterised by con¬ 

ceit K Here too Buddhism deals with the interrelated 
dual as\vets of twwhotfv.nmc behaviour consisting of 
the cognitive and emotive constitution of personality. 
A person who is liberated i" said to be free from papahea. 
To be overwhelmed by ideas of papahea is said to be the 
source of many conflicts in society/’ 

Buddhism pays very little attention to an analysts of \ 
the lower level or basic physiological motives such «* ; 
hunger and thirst but focuses its attention intensely 
on the higher level motives and emotions of a charac¬ 
teristically psychological nature. It concerns itself deeply 
with such psychological concepts as tagha (craving),. 
ahlujjlul (intense greed), ryapada or pat iff ha (malice or 
hat red I because they are related so closely to the Buddhist 
analysis of the origin of human suffering. 

According to Buddhism, no special effort is needed on 
the part of the individual in order to effect the arising of 
the above mentioned baser or unwholesome emotions. 
The)' arise in a kind of a mechanical or instinctive 
manner. The baser or unwholesome emotional and 
motivational traits become strengthened by the constant 
repetition of patterns of behaviour which accompany 
their expression. On the one hand a behavioural change 
•it the level of overt expression of a persons emotional 
mure becomes necc.smy a older to weaken or eliminate 

^byT.W.KhysDs.i*"^^ UJ- L"n""' ",N'" " 
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the unwholesome emotions. On the other hand as 

long as a person's motivational and emotional constitu¬ 
tion is of an unwholesome nature his overt behavioural 

responses also tend to be unwholesome. Therefore, the 
predicament of the unenlightened person is one which is 

viciously circular. He behaves unskillfully because of 
the unwholesome nature of the emotional constitution 

of his personality, and those psychological dispositions 

become further strengthened by repeated unskillful 

behaviour. This vicious circle can be broken by the 

person who with great determination and effort treads 
the noble path consisting of si la. samadhi and patina. 

The development of situ involves an attempt to transform 

consciously one’s patterns of behaviour: the develop¬ 
ment of samadhi involves an attempt to attain mental 
composure preventing the excitation of unwholesome 

emotions creating a disturbed and unsettled state of 
mind, and the development of pahhd involves an attempt 
to cultivate the understanding that cuts otl'ali the unwho¬ 

lesome motives and emoMons at lliclr root. Wholesome 
motives and emotions arc to be cultivated with great 
effort, for one is constantly faced with the danger of 
being overwhelmed by unwholesome emotions and 
lapsing into unskillful patterns of behaviour. Buddhism 

offers practical methods of training and educating 

human emotions in the form of techniques of mental 

development called bhdvand. A liberated and enlightened 

person like the Buddha is referred to as one who has 

developed what ought to be abandoned (bhdvciabham 
bhdvitant) and abandoned what ought to be abandoned 

(pahdiabbam...pahinam). This means, among other things 

that, he has abandoned all emotional dispositions of 

an unwholesome nature and developed those of a whole¬ 

some nature. 

The origin of all unskilled states (akusald dhammd) is 

explained in Buddhism in terms of the principle of 

Dependent Origination (paticcasamuppdda). Avijjd (igno¬ 

rance) and tanhd (craving) are very crucial links in the 

twelve fold formula of Dependent Origination which is 

meant to explain the genesis of suffering. Ignorance 

and craving are said to have no known beginning 

{pubbukoti na pahhdyati). This shows that suffering 

is a beginningless process resting on the interaction 

between two crucial conditions one of which is cogni¬ 

tive and the other emotive but both of which are closely 

interlinked. The problem, as Buddhism sees it, lies in 
the cognitive and emotive dispositions involved in 
man’s suffering condition. The unskilled cognitive and 

emotive dispositions persist or disappear together. The 
solution to suffering consists in transforming ones 

cognitive and emotive constitution. According to the 

Mulapariyaya Suit a, the problem is that ordinary 

beings arc struck with the sahhd mode of responding 

to the perceptual world.7 It is this cognitive mode which 

gives rise to the emotive responses of attraction and 

repulsion. This has to be replaced by the abhmha and 

parihhd modes of cognition which enables a person to 

respond to all the data of perceptual experience with 
equanimity. 

Buddhism traces all unskilled emotional responses to 

the basic response of attraction towards pleasant 

sensory stimuli and repulsion towards unpleasant 

ones. The psychological process involved is analysed 

in a number of Suttas of the Pali canon. According to the 
Mahdtanhdsahkhaya Suita, a person whose sense facul¬ 

ties reach maturity, comes into contact with the external 
stimuli and becomes attached to those that are pleasant 
ipi varitpt'rupr sdra/juti) and shows opposition or repul¬ 

sion towards those that are unpleasant {appiyurupe rupc 
hyapajjiUi). This way of responding to sensory stimuli 
amounts to allowing the mechanical flow of unskilled 

responses unchecked by the exercise of mindfulness 

(sati) and wisdom (pahhd). ft is this process which deter¬ 

mines the unwholesome aspect of the emotional life of 

a person leading to the undesirable consequence of 

clinging (updddna) and rebecoming which bring in its 

train all the miseries of existence.8 As shown in a number 

of contexts where the Buddha explains the psychological 

origins of tlukkha in terms of the principle of paticcosa- 

muppdda unwholesome emotions are a consequence 

of a confused response to perceptual experience. A 

standard formulation of this process in the Pali canon 
goes as follows: 

Depending on the eye and material form there arises 

visual consciousness. The coming together of the 

three* is sense contact. Depending on sense contact 

there arises feeling. One recognizes that which one 

feels. What one recognizes, one reasons about. One 

gets obsessed with what one reasons about. As a 

consequence ol this ideas of obsession relating to 

past, present and future objects of visual experience 
overwhelm him.4* 

litis can be said to be an elaboration of the process 

which is elsewhere presented more succinctly as “feeling 
depends on sense contact [phassa paccayd Vcdand) and 

craving depends on leeling (vcdand paccayd tanhd). 

Unskilled emotional reactions are reactions to the 

agreeable or pleasurable feelings (sukhd vedana) and the 
disagreeable or unpleasant feelings (dukklui ccdand) 

7. In this connection see P. D. Prcmasiri, “Early Buddhist Analysis of Varieties of Cognition *. lonka Journal at i>u<Uh,st Siudux 
(Buddhist and Pali University of Sri Lanka) Volume l. 1*^X7. 

8. M. 1. 266 f. 
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generated in sense perception. The pleasurable feelings 

induce an attachment to pleasant things {raya), and 

the unpleasant feelings rouse anger or hatred (juui<iha\. 

Emotions which are usually reckoned as unwholesome 

in Buddhism arc different facets of this attraction 

towards or attachment to (atmrodha) what is pleasant 

and withdrawal from or resistance against what is felt 

to be unpleasant (virodlta) under the influence til ignor¬ 

ance or delusion (nioha/avtjjd) the main component of 
which is the dogmatic clinging to a belief in an ego 
(attanuditthi).10 

Apart from the principal emotions edaa and dosa 

mentioned more frequently than others. Buddhist 

scriptures enumerate a number of other unwholesome 

emotions particularly in instances where the need for 

cleansing the mind of such emotions to attain happiness 

and tranquillity is emphasized. The latthupama Sana 

for instance, considers the mind to be similar to a cloth 

full of stains and dirt (vattham saiikthu hant nudaipjahi- 

tam) when it is subject to certain unwholesome emotions. 

It is said that happiness or well-being cannot be expected 

by someone whose mind is subject to such emotions. 

The unwholesome emotions mentioned in this instance 
are: abhijjhavisamatobha (intense and uncontrolled 
greed), vyapada(malice).kodha (anger), upanaha (enmity). 
makkha (ill feeling), palasa (spite). issa (jealousy), nnucho- 

riya (miserliness), mfiya (deceit) siit hey ya (treachery). 

thambha (obduracy), saramhha (impetuosity), nut tut (pri¬ 
de), atimana (conceit), mada (intoxication) and pamada 

(indolence). There are other emotions which do not fall 
within this enumeration such as chanda (desire or 
favour), dosa (hatred) and bhaya (fear) which arc classed 
among the agatigamarut that hinder a person from acting 
with a sense of justice and fairness. Some emotions 
can be interlocked in such a way that one could spring 
from another. Fear (bhaya). and grief (soka) for instance, 
are considered as emotions which arc interlocked with 
other emotions like intense attachment or desire. Thus 
states of mind like pema (love in the sense of personal 
affections such as the affection to one's dear ones as 
distinguished from metta which is of a more wholesome 
and spiritually more superior kind), could give rise to 
fear and grief. The joy and delight (pithnandi. rati) 

one experiences in relation to sensuous objects could 
result in deep states of depression when those objects 

are lost. 

Buddhism also mentions certain emotions which 

could occur in typically moral situations and contexts. 

Vippatisara (remorse) is an unwholesome emotion fell 

as a consequence of doing what one considers to be 

wrong. It is an emotion that has to be overcome in 

to. For an illuminating discussion on this theme see Padmastn dc 

Ltd. 1979) p. 424. 

order to reach higher levels of mental culture. The 

perfection of sih (moral practice) is considered to be 

conducive to the disappearance of remorse. The whole 
seine ness or unwholcsornencss of some emotions depend 
on the nature of the objects that they arc connected 

with. Pm (joy), for instance, is a wholesome emotion 

when it is related to certain spiritual attainments, but is 
unwholesome when it is derived from the hankering 

alter material or sensuous things. Saddha (faith) or 

coniidenee is a useful emotion when it is properly based, 

while it could be misleading when it is improperly 

based It is counted among the spiritual faculties that 
the disciples of the Buddha arc expected to cultivate. 

Rightly placet! Saddha could initiate a process of mental 

culture leading to gladness {pamojja). joy (phi), rclaxa- 

tmn or calmness Ipassaddhi). case (sukha) and finally 

mental composure isuniadhi) which is an important 

stage m the elimination of unwholesome emotions. 

fear, as an emotion is considered to have a healthy 

ell eel when it is focussed on the consequences of doinc 

wrong. Thus one may refrain from doing wrong due 

to the fear of numerous consequences such as the moral 

disapproval ol others, the remorse one may have to 

*<»rrcf a* ;i result of ones own conscience, possible 
retribution in an afterlife and «o on. Iftrt (* moral 
sense of shame to do whal is immoral) and ottappa 

(a moral sense of fear or shrinking with disgust towards 
an act of immorality) arc reckoned in Buddhism to be 

foremost among wholesome emotion*. Them two moral 
emotions arc counted among the noble wealth (ariya 

dhana) that a Buddhist is expected to acquire. 

The Buddhist approach to emotions is sometimes 
misunderstood as an attempt to achieve a state of 
emotional vacuity. This is evidently a consequence of 
misinterpreting some stages of mental culture in Bud¬ 
dhism. The attempt in Buddhism is not to dispense 
with all emotion* but to get rid of those that arc unwhole¬ 
some and cultivate those that arc wholesome. The 
disappearance of unwholesome motivational roots like 
greed (fri/ilui) and hatred (dosa) leads to the establishment 
of the wholesome emotions like loving kindness (metta). 

sympathy (kttruqu). sympathetic joy (mudltH) and an 
cquanimmi* state of mind characterised by emotional 
stability lupekklwl These wholesome emotions arc 
called the sublime abidings (brahma vihSra) in Buddhism 
and arc strongly recommended for meditative cultiva¬ 
tion. Upekkha. as translated in some instances is not 
indifference or a psychological state of emotional 
vacuity, but a condition of emotional stability under 
which other wholesome emotions such as metta could 

meaningfully co-exist. 

-a. An Introduction to Uuddlust Psychology. (The Macmillan Press 
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f||j i«i mind and body arc completely indepen- 
1 |( other Umhiim jivam annum sari ram) as 

M,d questions {aryakaiui For its concern 
,,M\ mlivsical one of a choice between monism ■ 111 * 

but the practical one of overcoming unsatis- 

(||lMlv with this practical concern, the Buddha 

,f jIj, mind to be of paramount importance 

1 ,,,Hvity. The mind is considered to be the 
tlj mental phenomena [munopubbangama 

| |||i world is said to be led and directed by 

* niyati lokol This is not to be: under- 

'■ t|wkertion of metaphysical idealism, but a 
)tj |in* experimentia! fact that in the sphere of 

*** the human mind plays a foremost role. 

1 (j,, ial environment too is recognized in 

'' major factor in determining his psycholo- 

" . Hut it insists that the ordinary perceptual 

* it.. Kill by the rational or reflective iniervcn- 
. 11 "1 

jf|liduccs undesirable consequences. Unwho- 

,it |iuiv as shoy/n above are a consequence of 

,M |H*iceptual process. According io Buddhism 
|,M . transform the emotional constitution 

,ji*t ’ 
|M, |\ through adjustments in hts material 

* t bound to fail for in so far its such adjust- 

|tl the participation of human beings, their 

,?t | , institution has an important determining 

1 tu This shows that the Buddhas teachings 

I (t|,m and emotion have a bearing even on 

' ,„nMl transformation. 

t|Wiitic aspect of the Buddha’s teachings on 

1 imi»h a rejection of reductionist theories of 

|t iiin'inpt to deny the significance of conscious 

,,ml the inner mental life of man. While 

1 not fall in line with a strict metaphysical 

|,,| tin’t artesian type, it cannot also fall in tine, 
^iqhvnte view of Gilbert Ryle which attempts 

altogether the importance of the mental 

t| ,motions and to analyse them entirely as 

determined material processes. Gilbert 

((1 s\w dualism of mind and matter calling it 

t the ghost in the machine* and takes 

\elute the view that emotions are turbulen- 
|||;* O* 

(|p<nn ol consciousness to which only the 

1 |(t^ .stream can have privileged access. He 

* i, .I logical error to conceive of emotions 

1 Mic»wes which take place in the public. 

1 (U|vt but in people’s secret mental worlds.1' 

.i|} \tuddhist analysis of emotion takes into 
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account pan of what Ryle has to sav about emotions, 

from (he Buddhist point of view Ryle's account ol 

emotions can itself be considered as an oversimplifica¬ 
tion. 

This point may be further elucidated by considering 

an instance from the Buddhist scriptures where the 

emotion of anger is discussed. Mafumiddesu. a eommeu* 

tarial text which* has gained canonical status in the 

Theravada tradition due probably to the importance 

of the canonical suttas included in the SuUt/nifhUa 

on which it comments, offers a detailed analysis of the 

emotion of anger. This analysis has an important 

bearing on the philosophy of mind. According to this 

analysis anger is a complex -process consisting of both 

mental and physical elements. The initial stage of the 

process is conceived primarily :is a mental and introspec- 

lively observable turbulent or disturbed state of the 

mind. There is a component of anger which becomes 

part of the experimental content peculiar to the-person 

who is affected by the emotion, in addition to the overt 

bodily processes which arc open to (he observation 

of any external observer. This component of anger is 
described in the Niddesa as the mental displeasure 
(anattanumata cittassa) directly and exponentially I eft 
at the initial stage of the process itself. Buddhism does 

not make the mistake of trying to identify a simple 
entity as what is meant by the term anger. Anger is a 

complex series of events which proceeds from the 

mind as its forerunner. The problem with Ryle s account 

is that he thinks it possible to leave out of account 

the role of the mind altogether and understand anger 
purely in terms of the mechanical series of observable 
physical events. The Atkldeso says that at times anger- 

manifests itself only as a disturbance or stirring ol the 
mind (atthl kunci kittani kodho ciUdvtlitkoaii}<tnuitio 

hotf). But H could manifest itself in more violent form* 
of physical behaviour such as the utterance of abusive 
words and the acquisition of harmful weapons to inflict 

injury on one's opponent When anger develops to 

its highest intensity it involves even disregard for one s 
own life, for one would kill one’s opponent as well as 
oneself (Yato kodho parapuggalatti ghateini attoinmi 

ghSieti: ettanata kodho paramussadagato paranutv< i'ulUtp- 

polto hoti}.1* 

According to Ryle when we explain actions in terras ol 
motives and emotions it is a mistake to conceive ol 
those motives and emotions as expressing categorical 

narratives of episodes.15 According to him reference 
to motives and emotions should be construed as elliptical 
expressions of general hypothetical propositions of a 

14. Nd. 1. p. 215f. 
15. The Concept of Mind. p. #3. 

16. Ibid. p. 84. 

certain sort. Ryle argues that emotions cannot he 

conceived as mental causes <f physical events. To sav 
that A Killed B because A was angry docs not mean 

that As auger was a mental cause of his physical act of. 
killing B. Ryle argues that ‘ to explain an act as done 

Item a certain motive is not analogous to saying that 

the glass broke because a stone hit it, but to the quite 

different type of statement that the glass broke, when the 

stone hit it. because the glass was brittle.**16 Ryle's 

objective here is to show that emotions have no non¬ 

physical status. Being dispositional terms like “brittle" 
emotions arc analyzable into the observable physical 

processes which are witnessable public events However. 

Ryle's analogy cannot be said to do justice to emotion 

words. The actual manifestation of the brittleness of 

glass occurs only at the moment something hits it. 

I his cannot be the case with the person who is prone to * 

anger. The glass does not feel the disturbance of its 

brittleness when it is not being hit by a stone, nor does it 

harbour brittle thoughts, but the person prone to anger 

harbours countless angry thoughts even at moments 

uhen he has not resorted to any verbal or physical 

expression of his anger. This is a point that is made 
clearly in (he A id<lcsu ujndvsU. It flukes if oletir that 
prior to anger manifesting itself in overt behaviour 
quite a complex mental activity goes on in the conscious 
stream <A‘-the angry person. To ignore this crucial stage 

anget is to leave out what is of utmost importance 
in the investigation of mental phenomena. Besides the 
thcoicttcal error involvol in the kind <if reductionist 
approach that Ryle proposes, it also can have many 
undesirable practical consequences. 

It needs to be emphasised that unlike theories of 
mind which attempt to oiler reductionist and mechanis¬ 
tic accounts of the nature of mental activity. Buddhism 
pays a great deal uf attention to the reflectively or 
introspectjycly observable flow of conscious experience 
in its treatment of psychological phenomena* Prom « 
prattical point of view Buddhism considers man’s 
ability to cultivate awareness of what goes on in his 
stream of conscious as a very important step in redirec¬ 
ting a person's emotions and attitudes. Very often 
people arc not mindful of the arising of emotional 

experience. Bart of'the meditative training in Buddhism 
involves the development of mindfulness with regard 
to nil mental as well as physical processes connected, 
with the activity of a person's psychophysical organism. 
Mindfulness helps to detect the arising of unwholesome 
emotions such as lust and anger at the initial point ol 
their mental origin. Unwholesome emotioas arc com- 

jt 
t 
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parable to springs that have their source in the depths 
of the human mind. Their outflow can be prevented 
by exercising mindfulness (yani sotdni lokasmim sati 

testify nivSragafy). Insight meditation (vipassand hhdvand) 

in Buddhism is a method of observing the way in which 
emotions arise, stay and pass away at the level of cons¬ 
cious experience. Such watchfuiiness over the process of 
unwholesome emotions has the effect of preventing 

them from passing beyond the confines of the mind 

and manifesting themselves in overt behaviour. The 
path of liberation in Buddhism consisting of si la, samddhi 

and pahha can be seen as one designed to* deal with 
the manifestation of unwholesome emotions at different 

levels of human activity. Pahha destroys the cognitive 

basis on which unwholesome emotions spring and as a 

consequence unwholesome emotions are destroyed at 
the dispositional level itself Samddhi prevents the 

excitation or the initial stirring of unwholesome emotions 

S'ila prevents the overt expression of unwholesome 
emotions in terms of verbal and physical behaviour. 

The Buddhist treatment of emotion is selective and 

not exhaustrve^For Its concern with emotion is governed 

by an ethical and practical end in view. Buddhism does 

not pay attention to all the variety of motivational 

and emotional facets of life but deals selectively with 

those facets which are related to human happiness 

and suffering But it can be said that even within the 

confines of this limited concern Buddhism has made a 

very significant contribution to psychology and the 

philosophy of mind. 

P. D. Premasiri 

EMPIRICISM. In modem Western philosophy, the 

term empiricism is generally used to designate philo¬ 

sophical schools that rely upon sensory experience as 

the primary source of human knowledge, and is often 

contrasted with rationalism which highlights the role of 

reasoa However, because the term empiricism is derived 

from the Latin word empiricus, meaning “the expe¬ 

rienced,” there is also the tendency to extend the scope 

of empiricism by including under the category of ex¬ 

perience those that are neither sensory nor founded 

upon the sensory; that is, experience that totally trans¬ 

cends sensory experiences. Sometimes, this latter is refer¬ 

red to as intuition, and is more popular with the spiritua¬ 

list rather than with critical philosophers. Yet even 
among philosophers who call themselves empiricists, and 

who consider sensory experience as the primary source 

of knowledge, there is no concensus as to the nature of 

sense experience itself Thus we have at least three 

versions of empiricism. The first is represented by the 

three British empiricists, John Locke; George Berkeley 
and David Hume. With minor variations, they all re¬ 

cognized the immediate impression as the real com¬ 
ponent in sense experience. Among them, the one who 
influenced the development of empiricism in the modern 
work! is Hume. Hume assumed that the immediate 

sense impression as the primary source of knowledge 

is undiluted bv either memories or by any ideas, the 
latter being merely vague copies of the immediate 

impressions. This was an essenatialist search for a pure 

percept, and it contributed toward the conception of a 

reality where relations are confined to ideas rather than 

to impressions. This led to extreme skepticism regarding 
ordinary human knowledge and understanding The 

subsequent development known as logical empiricism is 
a combination of Lockean and Humean ideas. As may 

be pointed out later. logical empiricism came to a 

dead-end as a result of its attempt to formulate abso¬ 

lutely valid, logically consistent universal laws of nature 

to be confirmed by experience. There is yet another 

version of empiricism less popular among philosophers 

because it involves a thoroughgoing analysis of the 

psychology of experience rather than a pure philosophi¬ 

cal analysis. It recognizes the complex psycho-physical 

mechanism involved in sensory experience and, without 

attempting to weed out psychological factors, provides 

a more holistic description of experience. According to 

the conception of reality generated by this form of 

empiricism, the events as well as their relations are part 

and parcel of human experience. However, it refrains 

from interpreting these relations as instances of abso¬ 

lutely incorruptible laws. To distinguish this from the 

previous version it is called radical empiricism, and its 

strongest advocate in the modem world was the Ameri¬ 
can pragmatist, Wiliam James. 

Thus, allowing for the most generous definition of 

empiricism, we are left with four versions: 

(1) the transcendentalist version that takes veridical 

experience to be beyond all sensory awareness, 

(2) the cssentialist version that restricts experience to 

(he immediate sense impressions, 

(3) logical empiricism, with its emphasis on logically 

consistent theories seeking conformation from ex¬ 
perience, and 

(4) radical empiricism which admits both perceptual 

and conceptual elements as inalienable parts of ex¬ 
perience. 

Recent studies in Buddhist thought has provided 

sufficient evidence to indicate that the philosophical 

standpoint adopted by its founder, Siddhartha Gautama. 
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was a form of empiricism.1 Yet it cannot be denied that 

Buddhism, during the last two and half millcnia. did not 

remain one single philosophical system. It is as complex 

and veriegated as any other philosophical tradition. 

Eastern or Western. Since its formulation by the Buddha 

in the sixth century B.C. a variety of philosophical stand¬ 

points comparable to those that arc available in the 

Western world have been advocated by philosophers all 

of whom claimed themselves to be faithful followers of 

the Buddha. Thus, in the vast canonical and non-canoni- 

cal literature belohging to the so-called Theravada and 

Mahayana. one can perceive a rich variety of philo¬ 

sophical standpoints that renders the search for horno- 

geniety meaningless. At the same time. Buddhism cannot 
be satisfactorily explained as a gradual growth and 

development from rudimentary beginnings to sophisti¬ 
cated systems. On the contrary, there is clear evidence 

that the system formulated by the Buddha was complete 

in itself^ and that the subsequent philosophers were 

either deviating from it or attempting to resurrect it. 

What is most interesting is that the Buddha himself 

started with a radical empiricist approach, a no was 

followed by the main .line of thinkers like Moggaliputta- 
tissa, Nagarjuna. Vasubandhu and Dign***, n\\ nf wh<’m 
remained faithful to the Buddha, while schools like the 
Sautrantikas followed the essentialist version of empiri¬ 
cism and text like the Lankavatant Sunn retained the 

transcendentalist empirical stance. 

Emerging as a revolutionary against the absolutist, 

substantialist and essentialist thinking prevalent in India 
during the sixth century B.C„ the Buddha resorted to a 
detailed psychological analysis of human knowledge and 

understanding, the first of its kind in history, in order to 
demonstrate the futility of any search for absolutes, 
substances or essences. That psychological enterprise 

also led hifn to renounce two other pursuits which have 
been rather popular with most philosophers, namely, the 

search for absolute certainty with regard to human know¬ 
ledge as well as for knowledge totally free from error. 

Realizing that these latter tendencies are corollaries of a 

utopian epistemology, namely, knowledge of things as 
they are," the Buddha focussed upon the knowledge of 

things “as they have come to be" {yathahhutaX2 For him. 
this represented the highest knowledge, a form of 

* knowledge that led him .to the realization of the four 

Noble Truths (ariya sacca).3 4 

To know things as they have come to be is to pcrccivt 

them in relation to the observable causes and conditions. 

Such perception would naturally involve consciousness 

or awareness not merely of the immdeiatc sensorv 

impression(s) but also of the background. It is the 

knowledge of this background that is accounted by for 

the “stream of consciousness" (vinhanasota)* Without 

such a stream of consciousness, mindfulness (sa/i) or 

reflective awareness (anupassana) is not possible. Indeed, 

the latter represents the “royal road" to enlightenment 

and freedom.5 This is the foundation of his radical 
empiricism. 

The general response to the above form of radical 

empiricism from a realist or-onc who is committed to 

objectivism is that this is another version of idealism. But 

the defenders of radical empiricism, the Buddha as well as 
William James, did not allow room for such criticism. 

The dichotomous or .polar philosophical standpoint* 

such as materialism and idealism, or realism and ideal 

ism arc the inevitable consequences of a philosophy of 

language adopted by the essentialist empiricists, for 

whom each abstract idea writh a name to it makes ;• 

distinct species/' Thus, mind and matter, mental and 
physical constitute distinct nominal .essences. Unloii.u 
natelv. this empiricist philosophy is not much differed 
from the rationalism of Descartes which it was supposed 
to dethrone. The sharp dichotomies like mind ami 
matter which, for the rationalist, constituted substances, 
are now being replaced by nominal essences. The ration.* 
list problem in the sphere of metaphysics now becomes 
the empiricist problem in the area of linguistic philo¬ 
sophy. The prevalence of such-extreme schools of thought 
like materialism, physicalism as well os behaviorism in 
the modern world is now being attributed to this philo¬ 

sophy of language logic (see below). 

The Buddha’s radical non*substantialtsm Uuuttta 
tad a) as well as the “middle path" (majjhtmii'patipfutft he 
adopted in the explanation of human experience and 
conception prevented him from conceiving of sharp 
dichotomies or bi-polar opposites. For him there was 
no mind-body problem because he did not define mind 
as non-material or matter as non-mental. That definition 
was to appear in the Buddhist tradition with the emer¬ 
gence of realist metaphysicians like the Sarv&stivadins 

or the essentialist empiricists like the Sautrantikas. 

-—- ---— utm A I 'nwin |*|6l v>lilch KprMinll t|K Hf«l 
1 See K. N. Jayatilleke, Early DuJdh.a Theory of Knowledge. London^Allen & ***** Honolulu: The University 

2. S. 11. p. 17: V. pp- 422-423. etc. 
3. Ibid.. V. pp. 422-423. 

4. D. 111. P- 105. 
5. £>. II. P- 290 IT.: M. I. P- 55 IT. Vnders,onJ,nd. 1690. book 111. chapter vi. section 38. 

See John Locke. An Essay Concern,*, Human 
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A more substantial document is an inscription., 

sj f discovered at Rajaburi, recording the installation cf a 

Buddha statue by an ascetic named Samiddhigupta. 

This inscription is assigned to the 6th or the 7th century. 

The script employed is a proto-Thai script. 

An inscription that throws very valuable light on the 

• religious intercourse between South India and Thailand 
is a short epigraph appearing on the socle of a standing 

* • Buddha statue found at the Mahadhatvarama in Lop- 

buri Wh^t is most interesting in this record is the 

| statement that the statue was caused to be set up by a 

| person named Nayaka Arjava, the adhipathi (lord) of 

Janjaur (Tanjore in South India.) This inscription 

• has been assigned to the eighth century A.C. 

j Siamese inscription cf exceptional interest is the 

Noen Sa Bua Inscription of Dong Si Maha found at 

Prachinburi about fifty miles north east cf Bangkok. 

; The inscription is engraved on a slab of stone in a 

! script quite similar to the Paliava script of South India, 

and had been set up in A.C 761. The inscription consists 

i of twenty-seven lines, which incorporate three quatrains 

from a Pali poem called Telakatdhagathd composed by a 

Sri Lankan author. Though this work has been assigned 

to the eleventh century the instant inscription proves 

. that k had been composed some time before A.C. 761. 

The sections of the inscription which do not form apart of 

the Telakatakagaihd are written in the Mon script. 

.An inscription assigned to the year A.C. 1377 records 

the establishment of a sect known as the Simhala-Sanghc 

the Sri Lanka Older of monks, in Shun u. a delegation 

j cf monks who had visited Sri Lanka -his inscription 

| had been set up by the Burmese King Ramkhahacng 
who had conquered Siam earlier. Several other inscrip- 

, tions were set up during the fourteenth century, reflecting 

| ; the de%fotion and religious fervour of the Thai people 

I" Who were now followers cf the Theravada school of 

Buddhism. 

| Viet-Nam: Though it has been suggested on the evidence 

j of the Vo-Canh Inscription of King Sri Mara of the 
second or the third century A.C that Buddhisnxhad been 

jV • known in Viet-nam, known in ancient time as Champa, 

{./•"' the clearest evidence of the presence of Buddhism in 

this country is an inscription assigned to the second 

r quarter cf the ninth century, set up by a Buddhist of a 

j- / place called Paqcjuraiiga, Samantha by name to record 

£m:} the dedication of two shrines and two monasteries 

to. Jina and Siva. The name Jina in this inscription refers 
to the Buddha, Buddhism being at this stage closely 

associated with Buddhism. The pratasti recording the 

jfgdedication has been significantly, written by the donor’s 

jv-SOQ Sthavira Buddha-Nirvapa. Buddhism in its Maha- 

K%.yana form most -probably, prevailed in Viet-nam till 

fer about the second quarter of the thirteenth century. 

• •. Ji. 

Assigned to this period is the Kim Choua Inscription 

of King Jaya Parame^varavarman, its main interest 
being a list of Buddhist divinities held in great reverence 

by Vietnamese Buddhists at the time, such as Sri Jina 

Loke^vara, Sri Saugatadevcdvara. 
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EPISTEMOLOGY 

1. Introduction Epistemology or theory of knowledge 

is that branch of philosophy which inquires into the 

nature and scope of knowledge. It attempts to analyze the 

concept of knowledge with a view to determining the 

criteria applicable for making the distinction between 

valid and invalid claims to knowledge. It examines the 

variety of alleged means and sources of knowledge and 

lays down the conditions under which claims to know¬ 

ledge could be accepted to be reliable In the history of 
the Buddhist philosophical tradition considerable atten¬ 

tion has been paid to epistemological issues. The teach¬ 
ings cf early Buddhism have shown an interest in 
philosophy as a way of life, and this is reflected among 

other things, in the discussions concerning epistemo¬ 

logical questions as well. The primary concern of 

Buddhism was the attainment of emancipating know¬ 

ledge. The discussion of epistemological questions occurs 
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in so far as it is related to the attainment of the ultimate 

goal of Buddhism. This approach is more marked in the 

early Buddhist teachings than in the latei ones where in 
certain instances questions of logic and epistemology 

seem to be discussed for their own sake The way of 

life advocated in Buddhism is based on its theory of 

reality, and its theory of reality has an epistemological 

foundation. Although the Buddha himself was not 

concerned with raising philosophical problems about 

the nature and scope of knowledge purely in the 

form of an academic pursuit and an exercise in logical 

analysis, to the extent that the way of life recommended 

in Buddhism was claimed to depenjd* on statements . 

about the nature of man and the universe which were 

believed to be true, it became necessary to specify how 

the alleged truths of Buddhism were to be known. 

At the time Buddhism emerged in India as a distinct 
work! view, a plurality of mutually contradictory theories 

about the nature of man and the universe were advocated 

by other schools of religious and philosophical thought. 

Indian thinkers bad already developed a considerably 

high level of critics! and analytics: inquiry and if the 

message of the Buddha was to win the acceptance of 

the intelligent truth seekers of that time ii was necessary 

to state clearly the epistemological foundations of 

the Buddhist world view. In presenting an alternative 

world view as well as a goal of ultimate happiness and 

liberation in terms of it, the Buddha criticized not 

only some of the existing theories about the nature of 

reality, but also the epistemological foundations on 

which these theories were claimed to be based. Buddhism 

also claimed that the teachings of the Buddha were * 

meant for the Intelligent or the wise and not for the 

stupid or the unwise. The Buddhist cheme of emancipa¬ 

tion consisting of three stages has the cultivation of 

wisdom (pahha) as the final stage. In referring to the 

knowledge of the Buddhist saint, the Pali canonical 

sources appear to use a special set of cognitive terms 

to mark the distinction between such knoweiedge and 

other modes of cognitive activity. Pahna (Sanskrit- 

prcjha) is one such term which occurs very frequently 

in the ^iddhist literature of all periods. Buddhism 

also uses various qualifying prefixes and adjectives 

with the verbal root jha ‘to know' leading to derivations 
such as Ssavakkhayahaya vimuttwaqa, abhuuta, parihha, 

sammappahhOy etc. to signify the specific knowledge 

that Buddhism considers to be directed to the attain¬ 

ment of the goal of emancipation According to the 

Buddhist teaching human bondage and suffering are a 

consequence of Ignorance (avijja)l The enlightenment 

(q.vl) of the Buddfia is believed to have consisted in the 

dawning of knowledge and vision into certain realities of 

life (cakkhum udapadi hayam udapadi) expressed in the 

form of the Four Noble Truths (q.v.). Buddhism contras¬ 

ted subjective conviction about the truth of any assertion 
with direct personal knowledge and understanding. 

A fundamental question of epistemological importance 

that can be raised in connection with the Buddhist 

position is how the alleged knowledge of truth and 

reality in Buddhism is to be characterized Is it a special 

kind of religious knowledge describaole as a kind of 

mystic intution? what role does ordinary sense know¬ 

ledge or empirical knowledge play in the ultimate 

understanding claimed by the Buddhist saint? Does 

Buddhism reject the validity of ordinary sense experience 

and recommend other sources of knowledge such as 

revelation or intellectual intuition as the means of 

discovering truth? Answers to such questions as these 

could be obtained by a careful study of the Buddhist 

doctrines that were formulated in the different periods 

of the historical development of the Buddhist tradition. 

\ 

More attention will be paid in The sequel to the 

ideas contained in the literature preserved in the Pali 

Nikayss on the assumption that it contains the teachings 

of Buddhism which are closest to those exp.csscd by the 

Buddha himself. I? is reasonable to assume that the 

Pali Niknyars as well as the Chinese Agamas agree in 

content and back to a common source. The fact 

that the Pah Nikilya literature whs preserved by the 

Theravada school of Buddhism need not lead to the 

prejudice that the Buddhist teachings contained in this* 

corpus of literature presents a partisan point of view 
about the original teachings of the Buddha. 

2. The pre-Buddhist Background 

Examining the pre-Buddhist background of Indian 

thought K. N. Jayatillcke shows that thinkers of the 

period belonged to three principal classes according to 

the epistemological ground accepted by them for their 

truth claims.1 The first Class of thinkers may be called 

traditionalists or those who depended on authority of 

some kind. There were some who derived their know¬ 

ledge wholly on the basis of a sacred scriptural tradition. 

The foremost among this class of thinkers were the 

Brahmins who believed in the sacred authority of the 
Vedas. To the second class belonged those thinkers who 

may be called rationalists. They propounded their 

theories on the basis of reasoning and speculation. They 

can be identified with some of the metaphysicians of 

the early Upanisadic period and other independent 

thinkers who denied the reliability of the orthodox 
Vedic tradition such as the materialists and the sceptics. 

Thirdly, there were thinkers who claimed a direct 

I. For a detailed discussion of the Pre-Buddhist background see Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge (EBTKl K: N. Jayatillcke. 

(Allen and Unwin, London. 1963) Chapters 1-3. 
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personal knowledge of the truths they propounded. The 

Indian materialists who accepted perception alone as a 
valid means of knowledge belonged to this class of* 

thinkers. What is more interesting is that there were 

others who based their claims to knowledge not on 

ordinary sense perception, but on some kind of super- 

cognitive ability acquired through the practice of mental 

culture. It is to be noted that in the Middle and late 

Upanisqds there was a belief in the super-cognitive • 

powers of the meditative person or the Yogi Verbal 

forms from dr&- to see were used in these Upanisads to 

I? ^7* " signify a kind of seeing which did not make use of the 

^.UJtyc but. a kind of direct intuitive apprehension. This 

land of knowledge was claimed: specially when referring 

f&.-c’ to the knowledge of the transcendental truth of the 

jjP'Js reality of Atman. It was claimed that subtle seers by 

their subtle and supcriorlntuition see the transcendental 

reality (drsvatc ivagrya buddhytt s^ksnxadariibki^ Kathci 

:; Upanifqd 1.3.12). Such knowledge was referred to in the 

. *■s Upanisqds as jhona. The Atman is said to be obtained 

j,; V by right knowledge (samyag-fhanu). In addition to 

Upanisdic seers who claimed such knowledge there 

;r:. :: ^ were other teachers dutside the Vedic fold who claimed ( " * knowledge of a superhuman kind including omni- 

• science. 

K. N. javatillekc’s discussion of the Pre-Buddhist 

g;C;-. background in terms of the above classification was 

E.&1 most probably influenced by the kind of classification 

■ which the Buddha himself is reported to have made in 

- answer to u question raised by a Brahmin named 

SarigSrava regarding the nature of the knowledge that 

• ^the Buddha claimed (M. IK p. 211 J. The Buddha mentions 

‘ in this context a. class of teachers wl:*.-.?? he described as 1..22':fS.}a,a;xsatrika. K. N. Jayatilleke translates the terra anus- 

*fc]£%‘sdc:ku in its broad sense as traditionalists. These thinkers 

identified by the Buddha himsrif as the Brahmins 

7 *^^5;r-iwho were versed in. the three Vedas (brdhmana tevijjd). 

l/^^Tbe second class of teachers arc referred to by the Buddha 
sinuitfo::. rendered into English by K N. Jaya- 

^VSj^'^Vdhcke a." returners and metaphysicians respectively* 

StfThc Buddha identifies himself with the class of teachers 

who base their teachings about the good life on what 

^£*c%they have understood by some super-cognitive means 

^without dependence on hearing from traditional-sources 
(pubbesu ananussutesu dhammesu samam veva abhihhaya). 

appears that this third class of thinkers referred to 

by the Buddha were none other than those who claimed 

ftper-cognitive powers through meditative culture of 

' 'mind or yoga. The Pali Nikayas throw much light 

In the Buddhist evaluation of the three approaches to 

‘truth and knowledge, accepted by the teachers belonging 

the three groups mentioned above. 

3. The Buddhist Attitude Towards Authority 

There are several instance in the Pali Nikayas where 

the Buddhist criticism of the teachers described as 
anussaoikd occurs. One such instance occurs in the 

context of a moral discussion. Here, the Buddha insists 

on the importance of being guided, in a moral situation, 

by one's own personal knowledge and understanding. He 

speaks of anussava as the first of ten grounds on which 

one should not base one's moral behaviour. What is 

implied by this discussion is that there is a distinction 

between the ten ways of claiming knowledge headed 

by anussava and what the Buddha refers to in this ins- 

. tance as ‘know by yourself (attanava janeyyathal Six 

ways of claiming knowledge mentioned in the Kalama 

Surra including anussfrua could be considered under the 

general heading of authority. Authority was accepted 

as' a pramTma {an epistemological ground) in some 

non-Beddbisi Indian philosophical schools of the post- 

Buddhist period under the concept of Snbdu I ibid. p. 

172l“). According to the Puna- M hnamsa sab da denotes 

the authority of the Vedas alone. This reflects the atti¬ 

tude of the ritualistic Brahmins against which the early 

Buddhist criticism was primarily directed. The Mimamsa 

school upheld the absolute authority of the Vedas. The 

Nyaya school treated the scriptural statements of the 

Vedas as a subclass of verbal testimony while the Vai- 

sesika school treated them as a subclass of inferential 

propositions. According to the Naiyayikas the Vedus are 
reliable cither because God who revealed it is 
i rustworthy, o* because the seers who are its authors 

are trust worthy. The Mimamsaka* on the other hand 

denied any personal authorship to the Veda* and claimed 

that the Veda* a re eternal. 1 he importance of .iabda as a 

means of knowledge in the post-Buddhist philosophical 

tradition showr, that claims to knowledge on the basis 

of authority took many different forms. This is also 

indicated in the Kalama Sutra where six different forms 

of dependence on authority are mentioned in the follow-^ 

ing order: (!) a.iussuveua. (2) patamparaya* (3) itikiraya, 
(4) pit/ikosanipt;day«. (5) bhaoyarupataya and (6) samano 
no aaru. 

Anussava appears to have been used specially to 
denote the authority of the Vedic scriptures as iubda 

was used in the post-Buddhist Mimamsa tradition. The 

Cartk'i Surra refers to a discussion of the Buddha with a 

Brahmin youth well versed in the Vedic scriptures. The 

Brahmin youth wishes to know the Buddha's opinion 

on the attitude of the Brahmins who came absolutely to 

the conclusion (ekamsemt nittham gacchanti) that only 

what is contained m the Vedas is true and everything 

else is false (idam eva saccam mogham anham). In response 

to the Buddha's criticism that the Brahmin attitude 

&TC&7X, see p. 171 for K. N. Jayatillekc's translation of the Sangaraou Sutut passage. 
rjT.r\.. . * • _ • ; r " 
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amounts to one of blindly following a tradition the 

truth of which has not been personally tested at any 

point, the Brahmin youth retorts that it is not merely 

on faith that the Brahmins claim the validity of the 

Vedas but also on the basis of anussava. This suggests 

that for the Brahmins of this period Vedic scripture 

represented a sacred, holy or revelational tradition. 

During the time of Early Buddhism anussava had come 

to mean the sacred Vedic tradition. When referring to 

this tradition the Pali suttas use words which suggest 

that it had already become a sacred tradition which 

was systematized, ceremonially chanted, and autho¬ 
ritatively handed down by a successive line of teachers 
(gitam pavuttum samihitam U;J untyayanti tad anubtia- 

sand bhdsiiam anubUdsam, vadium anuoacenti: D. I, 

p. 241; M. IJ: p.*169), The IcJas were often believed to 

have had a divine origin. The creation of the Vedas is 

attributed to Prajapati or Brahma. 

K. N. Jayattfidcc has identified three possible senses 

in which the term anussava has been used in the religious 

literature of the lime. First, as used of the Vedic tradi¬ 

tion the word could mean ‘divine revelation’, 'syste¬ 

matically handed down. Secondly it could have meant 

'authoritative tradition', the source of its authority 

being the Vedic or any other tradition. Thirdly, it could 

have meant a 'report’ come from mouth to mouth(£B7X. 

p. 182). 

There are several suttas in the Pali canon which state 

the*Buddhas reasons for rejecting anussava as a reliable 

means of knowledge. In the Tevijja Sutta the Brahmani- 

cal claim that the Vedas have a divine origin is criticized 

on the ground that not even the original composers of 

the Vedic scriptures have had direct personal know¬ 

ledge of Brahma by seeing Brahma face to face (D. I. 
p. 238). The originators of the Vedic tradition them¬ 

selves were not in a position to claim’We know this, 

*we see this’ (may am etam janiima, may am etam passdma) 

with-regard to the existence of Brahma. In the Cahkl 

Sutta the Buddha’s criticism is at a different level. Here 

the Buddha rejects the absolute validity of Vedic scrip¬ 

ture on the ground that none .of those who handed 

down the tradition could claim direct personal know¬ 

ledge of its truth. They are compared to a string of blind 

men (andhave$uparampara). Yet another criticism which 

the Buddha found to be commonly applicable to 

anussava as well as four other grounds on which one 

may believe in the truth of a statement (saddha =faith, 

ruci*=personal like or inclination, akaraparivittaka — 

superficial reflection and ditthinijjhdnakkhanti =appro- 

va! of a theory upon speculative reflection or thinking) 

is that fhesc grounds alone do not guarantee the truth 

of the relevant statements. The content of a revelation 

may be held in very high esteem for having been faith¬ 

fully preserved %svanussutam), but it may be empty, 

hoIloV.and false (ri'ttam tuccham musa), while something 

else which is not trje content of such revelation may be 

factual and true(bhutam taccham anahhatha). The Buddha 

points out that the only claim that one can legitimately 

make with regard to what one has acuired from 

sava is ‘such is what I have acquired from anussava' 

but he is not entitled to malic an absolute and exclusive 

claim to its truth. It is a person who does not make such 

an illegitimate claim that car. be called one who pre¬ 

serves the truth (sacearn cmuakkUuii)* What is implicit 

in this criticism of the‘Buddha is that none of the ahuve 

grounds logically imply the truth of the statements 

bused on them. If one claims to have heard something 

from mortis source or to be firmly convinced of the t* u:h 

of sccr Thing, it does not logically follow that what he 

has heard or what he is firmly convinced of is true On 

the other hand if one claims to know something, and 

if he actually knows it. it must be true. 

In the Stuidaka Sutta Atianda mentioas the distinc¬ 

tion that the Buddha is said to have made between two 

classes of thinkers who gave instruction on a way of 

life to be followed by others. According to the Buddha, 
as reported by Ananda in this sutta, the world view alfir- 

med by one class of thinkers cannot be accepted as one 

which implies a noble way of life. They are therefore 

describeo as abrahmacariyuvasa The world views con¬ 

demned by the Buddha as abrahmacariyuvasa were the 
materialist world view which denied individual survival 

after death, and those world views which denied moral 

values, moral responsibility and free will Another 

group of teachers is referred to as those whose world 

view implied an unsatisfactory doctrine about the noble 

life (anassasikam brahmacariyam\ Those who hold to 

the truth of anussava afe said to belong to this .group!.4 

The Buddhist criticism here of anussava is that such an 

authoritative tradition may or may not suffer from lapses, 

of memory on the part of those who are responsible 

for handing it down. Moreover, even if it is properly 

handed down without lapses of memory it may be true 

or false (anussavikassa kho pana ... satthuno anussa- 
vasaccassa sussatampi hoti dussatampi both tathapi 

hoti ahhathapi hoti; Af. I, p. 520). 

3. Anussa vo ce pi ... purisassa hoti evam me anussa voti vadam saccam anurakkhati na tveva tava ekamsena nit t ham gacchati id am ecu 

saccam mogham ahhanti MIL pp. 170-171. 

4. ... idhekacco salt ha anussavoko hoti anussavasacco so anussavena itihitiha paramparaya dhammam deseti M. I, p, 520. 
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n .' The’Buddha did not reject the‘Vedie teaching out-* 
% 'right, but considered it to be propounding an unsatis- 

^’ ■factory teaching about the noble life because it was 

abased on anussava. The materialist criticism of the 

2 L Vedie tradition was much stronger when compared with 

|f ; that of Buddhism. The materialists condemned the 

B .. authors of the Vedas as ignorant and vicious.5 The 

|g .; Buddhists were much more moderate in their criticism 
of the Vedas. Buddhism recognized that the Vedie 

. teaching contained factual and moral truths opposed 

' to a purely nihilistic world view. The Brahmin teachers 

were criticized on epistemological grounds for not 

having personally verified the truth of their beliefs. 
.* . ’ 

la&i ; .Parampara and pitakasampada also denote forms of 

triditional authority. These terms are also used in close 

association with the Vedie tradition (brahmananam 

puranam mantapadam itihitiha parampardya pitakasam- 

:paddya; M. II, p. 169). Parampara may have stood for 

the unbroken succession of a teaching belonging to the 

$(/>: Vedie tradition or outside it Pitakasampada also may 

have stood for an authoritative scriptural tradition in 

j||?A general. Itikird which also occurs in the Kaldma Sutta 

{ip//:; as a separate ground is probably connected with ifi-. 

§^. hitiha which has already been mentioned in connection 

jsgk/.V with the other terras denoting revelation and authority. 

Both kim and ha are particles which generally occur 

? ra the introduction of anecdotal material. The Buddha’s 

teaching is often said to be anhiha (Thug. v. 331; A II, 

26X which meant that it was not based on hearsay 

^ ‘;or tradition. Consideration of the contexts in which 

f the term itikiro occurs in the Pali canon and other* 

i. occurrences of terms related to it in other Indian lite- 

rary works shows that the translation of Uikira as 

hearsay is reasonable. 

The ether two forms of authority rejected in the 

. Kdidva Sucut are denoted by the terms bkabbarupata 

'and no gcru. According to the comment aria 1 

'explanation of bhabbarupato. h stands for the acceptance 

^ * of someone** words consider.-- him to be a competent 

5^*• person tVtycrai bkikkhu bhab^u. v;:>. imassa kedham gaht* 

jSgr / ;um yuuunh 44. II. p. 3051 The other ground of aecep- 

SSSKi1,tance samimo no aanu which may be translated as %onr E'?/ W -prestigious teacher' b similar to the former. Both forms 
of authority can be considered under verbal testimony, 

Hjpi.'?’;' which as a matter of fact came to be recognized as a 
i of knowledge in the late Indian philosophical 

tradition under aptopaJisa or aptavacana. The criticism 

;> levelled against ahussam applies to all other forms of 
authority as well although it is not explicitly-stated with 

Hgg||Jrcference to them. 

p. 14. J 

In determining the early Buddhist attitude towards 

authority (q. v) it is important to see the extent to which 
Buddhism depended on the orthodox teachings of the 

pre-Buddhist Vedie tradition in the formulation of its 

own doctrines. It has often been suggested that the Bud¬ 

dha uncritically accepted some of the dogmas cf Brah¬ 

manism (EBTK, p. 369 0 EJ. Thomas,* for instance, 
says that Buddhism took for granted some of the pre- 

Buddhist Indian beliefs like the belief in transmigration 

and the doctrine of the retribution of action. However, 

an examination of the pre-Buddhist background shows 

that these doctrines were neither fully developed nor 

universally accepted at the time of the emergence of 

Buddhism. There is no evidence that the Buddha admit¬ 

ted them on the authority of the previous tradition 

(ibid.p. 3720 

A question that may be raised < with regard to the 

Buddha’s attitude towards authority is whether he 

expected from his disciples with respect to his own 

teachings the same critical attitude that he recommended 

towards external traditions. Some scholars suggest 

that revelation and faith are as much central to Buddhism 

as to other religious traditions of a theistic character. 

The belief that the Buddha was an omniscient teacher 

isabbahnu) is said to leave no room for critical inquiry. 

In the evaluation of the place of saddha\ a term which is 

translated as faith’, it has been suggested that Buddhism 

also involved a faith in revealed truths (ibid p. 383 0. 

K. N. Jayatilleke shows that omniscience was attributed 

to the Buddha in a much later stratum of the Pali canoni¬ 

cal scriptures. In the earlier stratum of the canonical 

literature the* Buddha not only denied that he was 

omniscient in the sense omniscience was claimed by 

some of his contemporaries, but also affirmed that he 

possessed only a threefold knowledge (tevijjb) which was 

also shared by a large number of his disciples as well 

(ibid pc. 317-381). 

It Is aiso clear that in the early sections of the Pali 

canon >uddkd in the sense of trust, confidence or faith 

is contrasted with knowledge (n&nrrt. It is also treated 

as an emotion insufficient for salvation. Buddhism 

values knowledge above faith. However, as a preliminary 

stage in the spiritual progress of a disciple faith is believed 

to play r»n important role. Sometimes posit da is used 

as a synonym of suddixd. The Pali suttas often use the 
expression u aoecccppasada> which means ‘faith consequ¬ 

ent upon inquiry'. Buddhism speaks of some forms 

of to-th of the Brahmin teachers in the authority of the 
Vedas.. The Buddha contrasts such groundless faith 

with faith based on inquiry, and calls it akaravati saddlut. 
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Akdravafi saddha and avecca ppasdda appear to be 

referring to similar states of mind. Sec.BHAKTI. 

In the Cahki Suita the Buddha is represented as 

applying the same reason for rejecting both dnussava 

and saddha as guaranteeing the truth of a statement. . 

He says that one may have firm faith in the truth of a 

statement but that statement may be.falre. It is unlikely 

that the attitude expressed here excludes the doctrines 

preached by the Buddha We find the duly Buddhist 

attitude re-echoed in a much later work which says: 

"Just as wise men test gold by burning, cutting and 

rubbing so G monks, should my statements be accepted 

after examination and not out of respect foe me/ in 

the Sana the Buddha invites his disciples 

to rest him in order to discover whether he ;s eniigh- 

tenied or no! (j-mii/rti.H'/fccn'.* hhikkhund . .1 ui hagai e scumm- 

nesund kdlahbd sanimasombuddho va ilo l\1 iti nuwdnuya. 

M. I p. 317| The inquiry is to be made into the condi¬ 

tion of the Buddha's mind by oServing the Buddha's 

bodily and verbal behaviour using one's eyes and ears 

(dvisu dhammesu tat hit goto samanr.csitahho cakkhuso- 

tavihheyyesu dhamnu*su), In the Canki Suita a similai 

process of inquin* is proposed to someone who wishes to 
depend on a teacher in one's inquiry into truth- Before 

one professes faith in a teacher one should, according to 

the Canki Sutta, examine the character traits of the 

teacher to see if he is a person who has a greedy- hateful 

or deluded psychological disposition or not- In the 

tfmamsaka Sutta the Buddha calls upon his disciples 

to do this inquiry on himself by observing the Buddha's 

behaviour as stringently as possible to ensure that he 

is possessed of absolutely pure psychological disposi¬ 

tions. This sutta suggests that even the Buddha's clairm 

to full enlightenment is not an impenetrable mystery; 

but one that could be tested by an external observer. 

If the Buddha is enlightened, he must be free from greed, 

hatred and delusion. If observation of the behaviour 

of the Buddha shows that he is not free from those 

evil traits of mind, then the claim to be enlightened 

can also be judged to be false In this sutta inquiry 

into the claims of the Buddha is not condemned, but is 

strongly recommended before one professes faith in 

him.* Yet this is given merely as,an initial stage in the 

development of one's faith. After such inquiry one 

becomes convinced that it is worth approaching such a 

teacher for instruction. But faith in the teacher is said 

to become firm land unshakable only when one partially 

verifies in one's own experience the truths taught by such 

a teacher. It is such faith that is established as a conse¬ 

quence of inquiry that Buddhism called ‘rational faith' 

[dkdravatl saddha) as opposed to the baseless faith 

(amulikd saddha) of the Brahmins. 

In Buddhism faith (saddha) was considered as a 

preliminary requirement, finally leading to knowledge 

{parihd or dan a). Some suttn pa>s ::<c'i dearly suggest 

that uiurnaidv sad dint has to be replaced by knowledge. 

Cilia, a lay disciple of the Buddha is represented as 

saying in answer to Nigaijtha Nampulla's question 

whether he1 believed m the Budduas statement that 
there is a state of meditative rapture in which there 

js no discursive though: and reflection {saddhakasi tvam 

samufuissa art hi avitakka ariedro sjinadhi 

auhi raukkrr . ru‘iinum lumdho fd s,j.ys that it is some-, 

thing i;C directly knows and .vccs. and that there is no 

need for him to accept it on faith in any teacher (so 

khrdhart rr atn jehw^to ei-ant pas<aj1f.o scn ::««■/1hash: sama- 

nassii ui bf'fihtvcmasHi vii saJdhay:* aanihsatml It is 

also said in this context that knowledge is better than 
faith (saddh aya kho nitnam ecu poiiitataram: S. IV. p. 298 

f.) The Buddhist saint must be in a position to claim the 

highest knowledge without having to depend on faith 

{ahhatra suddhdya uhham vydkareyya). The Dhammapada 

(v. 97) describes the Arahact as devoid of faith 

(assaddho: A. iii, p. 39; D. it p. 155) This early Buddhist 

attitude towards faith is expressed later too in the words 

of Nagarjuna who says: “One associate with the teaching 

out of faith, but one knows as ii rcaly is through under¬ 

standing; understanding (prajhd) is superior although 

faith precedes it.6 7. 

However, this evaluation of faith as inferior to know¬ 

ledge appears to belong to an earlier stratum of the 

Pali canon. With the later attribution of omniscience 

to the Buddha and the attempt to sharply distinguish 

the enlightenment of the Buddha from the attainment 

of the disciples which became much more pronounced 

in the later Mahayina literature, the Buddhist attitude 

towards the Buddha's authority and the .evaluation of 

faith in Buddhism came closer to that of theistic reli¬ 

gions. In the opinion of K. N. Jayatilleke the attempt 

to distinguish the knowledge of the Buddha from that 

of the arahant has already begun in the later phase of 

the development of the Pali canon. The emergence 

of the concept of a saint who is released by intellectual 

6. Tattvasartgraha. 3588. 

7. Sraddhatvad bhajate dharmam 

prajhatvad p€ffi tattvatal} 

Prajhd pradhdnam tvanayofy 

Sraddh“• purtymgamasya tu 

The Ratndvafi of Ndgdrjuna% ed, G. Tucci, JRAS, April 1934. p. 309. 
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of tbev enlightened timG3m£ couki_1£oi^re'nU^ 
?^5J ghtencd purely through intellectual conviction if the 

j^* truth of the specific teachings of the Buddha without u * 
having to develop the supercognitive faculties referred to fur *• 

i‘ . V elsewhere under the concept of abbiruia (EBTK p. 400). 

^ 4. The Buddhist Attitude Towards Reason 

Out of the ten grounds rejected in the K a lama Sutta 

~ four grounds can be identified as involving some kind of 

-.reasoning or reflection. These four are (1) takkahetu. 

ft/v (2) nayaheni (3) akdraparivitakkena. and (4) ditthinijjha- 

•VV; nakkhontiya. In the Dralumtjala Sujta where the 

fc- various philosophical dogmas which are said to have 

■u . been in existence during the time of the Buddha are 

; enumerated some dogmas are categorically stated to be 

* . . based on reasoning and speculative reflection (takka-. 

' pariyahatam vbnamsanucaritam. sayampatibhanam\ In 

order to determine the early. Buddhist attitude towards 

reason it is important to examine the references in the 

Pali canon to the class of thinkers who are described 

W 'i is ittkkl and vimtimsl. 

There is evidence of people who were skilled debators. 

They are said to have participated in public debates, 

sometimes with the intention of proving their own 

y;* theses or with the intention of rationally demolishing 

2 £ the theories of others. One such person mentioned 

>fin the suttas is Saccaka who is described as one who 

displayed his wisdom and skill in debate (bfcassappa- 

' radako panditacudo: see also DEBATE). The Pali suttas 

*. also speak of recluses and Brahmins who had mastered 

|&A'1he theories of others, wise and subtle hairsplitters. 

who went about shattering the theories of others with 

Ife? -their intelligence {pandita nipiujd kataparappavada valu- 

^^fr^tedhirupa vobhindanta niahhe pahhagatena diuigauird: 

I. p. 26i The Pali suttas contain evidence to the 
ST*r-.effect thai some thinkers during the time of the Buddha 

affirmed definite theories about the nature of man and 

the universe. Some.of these theories were constructed 

iff-V by takkit and atso defended by v*ans it. The 

f s^ vuara of the Suitanipan* which presents the Buddha':; 

^•■V*s;tknde towards philosophical controversies and deba- 

pT\Ues. sa>« that people come to judge men is about the 
truth or falsity of speculative theories in the context 

\of ihe debate by employing tukkn [takkuheo ditijusu 

j$akiippayitvd utccam mus*i it th uya dhammam ahu. Sn. 

|§||§^'r. SR61 There is evidence that there were proponents 
uificr.rn! theories ubou: the nature of reality and 

Sgjgthai these theories were publicly propounded and 
^defended by adducing reasons in favour of them. The 
^se'of the terms sutakkita (well reasoned) and duttakkita 

r^^oned) suggests that there was a conception of 
i' • * 

jgy.’r.,, x 

Buddhaghosa. commenting on the word takk! lists 

four types of reasoners. namely. (1) anussuriko. (2) 

jatissaratakki, 13) labhitakkiko and (4) suddhatakkiko. 

The first type reasoned on the basis of traditional 

authority, report or revelation. The second and third 

types reasoned on the basis of some super cognitive 

experience obtained by means of meditation. The 

fourth type depended on pure reason. According to 

what Buddhaghosa says, a pure reasoner argues in the 

form “If A is true then P is true and if B is true then 

P is not true.** It is not clear from the way Buddha¬ 

ghosa puts it whether it is a strictly deductive form of 

argument based on self-evident premises as in the 

case of rationalist metaphysicians in • the Western 

philosophical tradition. However, the description sud¬ 

dhatakkiko used by Buddhaghosa to distinguish this 

type of reasoner suggests that the reference is to those 

who did not depend on empirical premises or statements 

based on traditional authority in their reasoning. 

The expression nayahetu is also used to denote a 

kind of rationalist criterion for accepting something 

as true. The Jains were well known during this period 

as a class of teachers who talked about a doctrine of 

standpoints on the basis of which the truth of a proposi¬ 

tion is lo be judged. 

The next term which denotes some form of reasoning 

is akarapanvitakka. The commentary explains it as 

“accepting something thinking this is a good reason 

for accepting it” [sunduram idtun karat)an ti evam koruna- 

pariviidkkcnii, AA.. H. p. 305). It is most probably a 

reference to a .superficial examination of reasons. 

Another ground falling within the same category is 

dii;himijkanakkhitr<ii The commentary explains it as 

excepting something because it agrees with a view that 

one holds with conviction after reflecting on it {amhakam 

litklumnti a uahnadul hiya saddhism someth A A. 

il. p There is no reason to doubt this common¬ 

ly rm5 explanation. 

Out o* j!i the above terms used to moan some torm of 

»‘ei!<oidr»£ uskka appears to take the foremost place. 

This is pc;haps wity it is the first lo be mentioned among 

iour lerms occurring in the Kiilamu Sutta. According 

to the Scud aka Sutta a system based on reason and 

speculation like one which depends on revelation, 

traditional authority or repon. is unsatisfactory. For 

such a system may or may not be well reasoned {sutakki- 
tampi hoti duttgkkitampi hod) and whether it is well reaso¬ 

ned or ill reasoned will have no bearing on its truth or 
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falsity (tathd pi hoti ahhatha pi noti: Af/L p. 520). :;Thc :<j> 

same criticism applies to other forms ^,the .applic^tion'''.V 

-'• of reason to ;come to‘.conclustion about;what/is^rue/^ 

;*••;* The above criticism of takka may be construed as a? * 

logical or an epistemological criticism. Early Buddhism 

appears to have criticized the attempt (9 construct - 

metaphysical theories or the attempt to defend vmeta- ‘ 

' physical dogmas already , held by : resorting to^ takka! 

This is implicit in the Buddha’s refusal to answer, cate¬ 

gorically, certain questions of a metaphysical or.trans- V 
cendental* nature by leaving them,.aside as avydkata 

(undeclared). Apart from the logical and epistemological . 

reason stated in the Sandaka Sutta for rejecting the 

consistency of reasoning as the sole ground for the 

determination of the truth of a particular thesis, the 

Buddha , also had numerous empirical .reasons, for 

rejecting it In the Atthdkavagga' of.-the-. Sudani pat a 

where the Buddha’s attitude towards philosophical 

debates is expressed, reason is considered as a .tool 

used by most people to rationalize their prejudices, 

propensities, proclivities, likes and dislikes. In most . 

instances reason functions only as an aid to safeguard ' 

the dogmas that one already clings to. Those .’ who 

rely on their argumentative skill have little respect 

for truth, and once they .cling to an opinion they get 

strongly attached, to the opinion itself. The Buddha, 

considered this as a source of ideological conflict Such 

„conflict was" considered by the Buddha to be spiritually. 

harmful In the' Culaviyuha.Sutta the Buddha says: 

"One stands in judgement according to one’s , own 

criteria, and enters into controversy in the world But .. 

leaving aside all judgements-let not one come^ into * 

conflict in the world” (Sn.-u. 894).VI The Mahkwyuha,. 

. Sutta. which also, deals with philosophical debates 

says: "The doctrine which, is claimed to'be the highest 

by some is called inferior by others; which; among 

these* doctrines is the true one?. They all claim .to be 

/ experts” (Sn. v. 903). The Buddha sees the spiritually, 

mature person, the real sage (muni) as: one who shuns 

debates and philosophical controversy. (Sti;V.V912). 

In the Culaviyulta Sutta it is said: "Each: claiming 

oneself to be an expert dings to one’s own viqw and 

comes into dispute with others saying ’One who unders¬ 

tands this, knows the truth; whoever rejects this • is 

imperfect" (Su. r 878). This attitude. according to the 

Buddha only results in making a person, puffed, up 
with pride. Such people are overwhelmed by the passion 

for their own views {sanditthiragena^ hi ip bhifatta) and 

this obsession with their own dogmas becomes a great 

source of dejection and despair. Thus in the Buddha’s 

opinion takka is not merely an unreliable means of. 

knowledge, but aiso a mucij abused intellectua!-instru¬ 

ment of the spiritually immature person. . j:££.' 

The teaching of the Buddha* is sometimes described 

as one beyond the scope cf iakka and one " that * wise 

s people are capable |of/realizirigv(flr^ 

vedaniyoY It is sometimes suggested that it is. With refer-: 

•Vnoe to the absolute and ultimate Truth that the’Buddha 

claimed this transcendence of reason. This' absolute 

Truth is sometimes identified with Nibbana, The Budd- 

dha’s reluctance to speak about the after death state 

of -the person who attains ultimate Nibbana is interpreted 

as suggesting a transcendental ontological reality which . 

is beyond the grasp of language and logic.. * However, : 

if is difficult to find any evidence in the Pali canon, 

to. conclude that the Buddha considered Nibbana to be 

anything other than ’the elimination of suffering and the - 

attainment of tranquillity. As far "as the* attainment of. v 

Nibbana concerns the living experience of the .person 

who attains it, it .can be described by means of language. 

There does hot seem to be any evidence in the* Pali 

Nikayas to suggest that the Buddha believed in an 

inexpressible or ineffable ultimate reality as opposed 

to what could be expressed and understood in terms * 

of language'and logic. The Buddha’s criticism of takka 
applies mainly to those who attempt to construct ? 

metaphysical theories without any concern for experien- . 

tial facts. The Noble Truths of Buddhism are distingui-* 

shed from the metaphysical dogmas that are the products 

of speculative reason, for the former arc believed to be 

* based on intersubjectively verifiable experiential Tacts - 

while the Tatter have no experiential basis, and conse- . 

quently are unverifiable. It is to convey this sense.of 

. the experiential verifiability of the teaching of the Buddha 

that it is said to be beyond the scope of reason. ... 4 

Although the Buddha has sometimes been called a 

rationalist there does not seem to be any'justification 

•for this' if the term ’rationalist’ .is taken in its strictly' /- 

philosophical sense The term ‘rationalism^ is used in :• 

the western philqsophical tradition to signify" an episte- 

.mological doctrine which is in direct opposition tq the / 

one described as empiricism (q.vj -Rationalist philosop- .? 

•hers in the West were those who 'constructed deductive 

systems "of philosophy based.on self-evident first princi¬ 

ples! According . to' rationalist epistemology human * 

knowledge is a superstucture built on the foundations 

of the deliverances of reason. The basic propositions 

of rationalist systems are not statements of sense experi¬ 

ences, but of intellectual intuitions which! have*, the 

status of indubitable truths There is no evidence that 

the Buddha founded any of his teachings on such self- 

evident premises. The Buddha rejects the criticism cm" 

Sunnkkhsila who describes him as one who doe&a<<>‘ 
deper J any extraordinary knowledge, but dq>cuas tot 

his teaching? on reiuoning and speculation. (A/. L p. 5S). 

Although Buddhism doei no: advocate reason as a 

sore way of reaching truth, the Buddhist teachings 

have often been presented in such a way that they have a 

rational appeal In the Apaxnaka Sutca for instance m 
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m where the Buddha addresses his teaching to the rational 

| elite of the time (giwmi). who were inclined to be sceptical 

about the Buddhist teaching of rebirth, he advises them 

— to lead a good life purely on rational considerations. 

I The Buddha points out that if there is another birth, as 

™ affirmed by those who claim to have knowledge of it, a 

person who does nor lead a good life will lose both 

■ worlds, white a person who leads a good life will stand 
■ to gain in both wot ids. On the other !♦ :->d even if there 

is rebirth, rf one livw a good I Ik -*«•'•! is honoured 

' by ethers for one’s moral qualities in this life itself. 

■ There are also instances in which the Buddha reasoned 

S with those who held views that contradicted his teaching. 

In the Upaii Smut for instance, the Buddha is seen to 

m be arguing in Socratic fashion, leading his opponent 

■ by a process of questioning to contradict his own assurnp- 

tion (Af. I. p. 37t. 378). Although logical consistency in 

itself was not considered to be a mark cf. truth, the 

■ Buddha believed that what one holds to be true needs 

■ to be logically consistent. 

»,v~. . • 5*1. The Buddhist Analysb of Knowledge 

fcr. . • • We have seen that the Buddha rejected both authority 

- / and reason and recommended direct personal knowledge 

V." . as. the sure way of reaching truth. The Buddha rejects 

• other grounds for accepting a belief as* true. For a 

w* belief based on those grounds could turn out to be 

; true or false. Emphasis on personal and direct knowled- 

ge is found throughout the Nikayas. Direct knowledge 

and vision of what is claimed to be true is frequently 

. attributed to. the Buddha. The Buddha is described as 

.one who knows and sees (janam jdnati passam passati, 

. *. M. 1 p. III). He is often called the knowing and seeing 

. one (jdnata passatd, ibid). Even those who follow the 

gpS/V holy life prescribed by the Buddha are expected to 

|fe|^;- do so in order that they may know, see, attain, realize 

land comprehend what they have not so far known, 

'Sg^\£*een, attained, realized or comprehended {yam...ahha% 

tam adittham appaitam asacchikatam anabhisametam 

haiyaya dassandya pattiyd sacchiUriydyd abhisama- 

bhagavati brahmacariyam vussatiti, A. IV. p. 384). 

j^^?! - It :is important to see that the Buddha was interested 

in a special variety of truth, namely, truth that leads 

:to liberation. The truths of the Buddha are distinguished 

from other truths by describing them as noble truths 

(ariyasaccanty While using a variety of terms signifying a 

variety of cognitive activity. Buddhism seems to disti- 

I^^P^.rnguish a form of knowledge in evaluative terms, as 

taqble; or higher knowledge (ariyartaj+a). What is of 

special importance to Buddhism is this emancipating 

■pp^imowledge for the cultivation of which Buddhism pres- ' 

^^^^^ctibes a systematic and detailed procedure. From a 

general epistemological standpoint it is important to 

see how this speck*! knowledge is different from other 

forms of knowledge that Buddhism itself refers to by a 
variety of cognitive terms. 

The Pali Nikayas express distinctions in modes of 

knowing by varying the prefix which is attached to the 

xoot jhd. each variation signifying a difference in the 

level of cognitive activity or a difference in the perspec¬ 
tive from which .:ne cognitive activity is peri'or d. 

The terms thai occur most frequently in the sultan are 
the following: 

sum *-jhd = -.atthei (noun). sahjahdti (verb) 
vi +jhd -- ciiiham (nouni. vijarMti (verb? 

cbhi 4*jhd =•- ahhihhd(noun). abhtjanati (verb) 

pari -xjrdi -- pfirihkd (noun), pari jdnati (verb) 

pra -fjhii - pt-nha (noun), pajaaati (verb) 

Like the English term 4knowledgeVn5r*n in Pali can be 

taken as the cognitive term used in the most generic 

sense. From the Buddhist point of view the same objec¬ 

tive existence can be cognized from a variety of ways. 

The manner in which cognitive terms are treated in 

Buddhism suggests that all knowing does not conform 

to a single pattern, but that knowing is relative to the 

various needs and purposes of conscious rational beings. 

The world cf experience can be known in the sahhd, 

vihrtdna or the panhd ways. Sahhd_and „umn5m2_are_not 

forms of knowing which give emancipating knowledge. 

These two forms of cognitive experience are to be hand¬ 

led cautiously as they could lead to bondage and suffer¬ 

ing The noble truths are to be grasped not by the ordina¬ 

ry cognitive processes of sahhd and vihhdya, but by the 

special cognitive processes called abhihhd,. parihhd 

and panhd. However these latter processes are distinguis¬ 

hed from dependence on authority, speculative reason or 
faith. 

SJ2 Ordinary sense cognition, safifia and vififiana. 

A brief examination of the variety of cognitive terms 

used in early Buddhism is useful to gain clarity about 

the Buddhist concept of knowledge. The Pali Nikayas 

explain sahhd as that mode of cognition which arises 

on the occasion of the meeting of a particular sense- 

organ with the corresponding sense object The standard 

description of this process of cognition as found in the 
Pali Nikayas is as follows: 

"Depending on the eye and material forms there 

arises visual vihhana. By the coming together of 

these three arises sense impingement Depending 

on sense impingement arises sensation . That which 
one senses one “knows in the sahhd way.”8 

fCakkhuca patcca rvpe ca uppajjati cakkhuvmhanam Thti}am sahgati phasso. Phassapaccayd vedanh. Yam vedeti tarn sahjandtL M. I p. 293 
9mSr, 
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The question that arises here, is what <4knowing in the 

sahha way” signifies. It is possible to interpret vuihaqa 

in the passage quoted above as mere sensory awareness 

and sahsfi as a subsequent stage in the process of percep¬ 

tual activity.9 

Sahha may be considered as a stage where distinctions 

are introduced into the primitive sensation by selective 

attention. Although this interpretation docs not seem 

to agree with the commentarial explanation of the 

Theravada tradition, it appears to be justified by. the 

Pali canonical suttas. The activity of sahha seems to 

depend on repeated perceptual experience as well as 

the mind’s ability to formulate ideas and recognize 

the sensory environment in terms of them. The treatment 

of sahha in the Nikayas suggests that there is no uniform 

manner in which the sensory environment should be 

cognized from the sahha perspective. According to 

Buddhism sahha do not represent indelible Forms or 

Ideas in the Platonic sense imprinted in the Soul of a 

person, but they are variable depending on the way 

one trains oneself Sahha response like other perceptual 

responses is a conditioned response According to the 

Potthapada Sutta, by training some types of sahha 

could emerge and other types could cease to be (sikkha 

eka sahha uppajjanti, sikkha eka sahha nirujjhanti: 

D. I, p. 183). The training mentioned in this context 

probably refers to the systematic meditative cultivation 

of the mind to experience reality in certain mentally 

determined modes. Sahha is altered in accordance 

with these mental determinations. According to the 

Potthapdda Sutta it is possible for a person to transcend 

altogether the sahha experience of material form, put 

an end to the experience of the resistance of material 

objects, withdraw the mind’s attention from the experi¬ 

ence of a plurality of objects and enter into and abide 

in a state of menial rapture in which sahha experience 
would be of infinite space (sabbosc ntpasahhanam 

samatikkamma patighasahhan'.m ait hag arm nariatta~ 

senna nan: amanasikara anantc hknso ti akasanaheayata- 

ncm upasampajja viharati... akasiinaheayaiana sukhu- 

masaccasahhatasmim senutye hotiu 

Sahha, from the Buddhist point of view/ is a way of 

cognition which has to be transcended. Buddhism 

recognizes a stage of meditative rapture of the mind 

in which sahha completely censes. Sahha is believed 

to lead to bondage and suffering through the process 

of papehea, a process which involves a proliferation of 

concepts in the mind linked to the notion of self and 

associated with the unwholesome edotions of craving 

(taqhd\ conceit (mana) and dogmatic belief (ditthi). 

The Madhupii)4ika Sutta describes this psychological 

process * as follows: 

That which one “knows in the sahha way” one thinks 
about One gets obsessed with that which one thinks 

about. Due to this (obsession) one is assailed by 

the ideas of conceptual proliferation with regard 

to the past, present and future material forms which 

are cognizable by means of visual vihhana.10 

Early Buddhism considers sahha as the characteristic 

cognitive response of the unenlightened individual. 

According to the Mulapariyaya Sutta, the sahha res¬ 

ponse to any category of experience inclusive of the 

four material elements to which the whole of material 

reality can be reduced, all the data of the senses (dittha, 

sura, muta\ meditative experiences and even the highest 

spiritual category conceptualized as Nibbana involves 

an unenlightened response and consequently leads to 

bondage and misery (M. I, p.3). 

Sahha is here contrasted with two cognitive perspec¬ 

tives of a different type called parmha and abhmha. 

These latter cognitive responses are those that the 

Buddha’s disciples are expected to cultivate The disci¬ 

ples are advised to cultivate parmha, with respect to 

sahha itself in order to attain emancipation (sahham 

parmha vitareyya ogham Sn. v. 779). 

Vihhdija too, like • sahha is distinguished from the 

cognitive perspectives referred to as abhmha, parihha 

and pahha. Vmhdqa, as represented in the standard 

formulation ct the perceptual process in the Pali Nikayas, 

appears to refer to the perceptual awareness of the 

respective senses prior to conceptualization. However, 

usage in the Pali canon appears to vary according to 

context and there are instances where vihhana occurs 

in the sense of ordinary perceptual knowledge as dis¬ 

tinguished from pahhd, the higher knowledge of the 

saint. The cihhaya response, considered in the suttas 

as requiring no special effort f«% llz cultivation, unlike 

the pahhd response is also said 10 re associated with 

dangers like rise sahha response. 

5.3. Higher forms of Cognition — the concept of zbhmhs 

Reference has already been made to the Buddhist 

claim that the Buddhist way of life and the world view 

on which it is based is derived iiom a special way o* 

renewing called abhmha. According to the Sahgdrava 

10. Yam sahjanati tam vltckketi, yam vitakketi tam papckecti yam papaheeu taicr.idanam purisam papnheasahhasonkhu sumudacarana 

uutanagata-paccuppanrtesu cakkhudhheyyesurupestt: Af. I, o. 11. 111. 
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; Sutia. the Buddha claims to be one of those who based 

V the teachings about the holy life on 'a personal higher I- . / knowledge. This suggests that there were others too 
before and during his time who made similar claims. 

According to K. N. Jayatilleke, the thinkers of the 
Middle and Late Upanisadis who emphasized plane I\ or knowledge, favouring the puhiannlrga instead of the 

; './ earlier kvnrr.ndrgn can be .identified with this group 
•' • of thinkers More specifically Jayalilleke believes that >;• * they were the Upanisadic thinkers who rejected both the 

t -traditional authority of the Vedas and the intellectual 
«}f ra*ior.ai knowledge of the ear!* ■ pamsads and held 

that access -o the deepest truths •:*•:«*i reality can be f; had in the n&ptiirous states of* yaga meditation (EBTK. 
pp. 61. 4IT i i U was believed to be a kind of direct 

_V * intuitive knowledge. Such claims appear to have been t;\ made t>v *•(!••:; contemporaries of the Buddha as well. 
like some of the Ajivaka teachers and Njiiiintha Nata- 

;* * pulia. Jayaiiliekc argues that despite the similarity 

between this claim to an extraordinary means ol know- 
1 .ledge made by the Buddha and other contemporary tea- 
KvC-t; chers. the Buddhists do not treat such knowledge as 

mystical, but as natural causa! accompaniments of EF^ mental discipline and composure. 

jj& ■'•The prefix abhi in abhihha signifies ‘superiority* 

^ ■‘speciality’, ‘extraordinariness’ or ‘greatness’. According- 

the term abhihha can best be rendered into English 

as ‘supercognition'. An examination of the variety of 

fi^ognitive powers comprehended under abhihha in 

^Buddhism is useful .in understanding this concept. 

^^^ / The Pali Nikayas enumerate the following six forms of 

iiabhihha: {l) fddhividha, (2) dibbasotu, (3) puracitta- 

vijanana, (4) pubbenioasdnussat/. (5) dibbacakkhu„ and 

(6) asavakkhaya. (q.w.). Out of these, what is said to be 

^unique to Buddhism is the sixth one, ‘knowledge of 

lithe destruction of the cankers. 

^ Buddhism recognized a causal relation between the 

,^attainment of mental composure and the emergence of 

per-cogn it ive abilities. Except for asavakkhayahdna 

*£.which Buddhism claims to be its distinctive contribu¬ 

tion,, it acknowledged the genuineness of the claims 

fof others to have possessed super-cognitive abilities. 

•The Pali Nikayas mention certain doctrines held by 

pre^Buddhist teachers on the nature of the world and the 

individual on the basis of supcr^cognitive experience. The 

ctelmaHst theory that the soul and the world are eternal 

(sassato attd ca loko ca) is said to have been based on the 

JupcTHCOgnitive ability of some recluses and brahmins 

^remember-their previous existences (D. I, p. 14). This 

^erience of the memory of previous existences (pub- 

■&m)vasaniissati) is said to occur in the rapturous state 

J^mihd. generated by means of effort, exertion and 

application of • the mind (atappam anvaya padhanam 

§nvaya -anuyogam anvaya tathdrupam cetosamddhim 

phusatiyathd sxmahite cittc anckavihitam pubbenicasam 

unussurati)* Speaking of the progressive' meditative 

development of the mind in the Buddhist attempt 

to incline the mind to the attainment of the super-cogni¬ 

tive knowledge and vision :i is said in the Pali Nikayas 

that this becomes possible when the mind reaches a 
very advanced stage of composure, clarity, purity, 

pliability and steadfastness {so evam sa nut kite citte 

parhziddhr pa rt yoda te cnni.gant9 viyatupukkilese mudu- 

bhu:e k wm ami ye t let e Ctm-h/app* a : c pubbemvasanus- 

Sanaa nay a ituam abhtnihaeati. uhiuninnameti D. I. 

/ UdinV'Jhu tq.v.i the first ubhiiihd recognized in 

Buddhism cannot strictly be described as a form of 

knowing, the content of which can he formulated in 

propositions, h is explained as an extraordinary ability 

to perform certain acts like walking on water, levitation, 

etc.. 

.1 Dihbiuukkhu (clairvoyance q.v.) and Jibbasota 

(clairaud-.ence q.v.) can be classed together in that 

they merely involve an extension of the sensory capaci¬ 

ties of the visual and the auditory sense. Dibbacakkhu, 

of whidr^cufiip</p5f<m5rttf (q.v. the knowledge of the 

passing away and arising of beings) is said to be a parti¬ 

cular application, is the ability to experience visually, 

contemporaneous events beyond the range of ones 

normal power of vision. The passing away of other 

beings and their arising in accordance with their charac¬ 

ter.traits is said to be seen by means of this super-cogni¬ 

tive ability. The experiential basis for the Buddhist 

theory of kamma is believed to be cutupapatahaqa, 

which is a special application of dibbacakkhtt According 

to the evidence containecfm the Pali Nikayas dibbacak¬ 

khu can be exercised only for the purpose of seeing 

contemporaneous events, and therefore, it is not a 

means by which one could directly witness the past 

or the future. It is also a noteworthy feature of the Bud¬ 

dhist theory of abhihha that it is admitted that in order 

to develop and exercise dibbacakkhu the ordinary 

physical eye is necessary as its natural causal basis. 

According to the Itivuttaka, the presence of the physical 

eye is necessary for the operation of dibbacakkhu (manisa- 

cakkhussa uppado may go dibbassa cakkhuno. It. p 52). 

This idea is confirmed in the following Milindapahlia 

passage: 

It is said' in the sutta that when the causal ground 

is destroyed, in the absence of the cause, in the absence 

of the basis there is no arising.of dibbacakkhu 

(hetusamugghdte ahetusmim avatthumhi natthi dibba- 

cakkhussa uppado ti suite vuttam, p. 119). 

What is referred to as the causal grouLd here is clearly 
the physical eye. 
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The Pali Nikayis do not speak of the possibility 

of extending the capacity of the senses of smell, taste 

and touch by abbihhd but only of vision and .hearing. 

There is also no admission of a super-ccgnitivepower 

capable of directly cognising the past or the.futurel 

The past..is known only by retracing the.memory, the 

experience of which is characterized as saianusdri 

vmhanam. The only certain Knowledge that the Buddha 

claims about the future is v/bai. he claims to be the 

knowledge born out of his enlightenment that there 

is no rebecoming for him in the future (anagatam kho 

cddhatiani arabbha tatkagatassa bodhijam hai}<im uppaj" - 

jati cyam antirna jati natthi dani punabbhavoti: D.' IIL 

p. 134). Dibbacakkhu was not admitted as a .means 

of direct access to the past ot the future although this 

is how it is often popularly conceived. ; / 

Cetapariyahaqa (q.vj enables a person to examine 

directly and comprehend by ones own mind the’mental 

traits in the mind of another. By this means one could 

know whether smother person’s mind. is lustful or 

free from Just, hateful or free from hatred and -sp on 

(so parasaildnam parapuggalanam. cetasa cetc paricca ■« 
pajanati saragam va cittcun saragom cittgn ti pajahati... 

ai, p.*79). 

Pubbenivasdnussatihajyi (q.y.) is said td be an extension 
. .of one’s memory inio ‘the piwtbeyphd one’s ^ 

life experience It does? not enable a person To have 
any direct access" into -a past occurrence, birt \qrily to 
recall one’s own previous memory-experiences, just 
as one would recall the past experiences' of the-present i 
life This is. what 'was referred to above as sdtdnusdri 

vinharyim. This type of super-cognitive * ability was , 
considered as one of the experiential .bases for the 
Buddhist* theory .of rebirth, ;%7.? V • ■ 7 

* What remains to be examined is [dsavakkhapafuiQa 

; (q.v.) the highest and that which is daimed to. be-unique 7 
^ to Buddhism.* The term itself ‘ contains ' the '. meaning 

that it is a.kind of self transfonhing inowledgerWhere 
the Pali Nik&yas refer to this knowledge it is invariably *. 
associated with the insight, into the Four Noble Truths 

. of Buddhism* the understanding of the three ^charac¬ 
teristics of being and the comprehensiogof thelawof 
dependent co^rigination (paticcasamuppadd)^ Asavak- 

khayanaqa can* be understood firsts as . the knowledge . 
• - which, brings about the eradication of 7the/cainkers 7 

and secondly, as the introspective khowledge ^qf one’s ; 
liberated condition. of ; mind. - 7V 

‘/•It is dear from the above account .that the"early 
Buddhist notion * of abhuma leaves ;.no‘ room Tor’ any 
mysterious objects to be apprehended by an extraordi¬ 
nary intuition. Out "of the six supcr-cognitivc 'powers 
recognized in Buddhism, In (2) to (5) there is no rccogrii-' 

• ‘ ...' '*•’ 7 v;y. ■ : 

tion of a cognitive content 7\u: is other than material 

forms {rxpj'k the data of .vision, sound (sadda). the 

data of hearing, or. some mental content‘such as a 

memory experience or the mental condition of another 
person. In Buddhism these super-cognitive powers 

are valued merely because they ate believed to augment 

our factual knowledge of the world which is ordinarily 

reslsieved due to certain r.juiiral limitations in our 

sensor;- capacities. However, Buddhism does not consi¬ 

der these, cognitive powers as inherently capable of 

leading to infallible truths about the nature of existence. 

Some recluses and Brahmins who possessed these 

powers are said tojiave reached erroneous conclusions 

about the nature of reality on the basis of the data of such 

super-cognitive experience, ln the Brahmajdla SutUi for 
instance, some metaphysical theories described as 

etemalism and semi-cternalism are said to be based 

on-the super-cognitive experience of the; memory of 

past lives. Buddhism appears to have given special 

importance to three of the abhihha classing them under 

the concept of tevijja. It is to be noted that the Buddha 

himself preferred to be called one possessed of tevijja. 

rather than being called ‘omniscient* (sabbarthu) in the 

sense omniscience was claimed by some of his contem¬ 

poraries. The three kinds of knowledge included under j j 

; tevijja in Buddhism -were (1) pubbenivdsdnussatma^aj j - 

(2) cutupapatahapa [sikd^Sydsavakkhayahdt^a The first} 1 

\ two had a special significance to Buddhism because ; 
.\thcy ?were* believed to *jbe\the means .of experientially y. y 

' verifying the truths ' of rebirth tad. karma, Which in. 
turn was believed to contribute t6 the attainment 

.' of ,the final knowledge described as asauakfehayahaqa. ‘ 

f which is .claimed to beunique to - 
Buddhism is itself not a mysterious vision into a supra- / 
sensible or absolute reality,, but a cognitive approach 

lot perspective With^ refercnce.. to. experiential reality; 
? which tends to ' bring about a certain psychological ' 

; and attitudinal transformation. It is constant meditative 
1 reflection on ccrtain bbservable realities, observable . 

even by the methods of ordinary observation, ' that 

.. tical and introspective observation of the physical, and : . 
mental naturewhichconstitutes empirical reality, dirco*. 
ted .to ^he comprehension of their anicca, dukkha ^nd 
angtfam character as recommended;, in thc* satipatth3na 

. met hod of developing insight Is - what ; produc«j the 
self-transforming knowledge described W. asavakkha- 

ryanancL : - ;•’*Sr •' • ; -?,-. : • ^^7 . '* v 

ir. ” i--i •• 7*/ v *-f: •:%*. ; 

^. 5,4 Higher forais of cognition — of pariiii& and palitiZ. • '7; 

•According to the Mulapariyaya Sutta (Af. I, p. l fT.) 
enlightened persons'like, the .Buddha and the; saints 
who have eradicated the; cankers .have attained paruhnS 

with'regard to all the data of experience. ;It is because 
:-r v-^l. ’ -7 5 
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^'ih^ havc vkno^-.^pi^in tlie'iWwFw w of moral discipline that is required of the 
S^a«,freed> fronfall jjukkha.: k ; ,7pers<ra in search of self-transforming wisdom. However 
~ ^fr^ucntiy#uscd in the. Pali Nikayas to ygnify^ithelconi-v .;- \therc.is ah empirical content to pahrn as it is developed « 
^preheusiye.the basts'of initial empirical , observations on the 

^According to^c'Mi^dtikkhakkfart 'and* material reahty. The vafidation 
ff.). one**i gains * comprehensive -’understanding . ^of ’ tPy of .this. kind of‘ knowledge* depends partly on the fact 

p|k5/na,vrupii znd^ved^ta^.by knowing them>in^(tei^ ^‘f'that it succeeds in achieving the anticipated goal, 
pjof; thdt^satisfaction j(flss3daX: A^ir harmful or, perilous[ ^■;namely /that of transforming oneself* * and overcoming 

G^^^^orisequences .(5<fimn7a) and tbe possible freedpm\frq^ three cognitive terms abhirina, parmha 
^^^j|i)ondage'to^them .(mssaraqdi-.Here^jparmna^involves 4 ;/and panna are clearly distinguishable from the other 

.^no^riystenous .-intMtion-feut^a" comprehensive lunders-.^V^’two snroia and vihhaqa in the sense that the former are 
Stfirndinii ' of the nature of kanuLruva and ve&aria by an. A - forms of cognition which are specially cultivated direc- 

zfsy?. 

m 

i--r 

Empirical observation uof -their multifarious ^aspects. . ting them towards the achievement of a particular goal 

a ^tag?.in;the-Bd3dhist path to's^ritual 
v^^^ifecti6nr is said t6{be; developed on the bzsjs^^sila“ ^; J 6, Buddhism and Empiricism. ; 

^^*[899^1. '*^on<JucQ ^nd* ..sfliw54ilrf' (inciitfll. compOsiirc)!~Tn *Buiddhist* rejection' bf authority and reason 
^indicating the .riiffeenee het^ p«n«5 and, .wiw^o, ?nd ^ enjohas5s on direct personal knowledge has 
g^i Wahgvedalla Suttd Jays that unlike vwmva, -parmag^ ^ scholars to consider Buddhism as a form of 
|^a?dogniUve .capacity that ought to be acy^ped^ and D. j. Kalupahana 

P- 292). In the same context-^ the‘<)plntoll that perception, normal and para- 
P^J ^y of cognition t& giyen as t normal, and inductive inference are considered the 

B^lSm fk° u^vthej te^^ ^means-of knowing in the PaH Nikayas.11 Jayatilleke 
^ ^ V V'^Presses the opinion that the term anumam has been 

?*■JalanB^ k^k^lw cajnjat&ti: D. used ^ ^ pag Nikayas in the sense of inference. There 

is oo do'&t that in the later logical, schools of Buddhism 

—* «h« - if:bipAga - W • 'Obunnaldra. the term 
u^e Buddhism caU? pama. Jo:faiow ... ^ te uxhok* sense of inference based on a 'r-’/;:; ,vv. • : ' * ••*'* .> • * • , < . .urwrrturiu uau ua» iwvuiiivtu uvuev uuwvuw ikmw vu a 

[omethmg frdmxthc perspective.:of panna does not / : : • ♦ ■ , ;r , 

^^l^idus ihtuitk^hirt merits1 ; 
i^^^^&idinras ^r6#^r^^^e^^cayas do nor expUatly mention the use of ^.fe^ted^-^ ;j 

inc&tadve 'ari<ratidn piid to certain empirical features anumana in that sense. However, JayatDleke observes 

iC^qh^ "iData!^ fo^ iof'specffic. instances of a causal correlation and the 
vuuatisT&c^otyZ'' *Hia.t^;(wi6i<ai: is' j - knowledge of a general inductive law covering the past, 

-^devoid df substantiality: TTui w^ch*^7- presetit and the future (EBTK. p. 441 {.). 
^^^dcyq^ofystibstfmtijaity is . not mine^fl .hm not i-- J,. i 

that n not my seif. One ought to see in tiiis minner i • DJ. Kalupahana refers to the Sabba Suita (S.,IV, 
„ 0? il has Teally ^come to be with proper spanna (S. p. j5) |n support of his view that the acceptance of 

fe^BSMIkp. Vb';#r,i-y! • . ' : .'vb- ;■> ' ■ paranormal experience in Buddhism, does not affect 
r_ ■ i_-u ___.u__ _- i__' t-. ~ involves much more than a mere knowledge of 

^^rinpiricai facts. It involves an intelligent systematiza- 

^u^ion/uf thosc facts and an insight into the various 

tifqohneciions; between the known facts with selective 
J^jfehtioa'iu^order^tp achieve a certain goal It also 

^feX*6t noted Cthat •«thc*t are certain prerequisites for 

5^i^.Vdc^jopmcnt-vcf*; the kind cf special knowledge 

■ —'s=S 

^^sc^ld«!opmcnt.^d*0the kind cf special knowledge 

It requires moral discipline 

^^^.;menul^compbsure,. which, is not a prerequisite . 

.vind^cf khowledjjs zi a natural scientist may . 

_.Uj ‘the"forth of scicnUtk. jcnowledge. The natural 

heed a different kind of discipline-but not 

DJ. Kalupahana refers to the Sabba Sutta (S.jIV, 

p. 15) in support of his view that the acceptance of 

paranormal experience in Buddhism, does not afTect 

its empiricist positioa In the Sabba Sutta the Buddha 

asserts that the question**"What is everything?” can be 

answered by saying ^Everything is the eye and material 

form, car and sound, nose and odour, tongue and taste, 

body and tanjible objects, mind and objects of mind.” 
The Buddha adds in this context that anyone who 

speaks of anything over and above these senses and 

tbdr corresponding objects cannot make oneself intel¬ 

ligible. in our discussion of abhihha (2) to (5) above 

it w*as pointed out that the content of this knowledge is 

not considered to be any mysterious objects. The data 

of ilibbaaikkhM for instance is nothing but rupay.Which 

r.^M 

ixiiii'.k'Sayingfs (Paii.Text Society), Vot i, P- 1- f 

B"i'& pL463, Set also Buddhist Philosophy, D. J: Kaiupahaca (Uoiversi;y Press'of Hawaii, !976), p. 22f. 

■ : 7'.':: ■' ••• - v-;. 
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is also the data of ordinary visio n. -The abhmhd in .'the . ^ 

context of the operation of these su^r^cognitive powers. 

car be conceived merely as. extensions of the sensory , 

capacities by means of yo^ic . training. -Whether "-such ;, 

training is in fact possible or not cannot be determined 

a priori:, but only on the basis of empirical observation. 

If such super-cognitive capacities do in fact-exist as * 

sometimes attested by those researching into p^ra- 

psychological phenomena, there could be no objection 

to considering them as useful instrument? in extending 

the experiential content of our knowledge. It is due to \ 

this reason that it is.maintaineed that despite the admis¬ 

sion of abhmhd; truths in Buddhism have'an .empirif^l ... 

foundation, A.B. Kerith does not agree with the above 

position. He treats the special insight of the Buddha as a ;1 

mystical one not open to any intersubjective empirical ' 

verification. According to Keith: ■■ ' Tv 

' The Buddha, like the sage of the Upanisad sees things 

as they truly are (yathabhutam) by a mystic potency, 

which is quite other than reasoning of the discursive 

type The truth of this insight is assured by it alone, 
Tor it is* obviously incapable of. verification in any 

empirical manner.13 V *. *. . ^ 

Keith’s comments do not seem to apply to the content. 

of the higher knowledge ..claimed on the basis -of the 

abhihhd (2) to (5),'for it inaybe argued that at least- 

some of that content is verifiable by means" of the ordinary 

methods of sense observation. Logical objections raised 

against the claim that one could use paranormal powers 
to observe certain phenomena that cannot be observed 

by the ordinary senses such as the occurrence of rebirth 
and the existence of other realms of existence were 

countered by early Buddhism by pointing out-that 

the mere fact that some people do no* experience them 

is uo reason to reject them. According to Buddhism 

the acquisition of the paranormal powers of perception 

are a natural causal consequence of the appropriate, 

mental training. The experience of these faculties can be 

shared by those who accomplish the required training. 
In the SubboSunti, a Brahmin youth named Subha 

expresses the opinion of a Brahmin teacher named 

Pokkacasati that the claim of some recluses and Brah¬ 

mins to possess paranormal powcis i< ah inadmissible 

false claim. The Buddha’s response to this was that 

those who deny the knowledge of people who possess 
paranormal powers are like blind men who deny the 

existence of visible forms, colours and objects merely 

because they' could not experience them (Af/IL p.: 201). 

It can be argued that there is no reason why the sphere 
of the empirical could not be extended to include the 

data of such super-cognitive experience, provided that 

such data can be found to cohere with the other sense 

experiences of human beings. 1* 

, ~ Attention is often- drawn to’some special features of 

• vthe Buddha’s doctrine in support of the ‘ thesis that 

- Early Buddhism can be described as aform of empiricism 

on epistemological, grounds. Buddhism does not. posit 

a first beginning of existence. It also rejects the theistic ’ 

doctrine involving the .notion of a creator God. It 

explains, existential reality .on the basis of ^ principle 

of dependent co - origination (paticcasamuppada) ‘which 

cautiously avoids the notion of an uncaused first cause. 

Buddhism does not posit ah absolute beginning for the 

, individual or the universe. Where the Buddha speaks - 

'of the universe, he talks only about relative beginnings 

within .a cyclic process of evolution and dissolution 

(samvattamana kappa and vivattamana kappa). With . 

regard to the recurring process of. becoming which 

. Buddhism calls samsara it holds that there is no known 

beginning. This position is consistent with the Buddhist 

theory that the main access into the past in experiential 

terms is through memory. The Buddha held that even a 

person who has developed the super-cognitive ability 

to recall his past existences to the highest * degree is 

incapable of finding an absolute beginning In the 

Buddha’s opinion, some advocates of the theistic belief 

' were misled by their limited super-cognitive experience \ 

of the mqmory. of past )ives_into. thinking that they 
were created by ad eternal God.; The .Buddha appears 

to have been critical even about the so called mystical * 

or religious experiences as a valid ground for the theistic 

belief, because he conceived the possibility of misinter- 

pretirig such experiences and drawing erroneous oc¬ 

clusions from them. He rejected , the Brahmanical 
doctrine :8bput the path to the attainment of the world 

of Brahma on the ground that nonsyof those who spoke 

about such a path had direct personal .knowledge 

of the existence of Brahma fmttthi koci tevijjanam brah¬ 

ma nanam yjava sattama ocanyaaxshdyugd yena Brahma 

zakkhiditrho: D. I, p. 239). compared the effort of <he 

Brahmins with that of one who constructs a ladder to 

climb a mansion of which the location and dimens:: ns 

are c:\Kr.own.The doctrine cf an immortal and immuta¬ 

ble so**** also finds no place in the Buddhas .teaching*. 

The Buddha analyzed’thc person into five component 

. aggregates {pdticakkkandha) and showed that’in none 

of these aggregates is to be found an immutable substan¬ 

tia! -nature which was then commonly assumed to be 

the nature of the mctaphysicaTSrmon and conceived 

as tlse real essence of the individual The Buddha refused 

to employ reason beyond the limits of human experience 

and left all questions of a metaphysical nature unaos- 

wered^lje, like Kant, left the question whether.space is 

finite or infinite unanswered because answering that 

question would involve an illegitimate iuse of reason. 

The Buddha’s denial in the Subba Suttcr.jtfcncd to 

_above, that there could be anything that can be meansng- 

■ .'"ft 
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Ot 'asavakkhayahana and vimut- 

goal directed knowledge 

the empirical world as 

change, unsatisfactoriness 

claims that .this knowledge 

that it succeeds in achieving the anticipated 

assures that it works for anyone who cares 

:and test it in his own experience (ehipassiko 

veditubbo). Early Buddhism combines a 

pragmatic approach with a sense of realism in admitting 

the rdle of the senses, as well as the intellect in the various 

forms of human cognition. Pahm in early Buddhism 

is not* considered as a form ot knowing completely 

divorced from sense cognition. For according to the 

-analysis, presen ted in the Makdvedalta Sutia of the 

./ principal tei ms having a cognitive import, pahha and . 

.^ vihhuQd arc not absolutely separable cognitive activities. 

(K? ca,.. pahha yah ca. vothebjam ime dhamma sumsuitha 

. do. vi$<imsau!id% na c a !ubbha imesom dhammaruun vimb- 

bhujuca uinibbhujarF: rMnakcranam pahhapetum: M. 

I,, p. 292) The objects of panha and vihhana are not 

- different. That which is the object of vihhuna itself 

becomes the object of puhaa as well (Ydm...pajandii tam 

vijandti, yarn vijdnati tam pajanfui). The difference 

it response. As wc 

response is not a 

sensory presentation, 

b.ut a specially cultivated and goal directed response. 

an implicit difference between 

.^he^iddulntablerbbjects- of ^knowledge are «f knowledge and the classical 
i^^<^&^n^foritdoesnot get involved. .;^:e“P?n?,st wncept aaording to which knowledge is 

in the absolutist sensed.;.^conceived.as a superstructure erected upon the indubi- 
- r • . - table foundation cf the primitive elements passively 

in the case of con* 
Positivism, early 

?fdira^f-kiibwiri .whidi:in its-v^ serves *** 00 in accounting for 
•-> a-. - mofai br aesthetic knowledge. For it allows for a variety . 

? of.cogmtive.perspectives without confining itself to an 
absolute perspective alleged to. possess epistemological 
finality.:'.';.:;;' . . 

tradition. Philosophers 

'^philosophical tradition have for a long t ime been engaged 

jmjjibe* search for the indubitable foundation of all 

of a single para* 

conform. The 

knowledge has 
l^e|n^5re'£if,: a deductive system Younded updn the 

L Ifijubifebjc^and self-evident truths of reason; while the 

/ etap^ on the view that the most certain 

afSfr.ffiauoitabic 'knov;ietigeJ claims arc 'i'.-.m** about 

otirv:’immediate sense data. Toe consequence of both 
[jkjia^zor:view have n-een scepticism with respect ro 

“fareas’- iof human knowledge. The admission 

belnmd*as a sixth sense enables Buddhism to consi* 

51 
[uinaa interest {There‘are no forms of knowing 

^^t^ological -whether they be. 
; <rjbnsehs« of on r^omThe early Buddhist' ". 

j^tte'cin^t^oif knowledge leaves open the *1 
"admitting;varieti<»^rpf icnowing ‘ relative r 

!e els and -purposes ‘of human beings. In stating ;.v 
yjTBuddhi^f positioninmore modern terms, it , 

jr^ saidfrom: the .early Buddhist point of view, ,v 
'sensory^knowledge cf the. table as a solid 

aving 'certain sensory properties such as colour i 

7. Later Developments In Epistemology 

iThe central concern of early Buddhism was the 

‘ attainment of inner peaoe through the eradication of the 

unwholesome: psychological traits and the cultivation 

of wholesome qualities of mind. It valued the kind of 

knowledge and insight which was found to be conducive 

to that goal All activity which posed, a hindrance to 

ige;<£tti^ the-table, as known in c * this objective was not encouraged in the early teaching. 
f“^^seh^t^pOTchce;suffices for Nthe various. ^Philosophical debate and controversy was to he avoided 

^'we^^&b^^th^eVtable at the jcyd of: s^:by the Buddhist sage. However later Buddhist teachers, 

^^y^^^nen^iSiq'^s Jtlw^entta’s^^w^ with the intellectual challenges 

j|p^the^^ [.systems*: cf- Indian Philosophy, sought to 

by precision and logical clarity 
VAa Kv Uit ^Buddhism in order to meet those 

pe^js ^as valid.; as the scientist’s -knowledge of 

/4 *ect.composed of a molecular structure. The 
fcs*v ' 
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challenges. Thus Due lo the continuing .dialogues'l l 
interaction and ideological conflict between Buddhism :v 
and other schools of Indian Philosophy like the Sarikhya, 
Yoga, Mimamsa and Vedanta traditions, a vast literature 
dealing with logical and epistemological issues on an 
argumentative basis emerged within the r Buddhist 
tradition as a parallel development with those other * 
schools. All principal schools of Indian: Philosophy 
were engaged in the task of determining the nature of 
right knowledge, and examining the grounds for accep- * 
ting the validity of knowledge Claims. According io the 
Indian usage of that time they were interested in deter¬ 
mining the valid prarmqas resulting in what was. known 
as pramaqya-vada (epistemological % theory).- In these 
developments an effort has been made, by renowned 
Buddhist teachers far removed from the time in which 
the Buddha lived, to preserve the fundamental elements 
of the early teaching, despite the sophistication and 
analytical skill displayed in their treatises sometimes* 
exclusively devoted to the treatment , cf issues on lope 
and epistemology. The masters'Digaaga^ Dharmaklrti,. 
Dharmottara, Santaraksita and Katpalailla for instance* 
can be considered as foremost among the illustrious / 
teachers of.later Buddhism who contributed enormously , 
not only to the philosophy of Buddhism but also to : 
Indian logic and epistemology in general These Buddhist 
teachers engaged in the* discussion of epistemological . 
issues with the intention of revealing the natural- and « 
general logic of the human understandiug-They did not ‘ • 
intend to derive their doctrines; (directlyfrom Buddhism 
as a religious system or as a path towards salyatjon.' 
Therefore their discussions are.not confined ]to ?:the : 
validation of Buddhist notions, but have ageneral 
philosophical significance..An attempt*;will:he’ made 
in the.sequel to treat very briefly some principal aspects 

.of these lateradevelopments.. A’v.: v 
V-v/. v • .**. X \ r ■ 

In the Nyaya Bindu of Dharmaklrti and the commen¬ 
tary to the same text by Dharmottan^thereis an attempt 
to analyze the two main sources oriknowledgepthat 
later Buddhism recognizcd.— According. to Dharinot-: 
tara’s commentary to -Nyaya BmduSall 'successful . 
human action is preceded by :nght^kfaow^^ ... 
cognition is defined as successful cognition. It is knowled¬ 
ge that is not contradicted-by experience. Knowledge 
is right when it snakes us reach the goal which it'points 
to (pradariiiam 'artham prapayan samvddakam ucyaie).1* - 

Buddhism retained its opposition .to * reUance on the/ 
authority of the Vedayand criticized;the Mimamsakas,, “ 
the most orthodox theologians .of the oW Brahmamcal ' 
sacrificial religion The Mim&msakas- attempted; to _ 

defend a theory of eternal scv*vc In order to safeguard 

the authority of the Vedas, They believed^ that the 

meaning of a word {sdbdarchc) i< an eternal'object, and 

. held that 'be Vedic statements represent eternal and 

enduriur ruths. The Buddhists did not use the ten*\ 

artha\ in the sense of an eterrud objea. Therefore the; 

Buddhist definition of knowledge was opposed to the 

idea of absolute objects of knowledge, and it inclined 

more towards s pragmatist definition. According to the 

opinion of therc Buddhist teachers right cognition is 

successful cognition. It is cognition followed by a success- 

fufaction.l° According to Dharmottara, right knowledge 
is twofold. It is cither instinctive or discursive] In the 

case of the latter, we direct our aitenion to a possible 

object of successful action through a process of remem¬ 

bering, willing, acting and reaching the desired goal. 
Buddhist teachers undertook to analyze this discursive 

thought, leaving aside cases where purposive action 

-appears directly and aims are attained straight off 

as in the case of instinctive knowledge (ibid. p. 62) 

According to their analysis, sensibility is the primary 

source of our knowledge of reality whereas the intellect 

produces the forms erf* this knowledge, and the verbal 

expression of'the cognitive process is made in terms 

of the syllogism; >.*; > ; * : ' ,* ~ 

.The Buddhist insistence on the empirical foundations 
of human knowledge, which is a characteristic of early 
Buddhist teachings; is reiterated "in the discussions 
of these later ^Buddhist philosophers. The Mimamsaka.; 
view that scriptural statements need no further validation 
but are self-validated. is criticized by :the^Bu'ddhist 
teachers. Kamala^ila, for instance rejects the* view of the . 

. Jaiminiyas who maintained that all our sources of 
knpvfiedge in general are right by themselves in their 
attempt to establish the authority of scriptur&According 

- to the Buddhist teachers,: right knowledge is efficient 
knowledge and it is through consistent .experience 
that truth becomes established] ’ ; ; x: *;; • '. 

. In the Nyaya Bindu - Dharmaklrti says that there are 
two varieties of nght kno.wlcdgej namely, 'perception 

. and;, inference (dyividhatn \samyagjhdndm'- pratyaksam 

■ anumanamca). In Dharmottaxa^s commentary perceptual". 
knowledge is/explained as any" knowledge^ that makes, . 

; the object appear before 'us directly {yat. kimeidarthasya 

* sdksatkarijhancmt iatpratyaksamucyate):: Dharmottara, * 
observes that although according to the etymological 

_ meaning of the term pratyaksa, it stands for sense-. 
knowledge, by. usage it includes other forms of ^direct 
knowing. Dharmaklrti and Dharmottara recognize 

-rim 

m 

14. Dvividhtup samyagjhanarp pratyaksam anumanam ca, Hyaya Bindj& Jtdited by* Peter Peterson, (Bibliotheca Indies Calcutta, 18891 * \ 

Chapter 1. • . A A ‘v :j>, **•%“ t y *•'* :*.:*• .X * . . 

15. Buddhist Logic, Th Stcherbatsky (Moutori & Co. Printc^k, The Hauge, 1958), VoL II, translation of Nyaya Bindu and its commentary. .\ 

p, 4;.Nyaya BindtcTlkS, edited by Peter Petcrsoi£ (Bibliotheca Indica Calcutta; 1889). p. A " 

15. Buddhist Logic, Th. Stcherbatsky (Leningrad i932)VVpt" t p] 59.. j A* L :^"V*yTV*Ar ^ ^ 'i't^ 



:Varfki«^6f 'pctcepiu&vi ifirec* knowledge They '*%^the Pali canonical literature, it expressed the notion of 
^£ai^:(l) 'sense knowiedge*(iWriynjf7t5/inX knowledge of the , inferential knowledge based on experience in terms of 
&&fiyc -senses,' (2) .mental consciousness (manotijnana), n^-na^n^ accordihg'to which .one^could use one’s 
>ifcwhich ^corresponds, to the sixth-sense admitted in die... v knowing©-of-an observed causal connection (dhamme 

^l^icariy ? Buddhist teachings, ,(3) self -consciousness with \haya) to infer that tie same connection holds with respect 
••And future. ■: .-• « respect* to all inner mental phenomena such as pleasure % V tp the past Ai 

fe‘|2^ahd - pain ^(cittacaittariam :dtmasdmvedanam)&nd v(4) S ; : 
?*>E-the knowledge of .the Yogi which arises on account ofv Later Buddhist logicians like Dignaga and Dharma- 

meditation on reality (bhutdrthabavandprakarsaparyan- > ^nti introduced a number of refinements to the epistemo- 

plater-.-Buddhists in keeping with "the early Buddhist , 
position that even the highest knowledge of. the Buddha 
is •experiential cand perceptual ^include under their 

j^?^'n°tion of direct , perceptual ■ knowledge ;(pratyaksa\ 

what 'early Buddhism included , under super-cognitive 
3Kfes«cperience.vi; ; £/• - 4 

i%^^n?: ^ tenn U$ed. “• tcchnicai 'the object present to the senses. Its object.is the particular 
.**7s:H!,'V, vthing (svalakfaifa). Theconstruction of the image of the 

wordforinference means•etymologically “subse-; 
nru- suggests **• quent measure”). The word “measure’ an 

impose characteristic essence; is ’ coordination. It is 
^^;cilled subsequeni measure, because .it appears after 

^hejogical mark (or middle term) has been apprehen- 

||^/dcdCvand. its cbncomitance. (or major premise) has 

^^bec^^brought . to. memory. When the presence of 
||&€L?mark upon the subject (i.e., minor premise) has * 

'apprehended, and the \ concomitance between 

object whose presence has been made known is another 
function consisting of a subsequent operation of the 
understanding. Sense perception in itself is non-constrac- 

...tive and is followed by the construction of the image. 
Dignaga and his followers attempted to identify the 
.pure sensational core of perception. We do not see such a 
treatment of perception in the early Buddhist teachings 

* represented in the Pali Nikayas. Although terms like 
vmhayd, safma and vitakka may be interpreted as repre¬ 
senting several stages in the perceptual .process, there is 

• no attempt to distinguish them sharply from one another 

so® 

^^.‘^p^Sirreoc«C"appB« \ to"Make'i hew:^;r>by a name.Thereupon,atasubsequent moment, when 
bnclias' o&crvtxl the insefwrablc '^ ' thc same object has been attentively regarded, the 

^ fee^umting imoke with its cause fire, one cognizes ■ If attention deviates towards the conventional name 
ihcealS fire whenever one finds the presence of .-^with which it is associated/ After that, after the object 

evident that the inferential knowledge has been attentively regarded, according to its name, 
■jV the idea'of its (enduring) existence and other quali- 

;e; we than fix it in a perceptual judg- 

nagepehced. on the basis of generalizations from* 
jp^cnc£-^Ve have already noticed that although the 

ymumana was not used in the later technical sense in 

According to Dignaga a man who is absorbed in the 
contemplation of a patch of blue, perceives the blue, but 

' he does not know that it is the blue.19 What this suggests 

hiiS^dMmucchnyj. I. 3. 

Vol. t o. i52. 

S&i&SsQfhucrhzyc \rtli, f. 4. 
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^meditation on reality (bhutarthabavanaprakarsaparyan- ^ 
’l^f taiamjyogijhanam\ It is important. to: note'that the / logical doctrines of Buddhism. One such notable refine- 

n.-jjil:.*. :/ t>„aau:~* ment was the sharp distiction they made between direct 
and indirect knowledge. Atxording to Dignaga’s analysis 
of perception pure perceptual knowledge is non-cons- 
tructive (nirvikalpaka).17 According to the Buddhist 

•teachers of the school of Dignaga, real sense-perception 
- or cognition by the senses is-only the first moment of 

perception. The function of sense perception is to make 

made a special attempt to 
they .understood as the 

perception. One.such attempt by 
the following 

, Taitvasahgraha-Pahjikd: 

^■Atthe veryfirst moment when an object is apprehend-.. 
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r, that pure perception is to he distinguished from the 

perceptual determination of the ohii-ct which U a function 

of the understanding. According to this analysis,in every 

cognition one part is sensible and the other is intelligible. 

The senses cognize the thing itself ll is the imagination 

(kafnana) which constructs its relations and genera! 

characteristics. 

The later Buddhist analysis of the nature of knowledge 

and reality was connected with the developments in the 

interpretations of fundamental Buddhist notions like the 

notion of impermanence and causality which played a 

central role in the early teachings of Buddhism. The. 

early Buddhist idea of impermanence (aniccata) was 

interpreted in later Buddhism in terms of a theory of 

momentariness (kjarjavada). The later Buddhist theory 

of causation was also influenced by the theory of univer¬ 

sal momentariness. Reality interpreted m terms of these 
two theories is reduced to point-instants of effeciency 

arising in functional dependence upon other point- 

instants. Real existence or ultimate existence is consider¬ 

ed to be nothing but efficiency. Only the present moment 

of physical efficiency is ultimately real. The particular 

alone which is only the present, which is the ‘here’ and 

'now’ is real. Universal are unreal and are mere names. 

However, the later Buddhist teachers recognize another 

level of reality. When an image arising from the first 

moment of perceptual is objectivized and identified with 

some point of external reality it receives an imputed 

reality. Even from this special point of view there are real 

and unreal substances. From the point of view of these 

teachers, an example of a real substance at this level is 

some object like a cow. Examples of unreal substances 

are metaphysical ones like God, Soul and Matter (in 

the sense of the Primordial Matter of the Saiikhyas). The 

Buddhists of this period recognized two kinds of reality, 

the one.pure of ultimate reality consisting of bare point 

instants, the other consisting of objectivized images. The 

latter is supposed to have a position in time and space 

and possess all the variety of sensible and abstract 

qualities. Thus a distinction was drawn between ultimate 

reality which is unrepresentable and unutterable (anabhi- 

tapya) and phenomenal or empirical reality (samvrtisat). 

The treatment of epistemological issues in early 

Buddhism is confined to a clarification of the kind of 

knowledge essential for attaining the goal of the holy 

life. Early Buddhism insisted that what is essential Tor 

attaining such a*goal is a kind of knowledge that has to 

be developed on the basis of an arduous process of self 

discipline. Ordinary sense knowledge at the level of 

sahrui and vihhana and pure intellectual reason, faith 

and reliance on external authority are inadequate to 

bring about the self-transforming wisdom which is 
signified by the Buddhist terms pahha and asavakkha- 

yaharya. Early Buddhism did hot take any interest in the 

argumentative discussion of genial epistemological 

issues bm was concerned v/ith them only to the extent 

that such discussion was found to be relevant to its 

immediate gda!. In this respect later Buddhism is notably 

different in that the Buddhist intellectual geniuses of 

later centuries, took up the argumentative discussion-of 

epistemological issues as a genera! philosophical exer¬ 

cise. Many sophisticated ideas and theories emerged 

in the course of these discussions'which could be com¬ 

pared with the finest intellectual achievements in Western 

philosophy. 

P. D. Premaslri 

EPITHETS of the Buddha, Dhamma, Sarigha and 

NibbSna. Epithets characterising these four important 

topics in Buddhism are so numerous-and varied that it 

would not only be tedious but also of little value to 

collect all of them. Therefore it is intended here to give a 

cross-section of them presenting them in such a way so 

that they would bring forth various aspects of the subject 

described. It may be noted here that, in general, the 

epithets describing these four topics are very often not 

synonyms but words referring to their different aspects. 

Buddha: 

At first when the literary descriptions of the Buddha 

were not numerous the number of epithets describing 

him were limited But with the increase of Buddhist 

writings the writers went on inventing epithets to cover 

every possible aspect of his personality. The important 

aspects" of his personality that hive been covered by these 

epithets are mainly concerned with his intellectual and 

ethical eminence while there are many terms having 

metaphorical, allegorical and ancestral references. 

The most general and the most important of these is 

the term Buddha (from the root budh to be awake) 

meaning an enlightened one. This is not a proper name 

but a generic term used to describe all those who are 

enlightened by themselves, without the help of any 

extraneous agency. In order to distinguish between the 

Buddhas and pacceka-buddhas the term samma, samyak 

or sam is prefixed to the term Buddha which then means 

the perfectly enlightened one, who, by his self-realised 

knowledge of the Truth, is superior to all other beings 

both human and divine. Gautama Buddha is sometimes. 

called the Buddhasettha or the Buddhavira, meaning 

the best or the excellent Buddha. The term arahant, 

whi<£F is applied to anyone who has realised Nibbana 
and meaning the one deserving (of respect eta) is also 

applied to the Buddha in that, sense This is a pre- 

Buddhist honorific title adopted by the Buddhists. Some 

of the other epithets expressing his Intellect or wisdom 
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f;V' i t)ogen was honoured and held in high esteem by 
his followers as an embodiment of the Jofty pria- 

j|f' ciples of 2cn training and discipline* He preferred 
Solitude and meditation to constant travel aod high 
.company* His endeavour was to form small bands 

I^ Vof sincere and zealous disciples. 

In 1250 A*C. Emperor Go Saga conferred on 
him the title Buppo-Lcnji and also presented him 

¥C:: with a special robe as a mark of honour.* In 1880 
Ihe, title. Sh$y3 Daishi was conferred on him post¬ 
humously. See JAPAN, ZEN. 

-• S.K.N. 
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.. DOGMATISM. Dogmatism may be defined generally 
'as a positive assertion of opinion, held to be true 
. ahd^rrefutable, with an unwillingness to modify 
or give up the opinion even when reasonable counter- 
evidence is brought against it. There are many 
related usages in English such as dogma, dogmatist, 

‘ dogmatical etc., out of which the term “dogma” 
may be considered as primary and the others as 
usages derived from it. The English word dogma is 
a transliteration of* a .Greek word which means 

/‘that which seems good”. The term in its original 
meaning has .been used commendatorily. Greek 
authors, applied if to the decrees of public authorities 
and to tenets of various philosophical schools. Piato. 
used “dogma” in the laws (887E-888D) to mean 
a correct belief about the gods. In English the term 
“dogma” is‘used in the sense of a tenet or doctrine 
authoritatively laid down by a particular church, 
sect or school of thought. In a rclig'ous context and 
especially within the context of traditional Christian 
theology the term has been used to mean a body of 
.opinion, formulated or authoritatively stated, a 
systematized belief or doctrinal system* In the con¬ 
text of Christian theology dogma is essentially the 
formulation of belief on the basis of the scriptures* 
.The role of dogma, within traditional Christianity is 
considered to be the expression of the meaning of 

vGodN revelation in conceptual terms* Dogmatic 
definitions are supposed to express the truth with 
infallible accuracy and are in this sense believed to 
be unalterable* 

The term “dogma” is also used in a condem¬ 
natory sense to mean an imperious or -arrogant 

declaration of opinion* “Dogmatic may also be 
explained as proceeding, upon a priori principles 
accepted as true instead of being founded upon 
experience or induction. A system of philosophy 

based upon principles dictated by reasoning alone 
and not relying upon experience, and more generally, 
a way of thinking based upon principles which have 
not been tested by reflection or experience may, 
be called “dogmatism”. 

• There is considerable evidence in the Buddhist 
tradition, especially in the stratum of literature re¬ 
presented by the Pali canonical scriptures that the 
concept of a dogma and the attitude referred to as 
dogmatism was very familiar to it- The Buddhist 
use of the terms ditfhi and di^thivuda correspond very 
closely to the use of the term “dogma” in the English 
language. Pali Buddhist literature also talks about 
the attitude signified by the English term “dogma¬ 
tism” by using such terms as "upadaria\ "abhi- 

nivesa\ “ajihosCwd” along with the term *ldt{t.hi'\ ■ 
The expression “thantasd pardtnassa abhinivissa 

voharari" which may be rendered as “speaks holding 
firmly and clinging dogmatically”,, occurs in the 
Pali suit as in contexts in which there is mention of 

' the acceptance or assertion of philosophical tenets 
or religious doctrines (dittfrf) which are dogmatically 
held. Buddhism uses the term ditfhi and other terms . 

• and expressions which correspond to the English 
terms “dogma” and “dogmatism” more often in a 
condemnatory sense. In certain instances, the Pali 
suttas use the term “diffhi” with the prefixes samma 

or micchd to make the distinction between.samm?- . 
diffhi (right view) and miccfiddifthl (wrong view). 

The Pali term “diffhi” and Sanskrit arc 
both derived from the roof dri “to sqe”. The Pali 
Text Society dictionary gives the meanings, view, 
belief, dogma, theory and speculation to this term* 
The Buddha is often represented in the Pali suttas 

stating and classifying the numerous philosophical 
tenets or dogmas that were prevalent during his time- 
These dogmas arc. said to have been held by the 
two main groups who were engaged in a religious 
and philosophical quest, the recluses Oamana) and 
Brahmans (bra/uttaria). In the Brahmajala Sutta 

cf the Dighanikoya the Buddha enumerates sixty- 
two philosophical tenets along with the grounds on x 
which they were held and.claims that his teaching 
cannot be categorized under any of these dogmas.’ 
While expressing disagreement with the specific 
philosophical conclusion adopted by the proponents 
of these doctrines, the Buddha was particularly 
critical of the dogmatic stance that they adopted 
with respect to their philosophical tenets. *. Each 
proponent of a theory about the nature and destiny 

. of man and the universe is said to have claimed that 
his theory alone was true and all other theories false 
{tdam evasaccant moghama*iUiTt%)... This dogmatic 
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v\ Dogen was honoured and held in high esteem by 
..- his followers as an embodiment of the lofty prin¬ 

ciples of Zen training and discipline* He preferred 
Solitude and meditation to constant travel and high 

^company. His endeavour was to form small bands 
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DOGMATISM. Dogmatism may be defined generally 
"as a positive assertion of opinion, held to be true 

.. ahdjrrefutable, with an unwillingness to modify 
or give up the opinion even when reasonable counter- 
evidence is brought against it. There are many 
related usages in English such as dogma, dogmatist, 

* dogmatical etc., out of which the term “dogma” 
.may be considered as primary and the others as 
usages derived from it The English word dogma is 
a transliteration of-a .Greek word which means 
‘“that which seems good”. The term in its original 
meaning has .been Used commcndatorily. Greek 
authors, applied it to the decrees of public authorities 
and to tenets of various philosophical schools. Plato, 
used “dogma” in the Laws (887E- 888D) to mean 

. a correct belief about the gods. In English the term 
“dogma” is used in the sense of a tenet or doctrine 

‘authoritatively laid down by a particular church, 
sect or school of thought. In a religious context and 
especially within the context of traditional Christian 
theology the term has been used to mean a body of 

• .opinion,’ formulated or authoritatively stated, a 
systematized belief or doctrinal system* In the con¬ 
text of Christian theology dogma is essentially the 
formulation of belief on the basis of the scriptures. 

. .The role of dogma, within traditional Christianity is 
considered to be the expression of the meaning of 

,God’* Tevelation in conceptual terms- Dogmatic 
' definitions are supposed to express the truth with 

' infallible accuracy and are in this sense believed to 
be unalterable. 
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The term “dogma*- is also used in a condem¬ 
natory sense to mean an imperious or-arrogant 
declaration of opinion*. “Dogmatic may also be 
explained as proceeding, upon a priori principles 
aoeepted as true instead of. being founded upon 
experience or induction. A system of philosophy 

based upon principles dictated by reasoning alone 
and not relying upon experience, and more generally, 
a way of thinking based upon principles which have 
not been tested by reflection or experience may, 
be called "dogmatism”. * _ 

' There is considerable evidence in the Buddhist 
tradition, especially in the stratum of literature re¬ 
presented by the Pali canonical scriptures that the 
concept of a dogma and the attitude referred to as 
dogmatism was very familiar to’it. The Buddhist 
use of the terms (fit(hi and ditfhivada correspond very 
closely to the use of the term "dogma” in the English 
language. Pali Buddhist literature also talks about 
the attitude signified by the English term “dogma¬ 
tism" by using such terms as "upadana\ “abhi- 

nhesa \ "ajihosdnd” along with the term “<//#£/”. - 
The expression “thamasd pardmassa abhinlvissa 

voharati" which may be rendered as “speaks holding 
firmly and clinging dogmatically",, occurs in the 
Pali suttas in contexts in which there is mention of. 

* the acceptance or assertion of philosophical* tenets 
or religious doctrines (diUM) which are dogmatically 
held. Buddhism, uses the term ditfhi and other terms . 

• and expressions which correspond to the .English 
terms “dogma” and “dogmatism” more often In a 
condemnatory sense. In certain instances, the Pali 
suttas use the term with the prefixes sammd. 

or micch* to make the distinction between sammd* 

dirfhi (right view) and micckddittki (wrong view). 

The Pali term and Saoskrit 4Vr/W” are 
both derived from the root dr l "to sqe’\ The Pali 
Text Society dictionary gives the meanings, view, 
belief, dogma, theory and speculation to this term. 
The Buddha is often represented in the Pali suttas 

stating and classifying the numerous philosophical 
tenets or dogmas that were prevalent during his time. 
These dogmas arc.said to have been held.by the 
two main groups who were engaged in a religious 
and philosophical quest, the recluses 0<2ma?tf) and 
Brahmans (br&hmand). In the Brahmajdla Sutta 

cf the Dighanikdya the Buddha enumerates sixty- 
two philosophical tenets along with the grounds on v 
which they were held.and.claim's that his teaching 
cannot be categorized under any of these dogmas. * 
While expressing disagreement with the 'specific 
philosophical conclusion adopted by the proponents 
of these doctrines, the Buddha was particularly 
critical of the dogmatic stance that they adopted 
with respect to their philosophical tenets*; .Each 
proponent of a theory about the nature and destiny 

* of man and the universe is said to have claimed that 
his theory alone was true and all other theories false 
((dam cvasaccam mogham afiiunp).. This dogmatic 



various philosophical schools in the time of the 

Buddha. The Buddha calls them questions that he 
finds fit to be left aside Qhapanlyu). They arc also 

called ‘‘undetermined questions" (avydkatdni) be¬ 

cause the Buddha thought that these questions ought 
to be left unanswered. The ten questions arc : 

1. Is the world eternal ? 

2. Is the world non-eternal? 

3. ' Is the world finite? 

4. Is the world infinite? 

5. Are life and body identical ? 

6. Arc life and body different ? 

7. Does the perfected person exist after death? 

8. Does the perfected person not exist after 
death? 

Is it the case that the perfected person both 
exists and does not exist after death ? 

10. Is it the case that the perfected person 
neither exists nor docs not exist after death? 
(A/. I, p. 426 f.; D. I, p. 190 f.). 

The dogmatic attitude of those who committed 
• themselves to a particular stand on these questions 
is described in the suttas and the Buddhist dis¬ 
approval of such an attitude is expressed as follows: 

“The world is eternal” is... a dogma, it is a 
thicket of views, it is a desert of views, a puppet- •* 
show of views, a convulsion of views, a fetter of 
views (A/- I, p. 485 f.). 

According to the Buddha, clinging to any of 
these views dogmatically, is harmful to spiritual 
progress. The questions themselves are meta¬ 
physical ones and there is no conceivable way of 
checking the truth or falsity of a solution to them. 
The result is perpetual conflict among these who 
hold mutually contradictory positions. The Buddha 
saw no practical advantage at all in holding such 

opinions* According to the Buddha, they do not 
conduce to turning away from sense pleasures, to 
dispassion,’ to the cessation (of ill), to tranquillity, 
to higher knowledge, to enlightenment and to 
Nibbdna (A/- I, p. 431 f*). 

Not only do they hot conduce to any prac¬ 
tical spiritual upliftment of the individual, but also 
operate as a hindrance to a person’s spiritual 
progress. The real muni (sage) does not take sides 
in the controversies pertaining to these dogmas. 
He is therefore said to be free from any men¬ 
tal obstruction.3 Jt is always not the unprejudiced 
interest in the search for truth that impclls 
people to hold certain philosophical opinions. 
The intentions cf those who defend dogmatic 
positions could sometimes be malicious.4 5 The opi¬ 
nions themselves could be the product of personal 
inclinations, likes, dislikes" and interests. Clinging 
to dogmas becomes all the more tenacious because 
it i$ an expression of ones prejudices* According 
to the Buddha, when a person .is led by impelling 
desire, and grasps a view depending on his incli¬ 
nation he finds it difficult to discard it.6 One clings 
to such a view because one sees personal advantage 
in doing so.4 According to the Buddha dogmas 
which arc very enthusiastically , defended are merely 
rationalizations of desires, inclinations, propen¬ 
sities, likes and dislikes. 

Dogmatism inevitably engenders disputes. Acc¬ 
ording to the I'aramaUhaka Suita, a. person who 
entertains a dogmatic view takes .his own view 
as the most perfect and disparages the views of 
others.7 8 The OVaviytVia Suita states the imperious 
and arrogant manner in which dogmatists assert 
their own doctrinal positions : 

Those who cling to their own views alone, come 
into dispute with others, each claiming expertise 
for hi nisei f saying : “One who understands this 
knows the truth;, whoever rejects this is im- 

• perfect “s 

3 V&dati ca jdtaf*t muni no upeti — tasmd muni natthi khilo kuhiUci (Sn. v. 780). 
4 Vadanti. ve dulthamand pi eke (Sn. v. 780). 
5 Sakanx hi ditthitji katham accayeyya- 

Chanddnuriito ruciyd nhittho (Sn. v. 781). 
6 Yadattani so passati dnisamsatn (Sn. v. 784). 
7 Paraman ti difthisu paribbdsdno — yad uttarim kurute jantu loke 

Mnati aiifie tato sabbam aha (Sn. v. 796). 
8 Sakam saka **» ditfhl paribbosand- 

viggayha nand kusald vadanti 

Yo evarrt jandti sa vedi dhammattt 

idam patikkosam akevali so (Sn. v. 878). 
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The Pa**ra Suita mentions of pubbe debates at 
' whtch dogmatists attempted to argue In defence of 
1 their own views Intent on emerging victorious : 

They who love debates enter a gathering and 
engage in contentious debates calling each other 
fools* . ..They. seek, praise calling themselves 

. experts.* 

From the Buddhist point of view such contro¬ 

versy* generates exactly the states of mind which 
hinder spiritual development* These disputes arc 

' hot conducive to the mental calm and tranquillity 
• necessary' to see'things In the proper perspective* 
'One becomes depressed when one is defeated In 
debate* When one fails to defeat the arguments of 
others one becomes enraged*10 Flatten and dc- 

, presslon are the two-fold result of disputation based 
on dqgmtlc views, and both these psychological 
coalitions are harmful to spiritual progress- Accor¬ 
ding to the Buddha, the elation in a person who 

'emerges victorious in 'debate hvelf becomes the 
ground of Ms spiritual downfall* For it is nothing 

' but an expression of his pride and arrogance*11 
'Dogmatism leads to Intolerance and fanaticism. 
Therefore the dogmatist Is Incapable of being free 
from conflict and the associated eviU. 

Buddhism considered dogmatism as an expres- 
sioh of it iihural, deep-rooted. Innate, proclivity of 

,the human fit* privity to eling id » view is 
.* mentioned as one of the dormant tendencies (anusaya) 

* 0' the mind. DittMiuisaya (dormant tendency to 

cling to views) is on equal footing with other dormant 

tendencies like rdghiusaya (dormant tendency iQ be 

lustful) and puUgMnusaya 
hateful). Dogmatism is a- by-product of. 
(delusion or confusion), one of the three root* o(| 
evil or unskill. 1. is an unskilled state of «mnd ^ 

has to be eradicated for the attainment of he 
mate goal of Buddhism- Cluigtr-g to dogma is..ato.^ 
mentioned among the four types of dinging vr ^ 
are produced by craving idWhupafrinaX .It.is some-^ 
times referred to as a passion, equally strong as the r 

passion for sensuous things- Dogmatists who comyg 
into conflict, clinging to their own dogmas are said.| 

to be deeply and passionately attached to their owiu 
* view's (sandilthirJgena hi te'bhiratt&)x * Dogmatising 

Is also referred to as an intoxicant (asava), which;^ 

has to be eradicated to attain irahantshlp*b ■■v.^ 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 

15 

Te vadakdma parisam vigayha 

bitav dahanti mtr/iu aWamtfiftaW 

pasamsa kdtnd kusald vaddnd (Sn. v. 825). 

Yutto kathayam parisdya majjhc 
.pasawsam icc/iam vinighdri hoti 
apohatasmiui pana nxanku hod 

nindaya so kuppati ramUiam esl (Sn. v. 826). 
Yd untied sd'ssa vighutabhumi 

mdnddmdm.nl vaeiate panvso (5*//. »\ 830). 

Nirassad ddiyadcca dhamma n1 (Sn. v. 785). 
Te uggalt'yand nirassajanti 

kaplvu sdkhatn pun ink ha in gahdya (Sn. v. 79 j). 
Dhonassa hi natdii kuhihd loke 

PaUappitu did hi bhavdbha^’csit (Sn. i\ 7S6). 
Na kappayand na purekkharond 

Accantasuddhtti na te vadanii 

addnoganthaux gat hi tan1 visajja 

dsain na kubbanti kuhiiici loke (Sn. v. 794). 

• - . * - ’ij 

The Buddha points out that even if a person gives *^ 
up his view' he docs so by grasping another.1* He' 
is like a monkey who lets'go one branch only to;^ 
cling to another.13 This is so because of the deep-yiP 
rooted nature of the human proclivity 'to^ 
dogmatism. . * . J;* 

Dogmatism, according to Buddhism, is a mark^ 

of imperfection. The person with spiritual excellence 
docs not hold on to mentally constructed .views.1*. 
The perfected person in Buddhism is desen 
the following terms : ; 

They do not speculate, they do not esteem any'% 
views and say “This is the highest purity**. They| 

release the knot of dogmatic clinging and do not 3 
long for anything in the world.10 -. ' 

- . • • iv- 
The ALfgandhiya Suita of the Suttanipdta, describing 

the liberation of the Buddha says : 

m 
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To him who is free from attachment to ideas 

there are no tics. To him who is freed through 

wisdom there are no delusions. Those who grasp 
ideas and dogmas, wander about coming into 

.*• conflict in the world.16 

The liberation of the Buddhist saint is not merely 

a liberation from the sensuous things of thc*world 

but also from ideology, clinging to which leads in¬ 
evitably to conflict. 

/The Brahmaoa (noble one) having learnt of 

-diverse theories that have arisen among ethers, 

is indifferent to them, whilst others embrace 

them. 

The sage freeing himself from worldly ties, does 

not take,sides in controversies that arise. He is 

-peaceful among those who are restless. He re¬ 

mains cquanimous' without embracing views 

while dthers embrace them.17 

In the Dighanakha Stitt a of the MajfhimarJkayj 

•there is mention of three types of attitude to views 

said to have been held by recluses and biahmans : 

•* (1) I agree with every view {sabbani nte khanuti) 

:(2) I agrcc with no view (sabba m me nakkhamati) 

(3) I agree with some - views and disagree with 
others (ckoccam me khanuiti ekaccam me na 
khflmatl) 

The Buddha praises the* second point of view as 

tending towards dispassion, lack of bondage, cxcite- 
; ment, dogmatism and clinging (asSrogaya santike 

' asatnyogdya . . . anabhinandanaya, . . . anajjhos&naya 

... anupad*naya santike). whereas the first and third 

views are not favoured because they have the oppo¬ 

site tendency. Dighanakha who opened the dis¬ 

cussion on the subject with the Buddha claimed to 

hold the 6econd view and was gladcncd by the 

Buddha’s remark that the second position is praise¬ 

worthy. Those who took the second position were 
understood as those who did not commit themselves 

to any view. But the Buddha hastens to point out 

that Dighanakha/s position could itself become a 
dogma. For iff one dogmatically holds the view 

“I agree with no view” it can have the same con¬ 

sequence as taking any other dogmatic position. 
Therefore, with respect to all three types of views 

mentioned in the Dighanakha Sutia, if one firmly 

holds, and dogmatically asserts, that any one of these 

theories is correct and the others false, (tmern dilthlm 

thiimasd para mass a abhinivissa vohareyyc.fp tdam eva 

saccam mogham aiinanti) one is likely to engage in 

contentious debate (P. I, p. 499). As in the AUha- 

kavagga of the Suttanlpata, here too, the Buddha 

sees the result of debate as dispute {vivado) vexation 

(vighito) and worry {vikesd). The Buddha’s advice 

is to eliminate dogmatism altogether and to cultivate 

an attitude of equanimity and indifference towards 

all views. 

Although Buddhism considers the dogmatic 

grasping of dlttlii as a hindrance to spiritual progress, 

it recommends satnnudii$hi (right view) as the first 

step in its eightfold path.. Sanundditthl is contrasted 

.with miedudiLthi (wrong view)/ The first category 

of micchxditlhi recognized In Buddhism . consists 

of those theories which have, certain specific harmful 

consequences. As enumerated in the Pali canonical 

suttas, they include a nihilistic world view involving 

the rejection of the reality of this world/the world 

beyond, and moral values such as caring for parents, 

the karmic efficacy of good and bad conduct, and the 

fruitfulness of leading a religious life- Secondly, 

there arc the speculative views.such as those enume¬ 
rated in the Brahma!7la Sutta which are referred.to 

as diuhigata. The third is the most basic and univer¬ 

sal, wrong view referred to as sakk&yadi(thl. 

' 
According to the SammSdi{thi Sutta of the 

Majihimanikaya, Santmeiditthi involves the compre¬ 

hension of (1) the distinction between good and bad 
and their bases (kusala, akusa!at kusalamula, aku- 
salatnfda) (2) the nutrients (Ahard) of life along with 

their origin, cessation and the path to their cessation, 

(3) the four noble truths, and (4) the twelve factors 

. 16 Sariiid virattassa na santi gant ha 

. . pchUa vimuttassa na santi mo ha 

sanHail.ca di^thhl ca ye aggahesunx 

. . te ghattayanfd vicaranti loke (Sn. v. 847). 
.17 fiatva -ca so (brahmano) sanunutiyo puthujja 

■ upekkhaU uggahananta - m - cdifie 

• * .Visalja ganthani mumdha loke 
vivadajatassa na vaggasari 

V* ’ Santo asantesu upekkhako so7 
anuggaho uggahananta - m - aft tic {Sn. vv. 911-912). 

i! 

i 
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of the law of causal genesis (.paticcasamuppada). In 
brief what Buddhism refers to as sammadiWd is «s 
pragmatic Ideology, the sole concern of which is the 
liberation of man from dukkha (unsatisfactorincss)* 
It Is claimed that thU ideology avoids the two specu¬ 
lative extremes of the dogma cf ctcrnalism (sassata- 
vdda) and the dogma of annihilatiomsm- (acchc- 
Jaydda). The Buddha explicitly exhorts his dis¬ 
ciples hot to cling even to this pragmatic ideology 
which he presents In the form o(**dwmddl(ild, for 
such clinring could itself be a hindrance to the 
attainment of the Buddhist goal. 

In the AlagaddQpama Sutta of the Majjhima- 
nikdya the Buddha exhorts his disciples not to learn 
the dhamnta for the benefit of defending a dogma 
(Jthddapantokkhinhawsaiii) or for the benefit of dis¬ 
paraging* or finding fault with* others (updrambfv* 
ftUatjtiatjt : M. I, p. 1}3). The dhamma should be 
handled In the way a cobra should be. for if a cobra 
is grasped by Its tail and not by Us neck, it will turn 
round and harm the person who grasped K. Accor¬ 
ding to the admonition of the Buddha, his dhamma 
should be studied and understood only for a specific 
practical purpose. Like cling* nr to any other dogma; 
clinclng to the dhamma will have the same harmful 
consequences of feeding one’s conceit, self-esteem 
and attachment and thereby engender conflict within 
one’s self and in society. In the simile of the raft, 
the Buddha advises his disciples to treat the dhamma 

lUc purpose of eroding over from a 
condition of suffering to a condition of non-sufi'cring 
(k id!upanic: m vo dhamma in desvssdmi nittharanat- 
th^ya no gahanatthlya). Neither in the process of 
fulfiliing.the dhamma"s purpose nor after fulfilling.it 
should it be clung to as a dogma. Even the whole¬ 
some doctrines (dhamma) which the Buddha con¬ 
ceived to produce beneficial results are not to be 
grasped dogmatically. “How much more,” the 
Buddha asks, /’should one refrain from clinging 
dogmatically to wrong doctrines.” (ajaturtehi 
dhamma pi pah a tab bd, petgeva ad!ut turnJ ; A/. I 
p. 135). 

It is In the light of this pragmatist approach of 
Buddhism that the Buddhist teachings in.the Atjhaka- 
vagga arc to be understood. The AUtwkavagga h 

undoubtedly a collection which contains the core 
teachings of Buddhism, which belonged to the 
earliest stratum of the Buddhist tradition. Most 
surras included in the AUhakavagga lay repeated 
emphasis on the point that to present any thesis at 

all as an assertion of absolute truth « to display 
innate tenJency to dogmatism. It «s .epeat^y tagSgfl 
cribcd as a mark of spiritual immaturity, "m BggSSfj 
one who has transcended the confines^of namjra||® 
dogmas does not grasp anything .as the absoM^I|g 
truth (slmttigo brShnmo.. .taiddha. y 
uggahUut,<: S». ». 795). He has no dogma-to We^j^ 
for it docs not occur to him 4T assert thU 
837). Sammddl((hi in Buddhism is not intended % 
be the correct sixty-third view<di(ihi)(opposed 
sixty-two wrong views that already existed. It shoaJd^ra 
therefore, according to the Buddha/ not lead^w)^|j 

dogmatism. 

The noble ones confidently affirm the jnvnad||| 
peace they have attained tajlhattasanti: ibid). 
they make no assertion characterizing the 
absolute truth, for to make such an assertion H 
fall within “Brahma’s net” (brahma]Ha). It is tbfc£|gj 
inward peace that the Buddha maintains as tbc.ooiyS 
truth realizing which people do not engage inde-p! 
bate (vkanx hi jaccaip na dutiyam nlthl—yasmJp 
no vivadc pal3nan1 • Sn. v. 884). The. many' 
diverse truths asserted dogmatically by those ml*/ 
claim themselves to be experts (kusald vcdfftd) 
according to the Buddha, invalid gcneralirat^^ 
made on the basis of their own perceptions 
coloured by their deep-rooted prejudices (jia JWSeL 
savedtd bahiinl alnd - aMUitra soundya niccdnl bkvSfeh 

Sn. 1.886). ... 
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fhc Buddha’s attitude towards dogmatism is 
expressed in his critique of two principal sourcet fPs 

knowledge** on which truth claims of somcrflilSjj 
contemporaries were based. The Buddha did itm 

favour an attitude of total reliance upon 
whether it is the authority.of a .revealed tradid^^ 
(aaussava) or of a scriptural tradition 
pad*') or a venerated person tsamayo no gerltjyk;^ 

p. 189). If such authoritative assertions 
with what is in fact the case, which is ultima^Snjl 
matter to be determined by inter-subjective cmgjfi 
mental observation, those assertions should 
jeeted. The same applies to reason as wcfi^|SS 
what is consistently reasoned out may also 
with observable facts. 

However, some scholars contend that the airiSStl 
recommended in Buddhism towards the‘tcJciS$| 
of the Buddha is one of uncritical acceptanee. Acc»g|| 
ding to Kern, Buddhism is...a supertasa^^^ 
{attarimanussa) Law, founded upon the decrees afSlH 
omniscient and infallible Master.’*18 poussia 
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it I, reasonable to conclude tlwit nuddhbm In Its 
orlj il form was not In favour of characters 
Suw Gordin* to any absolutist description 
According to the Buddha such characterizations of 
reality result only In promoting dogmatic attitudes 
resultltuT*n Ideological convicts. The Buddhls“ta«e- 
ments about reality were determined essentially by a 
strong pragmatic concern. The principal concern of 

. original Buddhism was the achievement ofa spec; tic 
result, namely, liberation from suffering. This is tl« 
reason for the repeated emphasis of the Buddha, 

•that he lays down nothing but the existence of 111 
and its cessation {dukkhafl c'dhum panntpcwl duk- 
kltw»a ea niiodlu.ipV, «»»Important to note that this 
emphasis, occurs particularly In Instances where 
attempts were made to drag the Buddha to commit¬ 
ment to dome absolutist position regarding the 
nature of reality. In consistency with this attitude 
the Buddhi warned his disciples against taking his 

. own teaching as a dogma. However, the dogmatic 
attitudes reflected within Buddhism itself may be 
accompaniments In the progressive development Jof1 
Buddhology. and religious ideology. Any doctrine’ 
which happens to be accepted by a commui sty of 

* adherents has the tendency to end up ns a system 
of dogmas, and the history of Buddhism has shown 
that Buddhism has not been an exception to this. 

P. D. Premasiri 

DOMANASSA, generally rendered into English as 
distress, dejection, melancholy, grief, is one of the 
five types of feeling (vedattd, q.\\). 

Domanassa is mental pain, (cerasikam dUkkham, 
cctasikatfi asutam, S.V., p. 209; Av/. p. 312; of.D; II, 
p. 306, AW/. p. 12) in contrast to physical pain 
{kuyikani dukkham koyikani asniam, D. II, p. 305; 
M. I, p. 302; sxririka dukkhd vedaitl7 .* A, 11, p. 143). 
However the texts also note the connection between 
these two types of feelings In certain instances. Thus 
ihe Peiakopadesa (pp. 118, 25) cites physical pain as 

. a cause of mental pain, and conversely the VisuddhW 
magga (p. 504) points out how one undergoes physical 
pain as a result of mental pain. 

The direct opposite of domanassa is somanassar 
meaning mental happiness, gladness. The tern) 
oppaccaya ( = dissatisfaction) is synonymous with 
domanassa (D. I, p. 3; DA. I, p. 52). 

In the nikayas there is also the usage of domanassa 
in combination with abhijjhd (covetousness : A/. I, 

domanassa m. 
■ 

,JA. ,n 2: A. U. P- 16). Ths well 
SutipdHIu'iw Suita (£>. ». P; 29°; I. P- 

of gctii'ng rid of 
S», combination with the term obUW •**£&&& 
domanassa ha, acquired a sense somewhat 
to Its original meaning, the ©oqunentanes to jg£g|«| 
SallpaUhiua Sulla {MA. I. P- 244) equatc 
with kiimucchanda (desire Tor seme pleasures) 
domanassa with vy&pvda (ill-will). Emphasising 
equation the commentaries say that by naming mc||g 
two strongest constituent of the five mind defiH^||g| 
hindrances (paficanlvarana) tKis statement TcfcrejJojgg 
the* eradication of all the five hindrances, IfU a»5|g 
seen that when coup!«af with* abh{j}hd9 donunassd%tt 
Is oftcn referred to asj an evil, unwholesome stite^g 
(ofthe mind, pJpakd akusald dhammt, Af. I; p. 
/t.n. P. 16). vj' 

,! It is apparent that Ithls equation of domcmass^^ 
with vyrtyfda is possibly bnjly by a stretch of meanmg.'J® 
As the Pciakopadssa (pi ^51) points oat, hatred (daax)$^| 
and ill-will (vynpdda) arise from thoughts pertaining 
to domanassa {domanassopaviedra\ and as suchjfciy^ 
these mental states are more correlated than bcJag|g 
identical. Hatred and ill-wil! are .not ncccssivj§& 
core!laries of domanassa for, in.some instances, th 
could be domanassa without these. ' •. * * 

A more general explanation of the terra douJ^$* 
nassa U found in the MajjhinumikSya (HI, -2tQ.fi, 
Therein it is pointed out that domanassa could arisel^ 
trom the failure to obtain desirable objects sought?; 
after by tlie senses or from recalling the previoos; 

• enjoyment of such desirable objects which arc-no^f 
. longer available. The Visuddhimagga (pp. 461, 504))* 

quotes the Atajjhimaikkaya in its definition of dotpa^ 

vnissa. Petakopadesd (p. 118) points out thefpotti^ 
btlity of domanassa arising from bodily pain.. Mokb^ 

jvicfhcdtm (p. 1!) corroborates '.Visud&impg^ 

definition. Trom all these definitions it is seen'that 
there is general agreement bn the point that do**k 

nassa arises when’ one experiences an unpkastfll 
feeling which’is contrary *o one’s desires add-*- 
pectations. - . * . Cr& 

: ?i. .wSjpjjL 
7 Repugnance {pa tig ha) seems to be the general poo* 

dition that arises in the mind when afflicted 
nassa. Due to domanassa the mind could .becoo*| 
vexed, dejected, grieved or even crippled. DepeaSs* 
on the cause of domanassa and the consequent P&i 

dering over it (Pet. p. 251) a positive feeling of hitred 
and ill-will also could; arise. In its intense (6cm 

domanassa may manifest as a serious patholopc^S 
condition of the mind (mdnasavyadhi: Vism. p. 
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Buddhism is a faith and a creed, a respectful and 
. close adhesion to the word of the one Omniscient1' 

(ibid. p. 378). Keith also appears to agree with Kern 
and Poussin on this matter.ly Okienberg, Rhys 
Davids and Radhaknshnan believe that Buddhism 

. uncritically accepted the dogmas of the prevalent 
Brahmanical tradition. K. N. Jayatillekc disagrees 
with these scholars contending that their conclusions 
arc a result of a lack cf a* historical perspective in 
interpreting the Buddhist teachings. He points out 
•that the doctrines of rebirth and karma, were accep¬ 
ted in Buddhism not merely as an inheritance from 
the past tradition. According to him. Buddhism 
arose at a time when neither the acceptance of these 
theories was widespread nor when the theories were 
of great antiquity. Besides they were subject to 
question by influential materialist schools of thought 
and the elite or independent thinkcis.of the Buddha's 
time. 

Some scholars have also argued that Buddhism is 
an authoritarian creed on the ground that the Buddha 
was considered to be omniscient. Jayatillekc points 
out that omniscience was not attributed to the 
Buddha in the early stratum of the Pali canonical 
literature. On the contrary, the Buddha is repre¬ 
sented as disclaiming omniscience and explicitly 
claiming only three types of higher knowledge 
(tevijfif). The three types of higher knowing were not 
considered to be an exclusive possession of the 
Buddha. They were believed to have been acquired 
by numerous disciples of the Buddha, and excluding 
the third, &savakkhaya'\d pa (knowledge of the climi- 

* nation of the intoxicants) the others were admitted 
to be attainable by anyone cultivating the meditative 
mind even outside the Buddhist fold. 

Jayatillekc observes that within the canonical 
literature itself a later stratum is noticeable, accor¬ 
ding to which a wide gap is recognised between the 
knowledge of the Buddha and the knowledge of the 
arahant. In his opinion, the concept of a p<v 
vlmutta (one emancipated by intellectual knowledge 
alone) developed during this period. With this deve¬ 
lop nvmt the role of saddhi in Buddhism also changed. 
Jayatilleke says : “It is possible that this new con¬ 
ception of saddhJ was accompanied by a dogmatism 
which condemned the free inquiry which the earlier 
attitude was based on and encouraged*9* (Jayatillekc, 
op* dt* p* 400)* * 

K. N. Jayatillekc has good grounds to maintain 
that according to at least one stratum of the Pali 
canonical suttos the place assigned to faith in Bud,-, 
dhism is conspicuously different from that assigned 
tc it in thcistic religions. Dogmas in t heist ic reli¬ 
gions arc to be accepted with unquestioning faith. 
Although Buddhism recognizes the significance of 
faith in the sense of confidence in the efficacy of 1 
the teaching or confidence in the reliability of the 
teacher, dogmatic acceptance of anything a$ the 
sole truth merely on the basis of faith i$ nOt en¬ 
couraged. According to the CaMd Suite* if one has * 
faith, it is reasonable for him to aay “such is my • 
faith’1 (cviim me saddle hoti), but not to dogmati¬ 
cally conclude “this alone is the truth and every¬ 
thin*; else is false’4 (idant eva saccate mogham tfftAavft* ' 
M. II, p. 171), In the Vimctpsaka Suita the Buddha 
even welcomes his disciptes to inquire into the 
genuineness of his claim to have become an enlight¬ 
ened and morally perfect being. He invites them to 
test him by observing his behaviour to find out 
whether his bodily conduct which can be visually 
observed and his verbal conduct which can be audi¬ 
torily observed is of such a nature that he could be 
accused cf having a greedy, hateful or deluded d*s 
position (jVf. I, p. 317* f.), The standard Buddhist 
expression of this non-dogmatic attitude is found 
in the Katana Sutta of tht Anguttoranikdya where 
the Buddha explicitly rejects authority &nd reason, 
in favour of experiential observation. The Buddha’s 
advice is not to ding to a dogma, but to have the 
insight necessary for liberation (difthfa ca anupa- 
gamma si lava dassanena sampan no). 

It is evident that Buddhological speculation, of 
which some traces are to be found in the later 
stratum of the Pali canonical tradition itself and 
wh>ch progressively developed lii later Buddhist 
literature of.the Northern schools, of Buddhism 
widened th; gap between the knowledge of the 
Buddha and the attainment of the arahat until this 
gap became unbridgeable and the goal of arahant- 
ship itself was much depredated. It is in this light? 
that Keith’s following quotation from JRatnakHUb 
presented as evidence for the conclusion that Bud- 

. dhism is a faith and creed has to be understood : 

Here the .Tathigaia alone is my witness, the 
Tathigata knows, I do not ki ow; boundless Is 
the enlightenment of the Buddhas.*0 * 

19 A. B* Keith, Buddhist Philosophy Chowkhamba Sanskrit Studies, Varanasi, India, 1963, p. 33 f. 

20 Quoted by A. B. Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, p. 36. 


